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BI-PAK
Order
BP00
BP0

8PO4
BPIO
BP20
BP30
BP40
BP4I

BP42
BP50

BP53

BP60
BP70
BP72
BP73
BP74
BP75
BP76

BP83
BP90
BP92
BP93
BP94
BP95
BP96
Data

8..601 Strmslatttluctms nu* off r you t hi Mt y...t timl
ut this, EX-most popular1 taye of ICs

SINCLUSIVE LOW PRICES.El IN Dowttil 74N St tic,
folly coded. brood new- Do,' rt. Most, 14 and lb
pm pml.mges

prices
100 up

I5p

ISp
ISp
ISp
ISp
ISp
ISp

67p
67p

15p

ISp
I5p
29p
29p
37p
37p
43p

439
67p
67p
67p
67p
67p
67p.
90p

13p each.

Price and qty.
No. Description I -24 25-99

7400N Quad 2 -Input NAND GATE .. 23p 20p
I 7410N Quad 2 -Input NAND GATE-OPEN

COLLECTOR .. .. .. 139 20p
7404N HEX INVERTER .. .. .. 23p 20p
7410N Triple 3 -Input NAND GATE .. 23p 209
7420N Dual 4 -Input NAND GATE .. 23p 20p
7430N Single 8 -Input NAND GATE .. 23p 20p
7440N Dual 4 -Input BUFFER GATE . 23p 20p
7441 N BCD to decimal decoder and N.I.T.

Driver .. .. .. .. 879 77p
7442N BCD to decimal decode (TTL OiP) 87p 77p
7450N Dual 2 -Input AND/OR/NOT GATE

expandable.. - .. .. 23p 20p
7453N Single 8 -Input AND!OR/NOT GATE

-expandable .. .. .. 23p 10p
7460N Dual 4-Input-expandable .. .. 23p 20p
7470N Single JK Flip-Flop-edge triggered 35p 32p
7472N Single Master Slave JK Flip -Flop .. 33p 32p
7473N Dual Master Slave 3K Flip -Flop .. 43p 40p
7474N Dual D Flip -Flop .. .. .. 43p 40p
7475N Quad Elistable Latch .. .. .. .. 47p 4Sp
7476N Dual Master Slave Flip -Flop with

preset and clear .. ... .. 47p 459
7483N Four Bit Binary Adder .. .. 137p 77p
7490N BCD Decade Counter .. .. 87p 77p
7492N Divide by 12 4 Bit binary counter.. 137p 77p
7493N Divide by 16 4 Bit binary counter.. 87p 77p
7494N Dual Entry 4 Bit Shift Register .. 87p 77p
7495N 4 Bit Up -Down Shift Register .. 87p 77p
7496N 5 Bit Shift Register .. .. .. LI -10 L1-00

is available for the above Series of 1.Cs. in booklet form, price

LINEAR I.C's
Price

Type No. Case Leads Description 1-24 25-99 100
BP 201C- SL20IC TO -5 B G.P. Amp .. .. 63p 53p 4Sp
BP 701C - SL701C TO -5 8 OP. Amp .. . 63p 53p 45p
BP 702C - SL702C TO -5 8 OP. Amp Direct 0/P. 63p 53p 45p
BP 702 -72702 D.I.L. 14 G.P. OP. Amp (Wide

Board) .. .. 539 45p 40p
BP 709 - 72709 D.I.L. 14 High OP. Amp .. 53p 45p 40p
BP 709P - uA709C TO -5 8 High Gain OP. Amp.. 53p 45p 40p
BF' 741 - 72741 D.I.L. 14 High Gain OP. Amp

.. 75p 60p 50
R.F.uA 703C - uA703C TO -5 6 R.F. IF Arotected).mp .. .. 43p 35p 279

TAA 263 TO -72 4 A.F. Amp .. .. 70p 60p 55p
TAA 293 TO -74 10 G.P. Amp .. .. 90p 75p 70p

TTL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Manufacturers' "Full outs"-out of spec, devices including functional units
and part function but classed as out of spec. from the manufacturers' very
rigid specifications. Ideal for learning about I.Cs. and experimental work.
PAK No. PAK No. PAK No.
U1C00 =12 x 7400N 50p UIC42= 5 x 7450N SOp UIC80 =5 x 7480N SOp
UIC01 =12 x 740IN 50p UIC50 =12 x 7450N 50p UIC82 =5 x 7482N 50p
UICO2 =12 x 7402N 50p U1051 =12 x 745IN 50p U1C83 =5 x 7483N 50p
UIC03 =12 x 7403N 50p. UIC60 =12 x 7460N 50p UIC86 =5 x 7486N 50p
UIC04 =12 x 7404N 50p UIC70 = B x 7470N 50p UIC90 =5 x 7490N 50p
U1C05 =12 x 7495N SOp UIC72 = 8 x 7472N 50p U1C92 =5 x 7492N 50p
UIC 10 =12 x 7410N 50p UIC73 = 8 x 7473N 50p U1C93 =5 x 7493N 50p
U1C20 =12 x 7420N SOp U1C74 = 8 x 7474N 50p U1C94 = 5 x 7494N 50p
UIC40 =12 x 7440N SOp UIC75 = 8 x 7475N 50p UIC95 =5 x 7495N 547p
UIC41 = 5 x 7441 AN 50p UIC76 = 8 x 7476N 50p UIC96 =5 x 7496N 50p

UICXI =25 x Asst'd 74's L1.50
Packs cannot be split but 20 assorted pieces (our mix) is available as PaK UICXI
Every Pack carries our BI-PAK: Satisfaction or money back GUARANTEE.

DTL (Diode Transistor Logic) I NTEGRATEDCIRC UITS manufacturers'
"Fall outs"-out of spec, devices including functional units and part functional
but classed as out of spec. from the manufacturers' very rigid specifications.
Ideal for learning about I.C's and experimental work.
Pak . .

UIC930 =12 x µA 930 50p U1C948 = 8 x iirk 948 ....50p
U1C932 =12 x µA 932 50p U1C951 = 5 x 1.LA 951 .... SOp
UIC933 =12 x taA 933 50p UIC961 =12 xu.A 961 ....50p
UIC935 =12 x AA 935 50p UIC9093 = 5 x LtA 9093.... 50p
U1C936 =12 x p.A 936 SOp UIC9094 = 5 x ILA 9094 ....509
U1C944 =12 xu.A 944 50p U1C9097 = 5 x riA 9097 ....50p
UIC945 = 8 x Li.A 945 50p UIC9099 = 5 x LtA 9099 .... 50p
UIC946 =12 x ti.A 946 50p UIC x 925 Assorted 930 Series LI 50
Packs cannot be split but 25 Assorted Pieces (our mix) is available as Pack
UICX9. Every Pak carries our BI-PAK Satisfaction or money back guarantee.
Data Booklet available for the BP930 Series, PRICE 13p.

RTL MICROLOGIC CIRCUITS
Price each

1.24 25-99 100 up
Epoxy TO -5 case
uL900 Buffer 359 33p 27p
uL9 I 4 Dual 2i,P

gate 35p 33p 27p
uL923 J -K flip-flop 50p 47p 45p
Data and Circuits Booklet for I.C's.
Price 7p.

Dual -in -Line Low Profile Sockets
14 and 16 Lead Socket for use with
Dual -in -Line Integrated Circuits.

Price each
Order No. 1-24 25-99 100 up

TSO 14 pin type.. 30p 27p 25p

TSO 16 pin type.. 35p 32p 30p

ALL PRICES QUOT D IN NEW PENCE
Please send all orders direct to our warehouse and despatch department

BI-PAK SEMICONDUCTORS
P.O. BOX 6, WARE,. HERTS.

Postage and picking add 7p. Overseas add extra for Airmail. Minimum order
50p. Cash with order please. Giro No. 388-7006. -

,-------,:R EX RENTAL TV's
19 - £29.95
23" - £39.95

All Channels 405/625
2 Years Guarantee.

Free List by return.

17' Slim line TV's £11.115, 111' Slim line TV's L15.95. Guaranteed t years.
Send lot List. Cert.& Ins. all sets LI 95. Dilly demonstrations to personal
shopper,.

TEAK HI-FI STEREO CABINETS 21415
Brand New 44' wide '.. 111' deep x W high with Legs. A superb piece of
furniture. Carr. LI 00.

fla101 Gang Condensers 30p, Miniature AM, post 5p, Precision
Tape Motors El .35. 200/240V, post 20p.

'Transistor Radio Cases: tip each.
Size IN' 54' a 34'. P. 5 P. 150
SPEAKERS Nip 55, it) BRAND
NEW. P. a P. 5p. .

TRANSISTORS Pest F".
AC In AF 179 OC III
AC ISO OC 44 OC PIO
AF 114 OC 45
AF 117 OC 71 150 each

POTENTIONMETERS 23p each

TV TUBES
GUARANTEED

REBUILT
2 YEARS

Double 
Switched

,,,,,V.,s
KO..^.. E' shaft

Doubled
Switched 500 K(1,1031(0 2" shaft

1111.
100
50p.
sets

Double l
Switched

Post.

KNOBS
clear (Brand

assorted
Postage

2 to 6 Just

DUKE

I MEG, too KO Wallin

I. Pack. 5p.-4 for 109

100,000 to
New)

Radio 8, T.V. knobs
25p. (If you require
ask)

& CO. (LONDON)
621/3 Romford Road.
Phone 01.470 60014-3

14"-23.15,
N. a nn_44.45.
Eschangsd

Manor
Stamp

it a ir-asss.

Bowls. Cell lip.

LTD.
Park. 11.12
for Free List

2 NEW "TELEBOOSTERS"
THE M4
DUAL BAND
V.H.F. UNIT

KING . . .
the name you
can depend on.

* Boosts all Band III and any specified Band I
Channel simultaneously.

* Still higher gain ... nominally 17-18 d.B. both
Bands.

* Very low noise third generation passivated
transistor.

* Fitted fly lead ... installed in seconds.
* Quality Case 3f" >.; 3.1" I' Cork base.

Specify Band I channel when ordering.

THE NEW UM4 UHF "COLOURBOOSTER"
Channels: Group "A" Red Spot. "B" Yellow. Spot,
"C" Green Spot. Prices: Both types-C3.75 Battery
Model OR L5137 Self Contained Mains Model.

P/P 13p

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LIMITED
Bridge House, NEWTON ABBOT, Devon.

Literature on request.
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NEW LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
ALBA 655, 656. 717. 721 £3.75. 890-895, 1090, 1135, 1195, 1235, 1395, 1435 £5.00.
ARGOSY. 17K10 17K11. 17K12 17K14 19K17. 17K43.
BAIRD. All models price £5.90. From model 600 quote part no. normally found on TX base plate.
BUSH TV53 to TUG69 £2.00.1V91 to TV139 £4-75. (From Model 1V123 an alternative Square Tag Panel was fitted on Main Bobbin, please

state if required.) TV141 to TV176 Rewind £4-50. TV75 to TV86 £4.75.
COSSOR 904 to 957 Rewind £4.50. CT1700U to CT2378A £5.00.
DECCA DM1. DM3C (900). DM4C (70°), DR1, DR2. DR121 £4.50. DR95, DR100, DR101, DR202, DR303, DR404. DR505, DR606 £4.50
DEFIANT 7P20 to 7609. Prices on request.
DYNATRON TV30, N35. TV36, N37. TV38, TV39, TV40, TV41, etc. £4.00.
EKCO T231, T284, TC267, T283, T293, T311. T326, T327, T330, TMB272, T344, T344F, 7345, TP347, T348, T348F, TC347, TC349,

TC356, T368, T370. TC369, T371, T372. TP373, TC374. T377A, T393, T394, 433. 434. 435, 436, 437 all at £4.00. 503, 504, 505,
506 £4.75.

FERGUSON 306T, 308T, 406T, 4087. 416, 436, 438, 506. 508. 516, 518, 536, 546, 604, 606, 608, 616, 619. 636, 646, 648,
725, 726, 727. 3600, 3601. 3602. 3604, 3611, 3612. 3614, 3617, 3618, 3619. 3620. 3621, 3622, 3623, 3624, 3625, 3626, 3627
3629 £4-00. Jelly Pots, please state colour: red, black or white.

FERRANTI T1001, T1002, T1002/1. 11004, T1005, T1023, T1024. T1027, T1027F, TP1026. T1071, T1072, T1121. TC1122, TC1124,
T1125, TC1126 £4.00. 1154. 1155 £4.75.

G.E.C. BT302, BT342 £3.50. BT454DST-456DST. 2010. 2013. 2014. 2012, 2000DS, 2001 DS, 2002DS £425.
H.M.V. 1865, 1869, 1870. 1872, 1874, 1876, 1890. 1892, 1894, 1896. All models to 2645 £4.00.
KB OV30, NF70. NV40, PV40, QV10, QV30, RV10, RV2O, RV30. PVP20 £410. Featherlight £4.50. Chassis No. VC1-VC2-VC3-VC4 £4.50.
MASTERADIO 4013 DST, D500 DST. D507 DST £4.25.
MARCONI VT153, VT155, VT156, VT157, VT159, VT161, VT163. VT165. VT170, 4611, 4800, 4801, 4803. 4615 £4.00.
PAM 600S to 5106 £4.00.
PETO SCOTT. Prices on request.
PHILCO 1019, 1020, 2021 £413. 1029, 1030, 1035. 1036, 1040. 1050, 1060 £4.13.
PHILIPS 11TG190 to 247301 £5.00. 1768U to 2196U Rewind f4.75 (old unit required).
PILOT PT450, 452, 455. 650. PT651, P60A, P61 £4.00.
PYE V200, V400, 200LB, 210, 220, 300F, 300S. 310, 210S, 410. 510. 530, 600. 620. 630. 700 A or D, 710 A or D, 830 A or D or LBA £4.00.

11 U Series. 11U-P/NO, AL21003, 21 F to 61. Part Nos. must be given when ordering Pye LOPTS £4.00.
REGENTONE 197-198. 298, TV402, TV401, TV501, N502 £4.50. 10-4-10-6 10-21 17-18, 10-12. 191-192 £4.00.
R.G.D. 626. 627, 628. 726. RV202, RV302 £4.50. 519-619-620-621C, 723 £4.00.
SOBELL 1000DS, 1002DS, 1005DS, 1010DST, 1012. 1013, 1014, 1018, 1019. 1020, 1021, 1032. 1033. 1038, 1039 £4.25.
STELLA T1011U to 2149A MOO.
ULTRA 1770, 2170, 1772, 1782. 2172. 1771, 2171. 1775, 2175, 1774. 2174, 1773. 2137, 1980c. 1984c. 100c, 200c, 2380, 2384, 1984,

1985, 1986. 1980. 1980a, 1780. 2180, 2181, 2183. 2182, 1871, 1783. 6600. 6625, 6626, 6628, 6632, 6642 etc. £4.00.
We can rewind most LOPT £4.75.

Post and Package 26p. C.O.D. 30p extra.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER INSERTS ONLY
BUSH N92-TV93, TV94-TV95-TV96-TV97, TV98. N100. TV101. TV103, TV104, TV105. TV106. TV108, TV109, TV110, TV11 3, TV11 5.

TV115R. 1V115c, 123, 125, 128 £2.75. Complete with heater windings. TV75, TV85 £2.75.
DECCA DR95. DR101, DR202, DR303. DR404, DR505. DR606 f2.75.
EMERSON E700, E701, E704, E707, E709, E710, E711 Portarama £2.00.
FERGUSON 204T, 205T, 2061. 214T, 236T, 236T, 244T, 245T, 246T £2.00.
KB PV40, MV100, OF100. PV100, NV40, NF70, OV30. QV10, QV30 £2.00 pair.
PETO SCOTT 1416. 1418, 1419, 1422. 1423. 1716. 1719, 1720. 1722, 1723. 1724, 1725 £1.48.
REGENTONE 10-4. 10-6, 1021, 17-18, 10-12 £2.00. T176, TT7, 191. 192 £2.00.
R.G.D. Deep 17, The 17. 590, 600. 606, 611, 710, 723 £2-00.
Guarantee. Post and Package 26p. C.O.D. 30p extra.

NEW REPLACEMENT L/OP;TX

MURPHY
V310 TO 929

£4.75 26p P.P.

REPLACEMENT DROPPERS
Philips Type 30+125+2.85 63p. P.P. 7p.
Ferguson, H.M.V., Marconi, Ultra 800 & 850 Series (Convertible)
37+31+97+26+168. 63p. P.P. 7p
As above 85 series (Dual Standard) 14+26+97+173 63p each.
P.P. 7p

HIGH VOLTAGE PULSE CERAMICS
10, 15, 22, 33, 68, 82, 100, 120, 140, 155, 180, 220, 250pf. 9p. P.P. 3p

T.V. CANNED ELECTROLYTICS
64-100. 450v. LI 23 each. P.P. 17p
100-200.275v. El 10 each. P.P. 17p

T.V. CANNED ELECTROLYTICS
100-200. 350v. C1.23 each P.P. 150-100-100-100-150
100-200-60. 17p 320v. f2.05 each P.P. 17p

300v. £1.23 each. P.P. 17p 200. 350v. 95p each. P.P. 17p
100-300-100-16. 200-200-100.

275v. EI.50 each. P.P. 17p 350v. CI.93 each. P.P. 17p
100-400275v. EI15 each. P.P. 300-300. 300v. [2.00 each. P.P.

17p 17p
100-400-16. 125+200+100+32-275v. [I.40

275v. [1.50 each. P.P. 17p 400+400-350v. L2-30

POWER RESISTOR SECTIONS
These wirewound sections enable you to build up any Mains Dropper
to your requirements. A central 2BA hole is provided for mounting.
Ohms 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 17.5, 20. All at -7A .. .. 2Ip each
Ohms 22, 25, 28, 30, 33, 36. All at .7A .. .. 26p each
Ohms 40, 47, 52, 56, 60, 63, 66, 75, 87, 100 at .3A 2Ip each
Ohms 120, 140, 160, 180, 200, 220, 250, 270 at -3A 26p each
Ohms 300, 350, 400, 470, 560, all at 12A 2Ip each
Ohms 726 at 15A .. .. .. 26p each
K Ohms, I K ohm at IA .. .. 2Ip each
K Ohms, 2 (-07A) .. .. .. .. 26p each

Postage each section 3p

CALLERS WELCOME. But to avoid disappointment please phone to check that the items you require are in stock.
All new components inserts are guaranteed for three months from the date of invoice subject to the breakdown being due to faulty

manufacture or materials. S.A.E. all enquiries.

Dept. R D. &B. TELEVISION (Wimbledon) LTD

80 MERTON HIGH TREET,S.W.19
01-540 3513 01-540 3955
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WILLOW VALE ELECTRONICS
LIMITED

The Service Department Wholesalers

Compare our prices
e.g. NEW 19" C.R.T's . . . OUR PRICE £7.95 Plus 65p carriage

Please note: Components are sold in packs, quantities per pack
are shown under each heading. Prices are per piece of each

SUB -MINIATURE
ELECTROLYTICS (5's)

RADIO/TV GLASS
FUSES

value. lmfd 8v. L0.09 I amp, 1.5 amp, 2 amp, 3 amp.
2mfd 8v. L0.09 Per dozen L0-15

TUBULAR CAPACITORS BIAS ELECTROLYTICS (5's) 4rnfd 8v. LO09
(5's) 25mfd 25v. LO 07 5rnfd 8v. L0.09

-001 400v. L0-04 50mfd 25v. £0.08 8mfd 8v. L0.09
.0022 600v. L0.04 100mfd 25v. £0.10 lOmfd 8v. L0.09 MAINS FUSES
.0033 600/1500v. L0.04 250mfd 25v. LO 15 16mfd 8v. L0.09 2 amp, 3 amp, 5 amp, 13 amp.
0047 600/1500v. C0.04 500mfd 25v. 00.19 25mfd By. L0.09 Per dozen L0.25
01 400v. L0.04 I000mfd 12v. L0.30 32mfd 8v. L0.09

.022 600v. L0.05 1000mfd 30v. LO 30 50mfd 8v. L0.09

.033 600v. £0.05 2000mfd 25v. L0.35 100mfd 8v. L0-09
-047 600v. £0.05 2500mfd 30v. 00.45 200mfd 8v. L009 TERMINAL STRIPS
-I 600v. £0.05 3000mfd 30v. £0.47 2 amp L0.12

THERMISTORS (5's)22 600v. L0.10 5000mfd 30v. CO 55 5 amp. L0.14
.47 600v. £0.14 25mfd 50v. L0.08 Miniature L0.08 15 amp L0.29
.01 000v. L0.06 50mfd 50v. £0.10 TH 1 L0.13
.022 000v. £0.06 100mfd 50v. L0.13
'047I 000v. L0-09

000v. L0.09
250mfd 50y.
500mfd 50v.

LO 18
L0.24 RECTIFIERS CARBON FILM RESISTORS

.22
-47
.001

000v. L0.14
000v. L0.19
500v. L0.08

2000mfd 50v.
2500mfd 50v.

LO 17
L0.55

Silicon Mains (5's)
Westinghouse SIOAR2
BYI27 Mullard
BY327

£033
LO -26
LO -25

watt, 1 watt and 2 watt.
The following values are packed in
cartons of six of each value.
10 ohm 1.2K 150KSMOOTHING 12 1.5K 180K

WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS ELECTROLYTICS 15 1.8K 220K
(5's)

10 watt rating, suitable for mains
Wire ended, 450v. working.
I mfd 0.07

CONTACT COOLED
WAVE

FULL 18 2.2K 270K
22 2.7K 330K

dropper sections.
I Ohm L1309
10 Ohms L0.09

2mfd
4mfd
8mfd

L0 08
C0.11
£0.13

75ma
100ma
150ma

L0.60
£0.70
L0.86

27 3.3K 390K
33 3.9K 430K
39 4.3K 470K

13 L0.09 I6mfd L0.16 43 4.7K 560K
25 C0 09 32mfd L0.23 47 5.6K 680K
33 L0.09 5Ornfd £025 CO -AXIAL PLUGS 56 6.8K 820K
50 L0.09 8/8mfd L13.19 Bakelite top L0.04 68 8.2K IM
87 L0.09 8/ 16mfd L0.25 Egen metal L0.08 82 10K I .2M
100 L0-09 16/16mfd LO -26 Single point (car radio) L0.10 100 12K 1 .5M
150 L0 09 16/32mfd £027 120 15K 1.8M
220 L0.09 32/32mfd L0.27 150 18K 2.2M
330 L0.09
I K £0 09

50/50mfd
50/50/50mfd

L0.42
L0 52 SLIDER PRE-SETS (3's)

100K L0.08
180 22K 2.7M
220 " 27K 3-3M

2.2K L13.09 I Meg 0008 270 33K 3.9M
3.3K £0.09 CANNED ELECTROLYTICS 2-2 Meg L0.08 330 39K 4.3M
4-7K £0 09 I 00/200mfd L0.63 390 43K 4.7M

I 00/400mfd L0.83 430 47K 5.6M
200/200mfd L0.85 JACK PLUGS 470 56K 6.8M

PULSE CERAMICS (5's) I2KV 200/200/100mfd L0.95 Chrome standard £020 560 68K 8.2M
100pf 22pf £0.06 200/400/32rnfd L0.95 Standard L0.15 680 82K IOM
120pf 47pf L0-06 100/300/100/16 L0.95 3 5mm. metal L0.15 820 100K 12M
180pf 68pf L0.06 100/400/32mfd L0.95 IK 120K 15M
250pf L0.06 100/400/64/16 C 1 -07 All the above values are available in

DIN PLUGS (2's)
3 -pin
5 -pin
Sockets

£010
L0.1 I
L0.06

Tubular type for use in Scan
correction circuits and Line
Outputs.

both !, watt, 1 watt and 2 watt versions.
Special for Philips TV's:

8.2M 2 -watt, 23p per pack.
Price I, watt -10, I watt -13, 2 watt .23

SKELETON PRE-SETS (5's)
25K Vertical
50K

L0.07
L0.07

CERAMICS (6's) 100K L0-07
DOUBLE DIODE RECTIFIERS VOLUME CONTROLS500pf 22pf L0-03 250K L0.07

680pf 47pf L0.03 500K .. L0.07 (5's) Standard spindle with flat.
820pf 68pf L0.03 I meg .. L0.07 Bush/Murphy/BRC, etc. Double pole switch L0.25
I 000pf 100pf L0.03 2 meg L007 Line/frame timebases etc. Without switch L0.19
1500pf 120pf L0.03 500K Horizontal L0.07 3 leg L0.31 (One per pack)
3000pf 180pf L0.03 680V £0.07 4 leg L0.31 5K, 10K, 25K, 50K, 100K, 250K, 500K,
5000pf L0.03 I meg L0.07 5 leg L0-31 I meg, 2 meg.

MOBILE STORES VANS IN LONDON, WEST COUNTRY, WALES AND SCOTLAND

RECORD PLAYER CARTRIDGES SERVISOL AND ELECTROLUBE
ACOS: GP67/2g. High gain general purpose Mono L0.83 PRODUCTS (Nett trade)

GP9I /SC. Stereo -compatible replacement
GP9I /3SC. High gain version of above
GP94/ISS. Stereo cartridge

GENERAL PURPOSE REPLACEMENT FOR TC8's etc.
High gain, plenty of output (lap.)

01 .10
L1.10
£1.89

L0.99

Servisol aerosol can
Electrolube 2AX aerosol
Servisol Freezit
Electrolube No. I Snorkel
Electrolube 2GX Grease

£063 nett
L0.70 nett
L0.47 nett
L0.90 nett
L0.42 nett

REPLACEMENT
STYLI

TC8 10.23
GC8 0.23

Stereo version C1.89 Servisol Aero-Clene for tape heads L0.53 nett
Servisol Aero-Duster L0.53 nett
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EB91
EBC90
EBF80
EBF89
ECC8 I
ECC82
ECC83
ECC804
ECH81
ECH84
ECL80
ECL82
ECL83
ECL84
ECL86
EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89
EF183
EFI84
EH90
EL34
EY5 I

REBUILT AND NEW TUBES-TWO YEARS' GUARANTEE
REBUILT 1 BRAND NEW A FEW SAMPLE TYPES, REMEMBER WE STOCK EVERY

TUBE

In 0
cog 14
ILI co -
0 0
ag.i. 4 -1V in 0
iu r., ::%,

4:1 4Z
In...I PI

F-0 0
X .::

a,
I".

17" 4 £5.95 £6.50 , AW43-80, CRMI73, MW4 MW43-69
CRMI72CMEI702*, AW43-88, AW43-89, CMEI705,3-80,CMEI703, CI7AF,
C17SM, etc.

19" 4 £5.95 £7.95 CME1901, AW47-90, AW47-9 I, A47 -14W,CME1903, CME1902,
CI9AH, C19AF, CI9A.

21" # £7.95 £9.90 CME2I01, AW53-88, AW53-89, CRM2I1*, CRM2I2*, MW53-
20*, MW53-80*.

23" # £7.95 £10.80 CME2303, CME230I, AW59-90, AW59-91.

COLOUR TUBES ALL PRICES ARE NETT
IN STOCK.
PRICES ON CMI906
APPLICATION PANELSTWIN 19 A47-E

iI3Wf
*NEW ONLY. NO REBUILDS

ON APPLICATION 23" Z19523,,,,, } ON APPLICATION

EVERY TUBE IN STOCK INCLUDING 12", 16" PORTABLES, PANORAMA & RIMGUARDS. TERMS: CASH WITH
ORDER. CARRIAGE ANYWHERE IN GT. BRITAIN 65p per Tube

RADIO AND TELEVISION VALVES
British made valves normally supplied. E

DY86/7 EY86/7 PCL86
DY802 EZ80 P0500
EABC80 EZ8I PFL200

PL36
PL8I
PL8 I A
PL82
PL83
PL84
PL302
PL504
PL508
PL509
PY33
PY8I
PY800
PY801
PY82
PY83
PY500
UABC80
UCH8 I
UCL82
UCL83

EZ90
GZ34
GY501
PC86
PC88
PC97
PC900
PCC84
PCC88
PCC89
PCC 189
PCC806
PCF80
PCF86
PCF87
PCF801
PCF802
PCF805
PCF806
PCF808
PCL82
PCL83 UL4I
PCL84 UL84
PCL85 UY85

SMALL SELECTION
VERY TYPE IN STOCK

ALL MAZDA/BRIMAR TYPES IN STOCK

0
Ln
L+4

cc

0
(1)
CC

CC

0
LO

TRADE & SERVICE ENGINEERS ONLY
Cash with order. 10.. MAY BE DEDUCTED FRO THE ADVERTISED
PRICES EXCEPT FOR NETT ITEMS, C.O.D., OR UBES

All orders must exceed £5.00 in value otherwise' postage and packing
will be charged at 25p per invoice. Components must be ordered
in multiples as packed.

COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE listing valves, tubes, L.O.P.T.'s
components, transistors, including HUGE VALVE EQUIVALENTS
LIST. 15p in loose stamps, please.

L . 0 P.T.'s
LINE OUTPUT

TRANSFORMERS

ALL MAKES SUPPLIED
L.O.P.T.'s ONLY AVAILABLE

FROM LONDON DEPOT

EXCHANGE UNITS AND
NEW REPLACEMENTS

EVERY MAKE SUPPLIED
(EXCEPT MURPHY OIL -FILLED)

REWIND SERVICE FOR
OBSOLETE MODELS

FRAME OUTPUT, SOUND OUTPUT AND

MAINS TRANSFORMERS REWOUND

REMEMBER . . . We are the Service department Wholesalers and supply only the Service
Engineers' requirements and can therefore carry large stocks, and also we know and under-
stand your problems regarding getting the right spares QUICKLY and the RIGHT PRICE
HOT-LINE ORDERS: LONDON 01-5675400-2971 .01 -579-3582. SOMERSET 045-84-2597

4 & 5 THE BROADWAY, HANWELL, LONDON, W.7
Telephones: 01-567 5400 01-567 2971 01-579 3582

42 WEST END, STREET, SOMERSET 045-84 2597
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LAWSON BRAND NEW TELEVISION TUBES
SPECIFICATION: The Lawson range of new television tubes are designed to give superb
performance, coupled with maximum reliability and very long life. All tubes are the products of
Britain's major C.R.T. manufacturers, and each tube is an exact replacement. Tubes are produced
to the original specifications but incorporate the very latest design improvements such as: High
Brightness Maximum Contrast Silver Activated Screens, Micro -Fine Aluminising, Precision Aligned
Gun Jigging, together with Ultra Hord R.F. High Vacuum Techniques.

DIRECT REPLACEMENTS FOR MULLARD-MAZDA BRIMAR GEC, ETC.

A21 -I IW (P)
A28 -14W
A31-I8W (P)
A47-IIW (P)
A47 -13W (T)
A47 -14W (M)
A47 -17W (P)
A47 -18W (P)
A47 -26W (P)

AW47-9I (M)
MW43-64 (M)
MW43-69 (M)
MW43-80 (M)
MW52/20 (M)
MW53/80(M)
AW47.97 (M)
AW53-80 (M)
AW53-88 (M)

C19/AK (M)
C21 /IA (M)
C2l/7A (M)
C21/AA (M)
C21/AF (M)
C21/KM (M)
C21/5M (M)
C23/7A (M)
C23/I0 (M)

CMEI902 (M)
CMEI903 (M)
CMEI905
CMEI906
CMEI908
CME2I01
CME2104 (M)
CME230I (M)
CME2302 (M)

173K (M)

212K
(M)

725A (M)
7405A (M)
7406A (M)
7502A (M)
7503A (M)
7504A (M)
760IA (M)

A59 -I IW (P) AW53-89 (M) C23/AK (M) CME2303 (M) 7701A (M)
A59 -12W (P) AW59-90 (M) CMEI101 (P) CME2305 (P) CRMI21 (M)
A59 -13W (T) AW59-91 (II) CMEI201 (P) CME2306 (T) MW3I-74 01)
A59 -14W (T) C17/1A (M) C ME 1402 (M) CME2308 (M) A50-120W/R
A59 -15W (M) C17/5A (M) CMEI601 (P) CRMI72 (M) (P)
A59-I4W (T) C17/7A (M) CMEI602 (P) CRM173. (M)
AW36-80 (M) C17/AA (M) CMEI702 (1) CRM2I2 (M)
AW43-80 (A) C17/AF (M) CMEI703 (M) CRM2I 1 (M)
AW43-88 (M) C17/FM (M) CMEI705 (M) 23SP4 (M)
AW43-89 (M) C17/5M (M) CME1706 (M) 171K (M)
AW47190 (M) C19/10AP (T) CMEI901 (M) 172K (M)

LAWSON TUBES 2 YEARS' GUARANTEE
FULL TUBE FITTINGINSTRUCTIONS

18 CHURCHDOWN ROAD,
MALVERN, WORCS. Tubes are despatched passenger

train, road or goods taking far tooMalvern 2100 lone for customer satisfaction.

REBUILT TUBES
LAWSON "RED LABEL" CRTS are
particularly useful where cost is a vital factor, such
as in older sets or rental use. Lawson "Red Label"
CRTS are completely rebuilt from selected glass,
are direct replacements and guaranteed for two
years.

Brand
New
Tubes

Red
Label

Rebuilt
Carr.

Ins.
CME 1601 L8.50 L4-25 12- - 19"
17"
19"

L6.25
L7.25

L4.87
1.5.25

62p

21" L8.50 L6.87 1
23" £9.75 015
19" Twin Panel £10.25 20" - 23"

23" Twin Panel L15.50 75p
19" Panorama L9.38
20" Panorama £9.50
23" Panorama LII.95

m at
First Class Radio
and ,TVCorses

"_ Pet \tt/f,_
tel

After brief, intensely interesting study -
undertaken at home in your spare time -
YOU can secure a recognised qualifi-
cation or extend your knowledge of
Radio and TV. Let us show you how.
FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120 pages
of information of the greatest import-
ance to both the amateur and the
men employed in the radio industry.
Chambers College provides first rate
postal courses for Radio Amateurs'
Elam., R.T.E.B. Servicing Cert., C. & C.
Telecoms., A.M.S.E. (Elec.). Guide also
gives details of range of certificate
courses in Radio/TV Servicing. Elec-
tronics and other branches of engineer-
ing, together with particulars of our
remarkable terms of
Satisfaction or refund of fee
Write now for your copy of this valuable
publication. It may well prove to be the
turning point in your career.
Folowil 00 1995 0/ow 150,000
CHAMBERS COLLEGE
114...oro Nat.onal Inst. of Engnoorang)

Wept. 844Y) Aldermaston Court, Reading. RG7 4PF

NEW VALVES!
Guaranteed and Tested

24 -HOUR SERVICE
1 R5 -27 DF91 16 EF91 12 PFL200 .54
18.5 .2111)F96 35 EF183 29 PL36 49
ITS .16,D1(91 27 EF184 30 PL81 .48
:384 .28'1:0K92 41 EL33 54 PL82 .31
3V4 .37 DK96 37 EL84 24 PM, .34
5Y3GT .270L92 28 EY51 .38 PL84 .81
6/30L2 .57'DL94 87 EY86 -31 P1,500 .84
6AQ5 -25 DL96 87 EZ80 22 PL504 .85
6BW7 .57 DY86 28 EZ81 23 PY32 .54
6F1 40 DY87 28 0Z37 70 PY33
6F23 -70 EABC80 81 KT61 -54 PY81
6F25 410 EB91 11 KT66 .82 PY82 -1116

251.66T -22 EBC33 38 N78 85 PY800 46
30015 EBF89 -49 PY801
30C18 411ECC81 17 PC88 49 R19
30F5 .72 ECC82 20 PC97 89 U25 48
30FL1 ECC83 23 PC900 45 U26 .59
30FL14 10 ECF80 28 PCC84 41 U191 -60
30L115 40 ECF82 28 PCC89 .45 U351 -70
301.17 -71 ECH35 27 PC0189 .50 U329 -70
:30P4 40 ECH81 28 PCF80 .29 UBF89 .31
30P19 40 ECL80 83 PCF86 -45 UCC85 46
30PL1 ECL82 31 PCF801 32 UCH81 .32
30PL13 .77 ECL86 37 PCF802 -44 UCL8'2 .84
30PL14 67 EF39 22 PCF805 63 UCL83 -49
0C1135 45 EF80 PA PCL82 -33 UF89 40
DAF91 41 EF85 28 PCL84 35 UL84 .32
DAF96 45 EF86 31 PCL85 -42 UY85 .27
DCC90 .80 EF89 24 PC1.86 40 7,77 .18
Postage on 1 valve Op. on 2 or more valves 3p per valve
extra. Any parcel insured against damage In transit 3p
extra. Office address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD
83, OSBALDESTON ROAD

STOKE NEWINGTON,
LONDON, N.16

0

Vary the strength
of your lighting with a

-v-

The DIMMASWITCH is an attractive and effic-
ient dimmer unit which fits in place of the normal
light switch and is connected up in exactly the
same way. The ivory mounting plate of the
DIMMASWITCH matches modern electric fit-
tings. The bright chrome control knob activates
an on -off switch and controls 40-600 watts of
all lights except fluorescents at mains voltages
from 200-250V, 50 Hz. The DIMMASWITCH
has built-in radio interference suppression.
Price: E320 plus 10p post and packing.
Kit Form: E2.70 plus 10p postand packing.
Please send C.W.O. to :-

DEXT ER & COMPANY
3 ULVER HOUSE, 19 KING STREET,
CHESTER CHI 2AH. Tel: 0244.25883

As supplied to H.M. Government Departments,
Hospitals, Local Authorities, etc.
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THE QUALITY OF TV

AN aspect of television that has concerned most of
us at some time has recently received another airing.
In the latest edition of Film User, editor Stanley Bowler
asserts that the presentation of television is sadly
reminiscent of the days half a century ago when the
public cinema became known as "the flicks" due to
poor -quality prints projected by poor equipment with
unstable arc lamps.

On the face of it harsh, unjust words. But he supports
his argument by the fact that instead of the granular
pattern of early films we now have the image broken up
by a line pattern (and, though he does not mention it,
the triad mosaic of the shadowmask tube and the
presence of Moire patterning), together with a

degradation due to absence of d.c. restoration. We
could also add contributory debasements on the home
screen such as ghosting, noise, patterning, smear
and other phenomena.

A simple home truth often forgotten is that the
general public, children and adults, has largely come to
accept substandard viewing in the same way that
countless listeners seem to be unaware of (or resigned
to) sound which is distorted, cut up with sideband
splash or otherwise mutilated.

So far as television is concerned previous investiga-
tions have concluded that no harm should result from
sensible television viewing and that those who begin
to notice eye strain are those with latently defective
vision which TV viewing simply aggravates and brings
to light. (If you think about this it is of course a con-
demnation of persistent viewing !)

Mr. Bowler points out that little research appears to
have been done in connection with the long-term
physiological and psychological effects of continuous
viewing of unstable images and listening to poor -
quality sound. He contends that viewers' eyes and
listeners' ears would appear to be put to strain (perhaps
unknowingly) in trying to interpret information
imperfectly presented.

Although Mr. Bowler is mainly concerned with this in
the educational context, in view of the ubiquitous
transistor -radio, pop -player and jukebox and the TV -
hypnotised orientation of many of our youngsters it
might well be a profitable exercise for an authoritative
team to investigate the matter in depth. It would be
useful to know if in fact the quality of IV is not strained !

W. N. STEVENS, Editor

THIS MONTH

Teletopics

TV Test Report
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casting in the USA. It is reproduced by kind permission
of the NBC who claim all rights in it.
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We cannot however guarantee it and we cannot accept legal responsibility for it. Prices are those current as we go to press. All correspondence intended for the
Editor should be addressed to Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. Address correspondence regarding advertisements to Advertisement Manager,
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
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JAP COLOUR INVASION BEGINS
With three colour chassis now either on the market or
about to become available the Japanese invasion of
the UK colour market is an established fact. And
just as in the case of the monochrome market they are
attacking from the small -screen end-with some very
competitive prices. As we reported in January Hitachi
have obtained a PAL licence and are now introducing
sets to the full PAL -D standard. Under the licence
agreement however they are restricted to the sale of
only 10,000 sets during the first year. At present
available are a 15in. model at £205 and a 17in. model
at £219.50. A 19in. model at £239.50 will be available
next month.

Sony colour sets-the 13in. Model KV1320 shown
on page 247 of our April issue-are now being widely
distributed. They feature the Sony Trinitron colour
tube with its very simple setting up and are priced at
£199. Sony have not applied for a PAL licence and
have adopted some interesting techniques in order to
overcome this. Basically they have adapted the tech-
nique they successfully developed for their low-cost
v.t.r. equipment in which only alternate lines of each
field are used but each of the selected set of lines is
repeated once. For their colour set alternate lines of
the chroma signal are used and repeated once. This
in effect translates the UK PAL transmissions into an
NTSC type colour signal, i.e. the alternate line phase
reversal feature of the PAL system is simply deleted.
As the chroma definition is relatively unimportant-all
the luminance lines which give the basic definition of

Chroma

Bursts
Electronic Switch

r -

1 Line period
delay line

Inverter

Burst
Gate

Burst
Gate

R -Y
Ref. Osc

8-Y
Ref. Osc

Hue
Control

R Y
Demod

B Y
Demod B -Y

Fig. 1: The chroma signal decoding system used in the Sony
Model KV1320.

444

0

The Teleton Super Twelve portable colour receiver which
is to sell at £179.50.

the picture are used-and the screen size small this
stratagem of using only alternate lines of the chroma
signal does not noticeably affect picture definition
although it does of course lose the advantages of
PAL.

The basic technique is shown in Fig. 1. The chroma
signal is fed to the hue control and then to the syn-
chronous demodulators via an electronic switch which
is triggered by line pulses from the line timebase. Thus
on alternate lines the chroma signal goes to the hue
control either direct or via the one -line period delay
line. In this way one set of alternate lines is repeated
while the other set is lost. This same switch is used
to assist the phase locking of the R -Y reference
oscillator. As can be seen separate reference oscil-
lators are used for the B -Y and R -Y channels. The
B -Y reference oscillator is synchronised in the
normal way from the PAL bursts-which swing ±45°
each side of the -B -Y axis-extracted from the
composite chroma signal by the appropriate burst
gate. The burst gate in the feed to the R -Y reference
oscillator however is fed with a signal which swings
+45° each side of the - R -Y axis as a result of the
action of the electronic switch which introduces a
phase inverter on alternate lines. There is thus no
need for any phase -shifting networks between the
oscillators and the synchronous demodulators. What
we don't know so far however is how the electronic
switching is synchronised-clearly it must be syn-
chronised in some way to the phase alternation of
the transmitted signal. This is a feature of the PAL
system that is closely protected by the patents so we
will be. intrigued to discover the techniques adopted
here.

The third set, shown to the press a short while ago
and due for release next month, is the 12in. screen



save time-make money with
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6 Volume Technical Repair Library

COLOUR TV
Ratio & Tv Servicing has kept pace with the growth of Colour TV.
In MO far -filled pages you will find-installation instructions.
New term explanations. Purity adjustments. Colour balance.
Sta- c corwergence. Circuit diagram notes, etc. You have over
594 :ircuiu, component layout diagrams, block diagrams, printed
panel diagrams, waveforms, photos and tables. In fact all the
Lnfaimatioe needed for efficient and speedy repairs.

Full repair data on

1965671
MODELS

Now, more than ever before, RAC 10 &
TV SERVICING gives more va ue for money,
Every Servicing Engineer reaises the value
of having repair and servicirg data at his
fingertips-it means more speedy servicing
and as a result more profits-and information
on earlier models that come ,n for reoair is
now unavailable through any Dther channel.
Radio &TV Servicing will give you justthis-
it is the most comprehens ve library of
servicing data available.

TELEVISIONS  STEREOGRAMS
RADIOS  TAPE RECORDERS  CAR

RADIOS  RECORD PLAYERS

Here in 6 handy -sized volumes you hav3 com-
prehensive technical information f Dr servichg over
1.500 of the popular 1965-71 models of Television
(including Colour TV) Stereograms, Radii'', Tape
Recorders, Car Radios and Record Players. The section
on Colour TV alone makes this 3,596 page ibrary a
sure money spinner for years to come. See for ourself.
Examine RADIO & TV SERVICING on 10 clays free
trial and prove for yourself how valuat le and
indispensable this money -making lib ary is.

3,596 PAGES, 4,200 CIRCUITS, PRINTED PANEL
DIAGRAMS, COMPONENT LAYOUT DIAGRAMS
AND WAVEFORM GRAPHS

Yours to examine at leisure on

10 AYS FREE TRIAL
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packed with repair data
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COLOUR TELEVISION (450 PAGES)
Baird, Bang and Olufsen, B.R.C., Bush, Decca, Dyna-
tron, Ekco, Ferguson, Ferranti, G.E.C., H.M.V., Invicta,
K.B., Marconiphone, Masteradio, Murphy, Philips, Pye,
Sobell, Stella, Ultra.
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Teleton "Super Twelve" portable model (see photo)
which is intended to sell at £179.50. We understand
that this set is based on a chassis which has been
successfully selling for some time in the US market
and has now been adapted for use on the PAL system.
It is fitted with a shadowmask tube and is the first
simple PAL receiver to appear on the UK market,
i.e. instead of electronic averaging out of phase errors
between lines the averaging is carried out by the
viewer since the display of alternate lines with com-
plementary colour errors leads-because of the per-
sistence of vision effect-to seeing the correct colours.
This is of course all right so long as the phase errors
are not too great and with its small screen the pictures
we saw were reasonable. As in the Sony set separate
reference oscillators are used to provide the R -Y and
B-Y carriers required by the synchronous demodu-
lators. A multivibrator switch inverts the R-Y
reference carrier on alternate lines as in normal PAL
practice but we were not told how the switch-since
in this case as well a PAL licence is not considered
by the makers to be required-synchronises to the
correct R -Y signal phase alternation. Tint and colour
controls of the slider variety are used and this cer-
tainly gives one a nice feel of being able accurately
to set the colour conditions.

There is no doubt that the Japanese are making a
determined assault on what has recently been a sellers'
market and we shall be watching with interest the
response of our home-grown setmakers. Will this be,
as with transistor portable radios and some small -
screen monochrome sets, "if you can't beat 'em, join
'em?" In which case we might soon be seeing "Made
in Japan" on the cartons of our familiar UK brands.

SERVICE EXTENSIONS
BBC -1 is now being transmitted from Hannington
on channel 45 (horizontal polarisation, receiving
aerial group E), Hertford on channel 58 (vertical
polarisation, receiving aerial group C), Brierley Hill
(Staffs) on channel 57 (vertical polarisation, receiving
aerial group C) and Sandy Heath on channel 31
(horizontal polarisation, receiving aerial group A).

The BBC's sound -in -sync system in which the TV
sound is digitally encoded and inserted into the video
waveform during the sync pulse period for use in
programme distribution networks is now being manu-
factured under licence from the BBC by Pye TVT
Ltd., Cambridge.

According to the Television Digest Factbook (New
York) television is now watched in 131 countries on
some 270.5 million sets. The USA leads in the total
number of sets with over 92.7 million, just over a
third of which are colour sets. The world's most
populous countries have little television-there are
estimated to be some 300,000 sets in China and 21,000
in India.

SYLVANIA SHOW NEW SHADOWMASK
TUBES
New 110° deflection angle shadowmask tubes have
been shown by Sylvania at a recent Belgian compo-
nents exhibition. There were one thick -neck and two
thin -neck types and they are some 95mm. shorter
than the present generation of 90° types. The use of
a thin -neck design of course reduces the deflection
power requirements. Two other features are the use
of an internal magnetic shield rendering the now
familiar external shield unnecessary and the use of a

lightweight shadowmask which takes less time to reach
thermal equilibrium-present types take about twenty
minutes to settle down to give correct convergence.

FIRST QUARTER TRADE RESULTS
The latest BREMA figures show that TV set
deliveries in the first three months of 1971 were at
542,000 9% up on the same period of 1970. This
increase was due to increased deliveries of colour
sets which reached 146,000 during the quarter (com-
pared to 86,000 for the same period last year). Mono-
chrome set deliveries fell slightly to 396,000. UK -made
radio and radiogram deliveries were up slightly but
there was a slight fall in deliveries of record players.

NEW SETS
Three new sets have been introduced in the Pye
range. Model CT152 is a single -standard 22in. colour
model fitted with the 691 chassis and priced at £292.90.
The 150 is a 22in. single -standard monochrome model
at £82.45 fitted with the 769 chassis featuring a varicap
tuner unit. Model CT121, a 26jn. single -standard
colour model at £320.50, is also fitted with a varicap
tuner unit. It uses the 693 chassis. These new chassis
-the 693 and 769-are basically similar to the estab-
lished 691 and 169 but modified for use with a varicap
tuner. We understand that Rediffusion are soon to
introduce off -air colour receivers. A number of small -
screen monochrome models from UK setmakers are
also due for release shortly.

EMI, who withdrew from direct interest in the
UK domestic radio and television field back in 1957,
have bought a 50 per cent interest
Voxson company which makes monochrome and
colour TV sets and other domestic electronic equip-
ment. They have also taken a 50 per cent interest in
the Italian Ergon company which makes colour TV
tubes.

CCTV SYSTEM FROM PLESSEY
An inexpensive three -channel miniature CCTV system
has been announced by Plessey Communications Ltd.,
Tolworth Rise, Surbiton, Surrey. Each of the three
cameras that can be used can be independently
selected by push -buttons on the video monitor which
has a resolution of more than 400 lines. Scenes
illuminated to a minimum of 201ux are clearly shown.
The basic system comprising a single camera,
monitor, cable and camera mounting bracket costs
£250. A range of ancillary equipment including
scanner, wide-angle and telephoto lenses is available.

TV SET WALL SUPPORT
The Kayen TV set wall support allows a set to be
swung out over tables, desks, etc., and pushed back
flush against the wall when not in use. The wall
mountings and swing -out arms are of stressed alu-
minium. The set is held between a plastic covered
base and a suction pad which grips the top of the set
so that drilling or screwing into the cabinet are not
required. Two lengths of wall -mounting beam are
available, 762mm. and 1061mm. and the kit is com-
plete with instructions, wall plugs and screws. Price
is £13.76 for single units but quantity discounts are
available. K. & N. Electronics Ltd., Cordwallis Street,
Maidenhead, Berks.
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TIP TEST

REPORT
E. M.BRISTOL

PICARD "ABIKO" DESOLDERING GUN
Mos-r instruments designed for removing excess sol-
der from printed circuits involve some form of
soldering iron with a hollow bit which heats the work
up and then removes the solder by suction or pressure
along an air pipe powered from a foot pump. These
tend to be rather cumbersome and not too easy to use.

The Picard instrument is completely different. In
fact it is not a desoldering iron at all but a pump,
very similar to a bicycle pump but with a metal body
and Teflon nozzle. The push rod is spring loaded
by a very powerful spring and to operate the rod
is first pushed down the barrel against the pressure of
the spring by the small ebonite ball at the end. When
fully pushed home it is retained in position by a catch.
The pump is then ready for use.

In use the solder must first be melted by a conven-
tional iron. This is one of the many advantages of the
solder pump in that there is no waiting for a special
desoldering iron to warm up. The nozzle of the pump
is then introduced to the molten solder and the button
at the top of the barrel depressed. This releases the
retaining catch and the rod flies out with considerable
velocity, sucking the solder into the barrel of the
pump.

An interesting feature is the nozzle. If it were made
of metal it would cool the work and probably make
the solder solidify. I had some doubts at first however
as to whether Teflon would stand up to constant wear
and being immersed in molten solder. But these
proved to be unfounded. Over a considerable period
of workshop use there has been only moderate wear
and this has not appreciably affected performance.

The Picard "Abiko" desoldering gun in use.

The wear has been much less than that to a soldering
iron bit for the same period of use and replacement
nozzles are available from the makers. The aperture
at the end of the nozzle is much larger than those of
most desoldering irons enabling it to fit over the
largest terminal post on a printed circuit. Normally
a large aperture means reduced suction but as the
suction is in this case developed by the high velocity
action of the powerful spring it is ample for removing
all solder from the joint.

This is actually the most effective solder remover
that I have so far examined. Suction is both powerful
and sudden-so much so that it is not always neces-
sary to establish an air -tight fit between nozzle and
solder. With most desoldering irons the air vent in
the bit must be completely immersed in solder as
otherwise air will be drawn in instead of the molten
solder. Where the solder is only a thin layer this can
mean priming the joint with more solder in order to
make an air -tight seal. This is not necessary with the
solder pump and although the nozzle should make as
air -tight a joint as possible with the work it will never-
theless remove solder even when air is also drawn in.

Because of this the pump can be used on wired
solder tags and terminals as well as on printed circuits.
This is rarely possible with conventional desoldering
irons and greatly facilitates the removal of wires
and components from tags as a tag can be sucked
completely clean of solder and the wires then
unwrapped.

As the tool does not generate heat it can be put
down anywhere without the need for a stand. Also of
course there is no trailing air line or mains cable. A
further point in its favour is that the energy for pro-
ducing the suction is applied by the operator in
advance and stored in the spring. Thus attention is not
diverted from the work by the need to operate a
foot pump.

In use it is convenient and handy. It would be an
improvement for the release button to be farther
down the barrel as one naturally tends to hold the
pump in Bib middle and with the release button in
its present position the pump must be held at the end.
This is however a very minor point and one soon gets
used to operating the tool.

The only drawback is getting rid of the solder inside
the pump. It is supposed to be ejected from the nozzle
when the tool is resprung but it does not do this very
well. Small quantities of solder form small blobs
which are ejected without too much difficulty but
larger amounts tend to splatter over the nylon pump
washer and walls. These come off on the return stroke
to form thin sheets which will not go through the
nozzle. In fact respringing the tool sometimes jams
them in the nozzle.

The only solution is to unscrew the nozzle end
piece. The solder can then be easily removed. This
is not a major operation but does take a minute or
so and can be irksome if a number of operations are
carried out in succession as the end piece is secured
by a number of fine screw threads. A quick -release
device here would be an asset-say a bayonet -cap
fitting or even a much coarser thread needing only
two or three turns for removal.

This is however the most effective solder remover
tested so far and prospective users should not be
deterred by this point. It can be recommened for both
engineer and amateur alike. The price is £4 and the
distributors IIenri Picard and Frere (34 Furnival St.,
London EC4).
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We'll give you the chance you
didn't take at school.

`0' level standard in Maths, and
Science or English, could get you a great
career in today's Navy. We'll tram you
to be one of our top technicians, working
on space-age equipment and earning
L2,coo a year at 24. If you're 15+-171
send for our free book.
r -

APPRENTICESHIPS

Name

Address

Date of birth
(Enquiries from U.K. residents only)

Royal Naval C Service (gaSQNz),
Old Admiralty Bldg , Whitehall,
London Please send me,
without obligation, your free booklet,
"Royal Navy Technician Apprentice-
ships".

- - - - - - - __ROYAL NAVY

VALVES SAME DAY SERVICE
NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEED!

SETS ,1:,.5..,1843i1,riti.4.4,O3Z1146D.tFpti.001214.DA9914,1!17.2,,ADIT84.

185
185
1T4
384
3V4
5U40
6V4G
6Y3GT
6Z413
6/30L2
BALI
6A516
8AQ6
6AT6
8AU6
6BA6
811E6
6BJ6
6BW7
6CD6011 10
69'14 46
6F23 71
6F25 62
6870 12
6880 17
6Q70 28
68L7CIT 27
68N70T 30
6V60 23
6V60T 32
6X4 28
6X5GT 28
10P13 60
12A11812 25
12AT7 18
12AU6 23
12A117 23
12AX7 23
19B060 87
20F2 67
20P3 85
20P4 92
25160T 85

25U40T .57 DL96 .38 EL480 .41 PCL83 .60 UABC86 .33
3001 .30 DY86 .28 81181 .41 PCL84 37 UAF42 .51
30015 -63 DY87 .28 8884 .33 P01.85 .45 UBC4I .52
30017 80 EABC80 .82 EM87 .37 PCL86 .41 UBF80 .84
30018 67 EAE42 .50 EY51 .38 PC1.88 .72 UBF89 .3$
30F5 .76 811341 .40 EY86 .82 PCL800 .77 1.10084 -35
30FLI -63 8891 -11 EZ40 .43 PENA4 .42 110085 .38
30FL12 .72 EBC33 .40 EZ41 .43 PEN36C .70 UCF80 .36
30FL14 -72 EBC41 -64 EZAO 13 PFL200 .58 110842 .82
30LI .32 EBCPO .22 8281 .24 pL36 .49 1101181 .32
30L15 62 88E80 .33 0230 .37 PL81 .46 UCL82 -35
30L17 -73 88E89 .31 OZ32 .43 PL81A .51 UCL83 .55
30P4 85 ECC81 .18 0Z34 .50 PL82 '33 UF41 .58
30P12 77 ECC82 .23 KT41 .77 PL83 .36 UF89 .33
10P19 -65 ECC83 35 KT61 .55 pL84 .33 UL41 .60
30PLI -83 80085 -28 KT66 .83 PL500 .05 UL44 21.00
30PL13 .85
30PL14 -70

ECC804 60
ECF80 .30

LN319 .68
LN329 .72

PL504 .67
PL508 61.17

UL84 35
U884 .22

30PL13 -90 ECF82 30 LN339 .63 PM84 .87 UY41 .41
351.60T .43 ECH35 .30 878 .87 PX25 61.17 UY85 .28
35W4 -28 ECH42 63 P61 .50 PY32 .55 VP4B .77
36Z4GT -25 ECH81 29 PABC80 .35 PY33 .55 Z77 .22
807 45 801183 .41 PC86 .51 PY8I .27 Transistor.
6063 62 ECH84 .87 PC88 .51 PY82 .27 AC107 -17
AC/VP2 -77 ECL80 85 PC96 .42 PY83 '28 AC127 .18
B349 -65 liCL82 .38 PC97 .40 .35 AD140 .37
B729 82 801.86 40 PC900 .37 PY800 .37 AF115
001135 -07 EF39 23 PC084 .32 PY801 .37 AF118 .20
CL33 92 EF41 .60 PC085 .30 R19 .32 AF117 .20
CY3I .33 EF8O 24 PC088 .45 R20 .65 AFIIR .48
DAF91 22 EF85 31 PCC89 .47 U25 -88 AF125 .17
DAF96 -36 EF86 .31 P00189 .51 U26 .65 AF127 .17
DF3S .38 EF89 28 PC0806 .65 U47 .68 0026 .25
DF91 -16 EF91 13 PCF80 U49 .65 0044 .12
DF96 36 EPIR3 29 PCF82 .32 U50 .39 0045 .12
DH77 .22 EFIR4 32 PCF86 .47 U52 .31 0071 .12
0832 .37 EH90 42 PCF800 .67 U78 .24 0072 .12
11891 .28 EL33 55 PCF801 .33 U191 .62 0075 .12
DK92 -42 EL34 49 PCF802 .45 11193 .42 0081 .12
DK96 38 81.41 55 PCF805 .67 13351 .72 00810 .12
DL35 .35 EL84 .24 PCF806 .60 11301 .52 0082 .12
DL92 -28 EL90 .26 PCF808 U329 .72 00821) .12
DL94 37 EL500 .68 PCL82 -36 U801 .98 00170 .22

READERS RADIO
85 TORQUAY GARDENS, REDBRIDGE, ILFORD,

ESSEX. Tel. 01-550 7441
Postage on 1 valve 4, on 2 or more valves 3p per valve extra.

Any Parcel Insured against Damage In Transit 3p extra.

for men of vision
rebuilt T.V. tubes

Current types
17" £4.75 21"

19" £5.00 23"

£5.50

£6.00

Panorama & Rimguard types
19" £700 23" £9.00

Twin panel
19" £7.50 23" £9.50

Cash or P.O. with order no C.O.D. Free delivery
in U.K.
Each tube fitted with new electron gun assembly.
Fully guaranteed for two years against any fault
except breakage.
Special terms for Hospitals, Orphanages, Old People's
homes.
Manufactured in our own factory backed by over 20
years' experience in the field of electronics. Callers
always welcome (by appointment) at

k.s.t. ltd.
Providence Mills, Viaduct Street,

Stanningly, Nr. Leeds, Yorks.
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1951-1971 TWENTY YEARS OF COMPATIBLE COLOUR TV

PART 1

0

I. R.SINCLAIR
The first public tests of the RCA compatible colour system were conducted In July 1951. This was the
beginning of colour TV as we know it today and to mark this momentous event the following article

presents the technical historical background to colour TV.

IN EARLY July 1951 New Yorkers saw each day in
their papers an advertisement about a new colour TV
system, the RCA (Radio Corporation of America)
colour TV system. The advertisements did not ask
readers to drop in at a theatre to view colour TV :
such advertisements had appeared before. What was
unique this time was the invitation to watch a colour
TV broadcast in black -and -white on their own re-
ceivers at home. The word they were being introduced
to was compatibility, and the inventors of the new
system were members of a hilge team working for
RCA who had for many years fixed their sights
resolutely on just this target.

To understand what this meant for colour TV we
must briefly examine the systems of colour TV which
had been used previously. The big problem of colour
TV is that it requires more information to be fed from
transmitter to receiver than does black -and -white. As
well as the position and brightness (or more correctly
the luminance) of each part of the picture the hue and
saturation of any colour present must be specified.
Hue is the information we loosely call "colour"; it is
accurately specified by the wavelength of the light
being viewed and determines whether we see red,
green, blue or any other definite colour. Saturation
we might call "depth of colour". If we take a drop of
intense red paint (meaning that of all the light which
reaches it it reflects only red) and mix it with pro-
gressively greater amounts of white paint the colour
becomes paler. We are desaturating or diluting the
colour. Most natural colours are heavily diluted in
this way. We express this dilution in terms of the
percentage of pure colour in the total and call this
the percentage saturation.

Theory of Colour
The way in which we transmit the extra information

on hue and saturation is very closely bound up with
the theory of colour and we must look at some of this
to understand the methods which have been used to
present colour pictures. In 1666 Sir Isaac Newton
who was experimenting with glass prisms found that
a ray of white light could be split up into a set of
overlapping colours by being passed through a prism
(Fig. 1). He was fairly certain that the colours were
in fact the constituents of white light and not some-
thing added by the glass, but to be certain he per-
formed two further experiments. First he selected one

of the rays of colour and passed it through another
prism to see if the process could be repeated (Fig. 2).
There was no change this time, indicating that the
prism did not create colours but simply separated
them when they were already present in mixed form.
Secondly he directed his coloured rays to another
prism turned the other way round and found that this
action reassembled the coloured rays into a beam of
white light again (Fig. 3).

Colour Mixing
This discovery that what we call white light is a

mixture of all known colours led to a great deal of
work being done on colour and colour vision in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. It was
found fairly early on that the sensation of white light
did not require a mixture of all colours but could be
achieved by mixing equal amounts of red, blue and
green lights. Because of this these colours were called
primaries and it was soon discovered that suitable
mixtures of these primaries could reproduce the sensa-
tion of any colour which could be found naturally as
well as a large range which could not be naturally
obtained. The process of colour synthesis was born.
Holel Sunlight

Shut ter

Prism

--- -169ed
belue

Screen

Fig. 1: Newton's first experiment. Sunlight had to be
used as no artificial light then known was bright enough.
The image on the screen was the shape of the hole in
the shutter but with coloured edges.

t,ite tygt't
Bea

Shutter
Fig. 2: Newton's second experiment. Once the white light
had been separated into colours by a prism it could not
be separated further by using another prism. This proved
that the colours obtained were not something added to
the white light by the glass of the prism.

Pri sm

2nd
shutter

Green light
selected

2nd
prism

Light
still
green
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I White light

Shutter

Coloured light
(spectrum)

Prism
Inverted prism

White light

Fig. 3: Newton's third experiment. This showed that the
white light split into its component colours by one prism
could be reassembled by another prism.

This is by no means the end of the story, for the
process of colour vision inside the eyes is hardly under-
stood. The German poet of the early 19th century
Goethe showed that a wide range of colours could
be seen by mixing two coloured lights which were
not in themselves primaries. Many others-notably
Dr. Edwin Land of Polaroid fame-have experi-
mented with two-colour systems. Colour effects have
also been created by flashing white lights at different
repetition frequencies-you may have seen a demon-
stration of this on a Tomorrow's World programme
some time ago. These other methods however have
the disadvantage that there is more disagreement
about the colours which observers claim to see than
is the case with three -primary systems. And since the
object of a colour system, whether photographic or
TV, is to please everyone to a reasonable extent only
three -primary systems have stayed in use.

Additive and Subtractive Colour
Mixing

When we have decided to use three primaries
however we are only at the start of a colour system.
We must have a method of creating the colour
primaries, a method of mixing them, presenting them
in the correct mixture at the correct place etc. One
of the first decisions we have to make is whether to
use an additive system or a subtractive one. As the
name suggests an additive system obtains each colour
by adding three primaries in various proportions
(Fig. 4). A subtractive system operates using white
light and only two primaries, subtracting various pro-
portions of the two primaries from the white light
(Fig. 5).

Subtractive systems are widely used in colour
photography but only additive systems have been used
for colour TV. Before this statement is challenged
let me say that I am talking about light rays and not
about electrical signals. Irrespective of the electrical
methods used, in every system of colour TV which
has been used the light reaching the eye comes from
the addition of red, green and blue primaries.

Simultaneous and Sequential
Systems

Colour TV thus involves sending out three signals
which can control the intensities of three primary
light sources at the receiver. Once more we have some
choice of method. We can send out all three signals
at the same time so that the primary colours at the
receiver are activated in the correct proportions
together: this is a simultaneous system. Alternatively
we can transmit the signals in rapid sequence so that
the primary colours at the receiver are pulsed on and
off in sequence-R, G, B, R, G, B etc. Because of the
persistence of vision which is responsible for our see-
ing a moving dot of light as a raster we in this case

White light

Light sources Screen

Fig. 4: Additive colour mixing. Sources of red, blue and
green light are all directed to the same spot on the screen.
The colour seen at this spot on the screen will depend
on the proportions of the three primary colours used.
Because the lights are added in parallel this is known
as additive colour mixing.

see a colour which is a mixture of the repeating
primaries. This is a sequential system.

In the early days of colour TV simultaneous
systems were ruled out completely. A simultaneous
system appears to need three simultaneous TV broad-
casts, one for each primary. This would require a
huge bandwidth for transmission and would also
require a receiver with three c.r.t.s whose pictures
could be blended together-possibly by projection
techniques. It's not impossible but the results are not
encouraging.

Sequential systems therefore appeared to offer
more hope and here again there were two alternative
possibilities. We could transmit the lines of the pic-
ture in different colours with line 1 red, line 2 green,
line 3 blue, line 4 red and inter-
lace). This is a line -sequential system. On the other
hand we could transmit a complete field in one
primary colour, the next field in another primary and
the third field in the remaining primary. This is a
field -sequential system.

Colour Wheel
Each of these has its advantages and drawbacks.

At the time when they were being considered the only
method of displaying a colour picture other than by
having three separate c.r.t.s each with a primary
colour filter in front of its screen and combining the
three displays thus obtained was to use the rotating
colour wheel invented by Baird. This is a wheel with
three "windows" of coloured transparent material
which rotate in front of the c.r.t. (Fig. 6). The light
colour displayed at any instant depends on which part
of the wheel is in front of the tube. If for example
the red window is in front of the c.r.t. during a field
that field will be entirely red and black. The next

Filter 1 Filter 2 Screen

Fig. 5: Subtractive colour mixing. This is a series process
in which each colour filter removes a colour from the
white light. If the filters remove nothing the transmitted
light remains white. If their ranges do not overlap the
image is black. If one filter removes blue and the other
green, red is seen on the screen. The colour the filters
appear to be is called the complementary of the colour
they remove and is a mixture of all the remaining colours
in the spectrum.
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Red sector

Camera

Colour wheel

Green sector

Blue sector

Motor

TRANSMISSION

M9tor_ _

Green sector
Colour
wheel

C.R.T.

Red sector Blue sector

RECEIVER DISPLAY

Fig. 6: Principle of early sequential colour systems. The
colour wheel was common to all the early sequential colour
systems and was the factor which contributed to their
downfall. Synchronising difficulties, the high speed of the
wheel in line -sequential systems and the non -compatibility
doomed such systems to extinction.

field might be transmitted during the time when the
green window is in front of the c.r.t. making the next
field green -black and so on. Such a system obviously
requires good synchronisation between the colour
wheel and the transmitted signal. Synchronisation
was more easily achieved with a field -sequential rather
than a line -sequential signal because of the lower
wheel speed.

The line -sequential system incidentally is not
entirely dead. Patents have been taken out on the
conversion of the PAL signal to a line -sequential one
to permit a colour wheel to be fitted to a normal
monochrome set for the presentation of a colour
picture. Whether this will ever emerge as hardware
is another thing but it shows how an old idea can be
revived when modern techniques make it more
feasible.

Back to History
We must return however to our New Yorkers in

July 1951. They had known colour TV broadcast
using a field -sequential system since 1948. The picture
could not be picked up on a monochrome set because
the field repetition rate used had to be much higher
than for black -and -white since three primary fields
were required to make up one complete colour field.
The colour sets for this system used small screens to
avoid making the colour wheel too large (its diameter
must be at least twice the width of the screen), the
synchronisation between colour wheel and received
picture was poor and breakdowns of the mechanical
equipment were frequent. New Yorkers were disillu-
sioned with the marvels of colour TV since to receive
the signals from the colour transmitter another and
not very reliable TV set which could be used only for
colour had to be bought.

Compatible Colour TV
It was at this time that RCA released the results of

the most intensive programme of development of any
electronic system since radar. And RCA colour was
compatible. A few viewers with receivers lent by
RCA would see the trial transmissions of July 9-13
1951 in colour while most of New York would have
the chance to see them in black -and -white on their
own sets, proving that compatible transmissions-

capable of being received by a colour set or an exist-
ing monochrome one-were possible for the first time.

This test of public reaction and the later tests in
October 1951 which could be viewed by the public
on RCA colour receivers located in theatres through-
out New York were crucial to the development of
the system. Before a station can start broadcasting
in the USA it must receive the approval of the Federal
Communications Commission which allocates wave-
lengths and decides how many stations will broadcast
a.m. and how many f.m. At this time the FCC had
the task of licensing a successor to the field -sequential
system which had been abandoned. Thus RCA had
to submit a petition to the FCC proving that their
new system met the requirements imposed by the
FCC who did not want a repetition of the fiasco of
the field -sequential system.

FCC Requirements
When RCA submitted its petition to the FCC for

approval of the RCA colour television system on
June 25, 1953 it had to show that the system met
seven criteria which had been laid down after the
failure of the field -sequential system.

The first criterion was that the total signal must
be contained within a 6MHz bandwidth so that the
existing structure of wavelength allocations in the US
could be preserved with no risk of interference
between stations using adjacent bands.

The second criterion was that the system should
"be capable of producing a colour picture which has
a high quality of colour fidelity, has adequate
apparent definition, has good picture texture and is
not marred by such defects as misregistration, line
crawl, jitter or unduly prominent dot or other struc-
tures". These are not readily measurable qualities.
They depend very much on the impression which the
picture makes on the viewer and it was because of
this that RCA conducted such extensive and
elaborate field trials with questionnaires to test
viewers' reactions.

The third point insisted on by the FCC as a result
of the field -sequential experience was that the picture
should be bright enough to permit an adequate con-
trast range and capable of being viewed under normal
home conditions without objectionable flicker. Now-
adays we are accustomed to much higher light outputs
from c.r.t.s than was usual in the early 1950s but the
RCA colour tubes were in fact quite as bright as
current monochrome ones.

The fourth condition was that the receivers must
be simple to operate in the home, with no critical
registration or colour controls, and must be cheap
enough in price to be available to the great mass of
the American purchasing public (commercial colour
TV could never get off the ground if only a small
portion of the public could view it). In these respects
the RCA system was certainly superior to the field -
sequential system. But as we now know the trans-
mission system does not preserve constant hue when
phase changes occur-as they do-in the transmission
path. This aspect of colour TV has greatly improved
since colour transmission started and has been
brought to near perfection with the PAL system
(which was developed from the RCA system).

The fifth point was that the transmission system
should be capable of operation by trained engineers
but without excessive increase of staff, and that the
costs of purchase, operation and maintenance of the
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transmitting equipment should not be so high as to
restrict the availability of colour TV. Remember that
broadcasting in the USA is in the hands of private
companies: no licence fees are charged to viewers so
there is not a huge fund of money available to station
operators. The RCA system, though technically much
more complex than anything which had gone before,
could certainly be taken on by the larger stations
quite quickly. Most of the extra costs of colour were
actually studio costs which the individual transmitting
stations bore only indirectly as they bought pro-
grammes from those available and networked by the
large organisations.

Criterion number six was that the system should
not be unduly susceptible to interference as compared
with black -and -white. The key word here was
"unduly". Though phase changes caused colour shifts
the number of times when interference caused com-
plete breakup of picture information was no worse
for the colour picture than for a monochrome one.

The last stipulation was that the system should be
capable of being transmitted over existing landlines
and microwave relays or any form of relay system
which might be developed. This presented some diffi-
culty as some districts were served with coaxial cables
with only a 2.7MHz bandwidth. It was resolved by
using a converter which employed a lower frequency
subcarrier so that a low -definition signal could still
be sent over such cables with most of the colour
information present. From the time of the adoption
of the RCA system relay cables were replaced where
necessary with cables of wider bandwidth.

The National Television System Committee (NTSC)
was a body consisting of people with long experience
in TV whose aim was to find a colour transmitting
system which would meet the FCC requirements
within the range of technical possibility. The Com-
mittee's job was to investigate proposals and finalise
standards rather than to put forward ideas, and it was
inevitable that RCA and their partners NBC (National
Broadcasting Company) should make most of the
running. Some of the painstaking work which was
done by RCA in order to shape the standard is worth
commenting on. It should be mentioned that RCA
had experimented with field -sequential systems in
1940 and rejected them.

Colour Vision
One study group had worked on colour vision.

Following work of the International Committee on
Illumination (CIE) which had defined the primary
colours (not easily obtained from ordinary light
sources) capable of being mixed to form any desired
colour and which had drawn up the now familiar
horseshoe diagram (Fig. 7) showing the location of
colours with reference to the three CIE primaries,
RCA produced a "colour triangle" (Fig. 8) based on
the red, green and blue primaries which could be
obtained from known c.r.t. phosphors. Notice that the
triangle, of reproducible colours lies well within the
CIE horseshoe, indicating that fully saturated colours
cannot be obtained from the phosphors. Fortunately
this is not necessary as natural colours are never so
saturated as to require this.

Picking up work by Willmer and Wright (1945) in
England the RCA team noted that the human eye is
less sensitive to colour in small patches than to black -
and -white detail. In a small patch of a picture, with
the eye centred on that area, any colour can be
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Fig. 7 (left): The colour horseshoe. If we are to produce
colours by addition we must start with a set of primary
colours to add together. The practical snag is that we do not
at present have light sources sufficiently perfect to give all
known colours by addition only and have therefore to in-
vent "super -colours" which will do so. On the chart the X
axis represents fractions of "super -crimson" and the Y axis
fractions of "super -green" to which two enough "super -
blue" is added to total unity. For example the point marked
purple represents 0.5 super -crimson, 0.15 super -green and
0.35 super -blue. The horseshoe is the line on which all the
colours of the spectrum obtainable fit. These are the most
saturated colours that can be obtained and the colours
normally seen are well inside this line.

Fig. 8 (right): The colour triangle (solid line) shows the
colours obtainable with the three primary colours used by
RCA. At frequencies below 500kHz any colour within the
triangle can be reproduced. At frequencies between 500
and 2,000kHz only colours lying along the curved inner
line can be reproduced as they are the colours most easily
seen by the eye in such detail. Above 2,000kHz only point 0
(standard white Illuminant C) can be reproduced. All
natural colours still fit well inside the triangle and only very
saturated colours cannot be reproduced.

matched by only two primaries instead of the three
needed for satisfactorily rendering large areas of
colour. The primaries chosen for best colour match-
ing of small areas appear to be a slightly orange -red
and a greenish -blue. As coloured test objects are
decreased in size the viewer first becomes unable to
distinguish blue from grey, then yellow and grey
become indistinguishable and finally no colours at all
can be distinguished. The last colours which can be
distinguished are reds from blue-green.

The RCA engineers therefore concluded that for
the finest picture detail only luminance information
(i.e. the monochrome brightness information) needed
to be transmitted and that a complete range of colour
information need only be transmitted for large areas
of colour. This step alone was a major one in the
history of colour TV techniques.

Dot Interlace and Multiplexing
Another team worked on methods of coding colour

information into a form which could be transmitted
within the same bandwidth as the black -and -white
signal. Interlace is one such method of adding infor-
mation. It enables us to use a picture transmitted at
25 frames yet presenting the non -flickering effect of
50 fields per second and the principle can be extended
to sending extra signals: if we add a signal to the
monochrome signal on one field and subtract it on
the other it should be unnoticed by the eye. This
extra signal can be at high frequency, producing dots
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Sub- 2nd
modulators demodulators

Fig. 9: Principle of frequency multiplexing. Each signal is
modulated on to a separate subcarrier, each subcarrier
being at a different frequency. The subcarriers are then
added together and modulated on to a carrier for trans-
mission. At the receiver the carrier is demodulated and the
subcarriers separated by filters and then separately
demodulated to give the original separate signals.

on the screen. Such a system is called a dot -interlaced
system.

Given then that we could possibly add extra signals
within the bandwidth of a monochrome signal with-
out causing too much interference, how could this
adding be done and how could all the information be
carried? This problem had been around for a long
time in other forms and was always solved by tech-
niques of multiplexing-carrying more than one
signal on a carrier. Previously used methods of multi-
plexing were frequency division (Fig. 9) in which each
message is carried on a part of a band of frequencies
and is separated at the receiver by filters, and time
division (Fig. 10) in which a part of each message is
sent in turn requiring the receiver to be switched in
step with the switching from one signal to another
at the transmitter. The interlacing technique we have
just described is a form of time multiplexing. In
addition when a carrier is modulated one message can
be carried on each sideband or one message may be
used to amplitude modulate and the other to fre-
quency or phase modulate the carrier.

Original
signals

Crosstalk
Any attempt to pour quarts into pint pots as far as

fitting signals into a given bandwidth is concerned is
liable to end up with interference between the signals,
called crosstalk. Sometimes this can be cancelled as
when interlaced patterns are used, the interference
then cancelling in the eye of the viewer. Sometimes
the crosstalk may be unimportant, as when it causes
such a fine pattern on the screen that it cannot be
resolved by the tube or the eye. In many cases how-
ever crosstalk will result in severe errors so that we
_ru-u" Transmitter

Modulator-----^
0 4 , 0

...rinnoes."^

Motor

Sync

r - Motor

E:=1

4 Sync
nnn.1-Lrt"esne Co)

Demodulator
Receiver

Fig. 10: Principle of time multiplexing. The transmitter and
receiver contained synchronised switches. A portion of
each waveform is transmitted in turn and in the receiver
switched into the correct channel. Provided the switching
frequency is higher than the frequency at which changes in
the signals occur no information is lost.

Switch\ ^AA

must take steps to avoid it by cutting down the band-
width of the signals which are multiplexed together.
The work done on the eye's sensitivity to colour pro-
vided information which enabled the RCA engineers
to keep the signal bandwidth low enough to avoid
crosstalk.

The System Takes Shape

By the late 1940s the general form of the system
was emerging. There would have to be present a
full -bandwidth monochrome signal which would
enable black -and -white receivers to present the same
picture as before. An extra carrier, at a high fre-
quency to make it less visible, would be added to this
and would be modulated by signals corresponding to
the colour saturation and hue. The frequency of the
subcarrier could be chosen so as to produce minimum
interference through the use of dot interlacing. It
was suggested that the colour saturation signal should
modulate the amplitude of the extra carrier (the sub -
carrier) and that the hue signal should modulate its
phase. A reference subcarrier signal in correct phase
should be provided as part of the synchronising signal.

The important points here are that when there is
no colour information present the normal mono-
chrome picture is being transmitted so that the system
is compatible and that when colour information is
introduced it is brought in in such a manner as to
cause least interference to the monochrome signal. It
is interesting to note that as an alternative to phase -
and -amplitude modulation of the subcarrier the RCA
engineers considered a system of single-sideband
transmissions for each colour signal. This would
involve crosstalk which could be eliminated by revers-
ing the phase of the subcarrier between alternate
picture lines, a technique which later became the basis
of the PAL system, though the complication of a
delay line was probably not envisaged at the time.

During 1946 and 1947 RCA demonstrated a coding
system in which colours were transmitted completely
only at frequencies below 2MHz. In the fine detail of
the picture above 2MHz mixed red and green signals
were sent on the green channel as a monochrome
signal. This was termed a "mixed highs" system and
the principle (though not the exact method) has sur-
vived.

By 1949 RCA were able to show colour pictures
which had been coded completely on to a mono-
chrome signal and then separated by a receiver which
used three separate tubes (the shadowmask tube was
still under development by RCA at this time and was
shown to the FCC in March 1950).

The result of all the effort put into the addition of
colour information was a set of signal specifications
agreed with the NTSC and released on November 26,
1951. These specifications make interesting reading
now in the light of modern techniques. They
included:

(1) A monochrome signal
Ey= 0.30E, ± 0.59E0+0.11E); where ER, E,1 and ER
are the outputs from the red, green and blue camera
tubes. This specification is still used as it established
how white is made up from the available "standard
primary colours".

(2) Two colour -difference signals, each of 1MHz
bandwidth, one 0.61E, -0.52E,, -0.10E and the
other -0.15ER + 044E, modulated on to the

-continued on page 424
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BASIC CIRCUITS THE CONSTRUCTOR
A 625 -LINE IF STRIP WITH VARICAP
TUNER AND IC SOUND CHANNEL
THREE -CHANNEL u.h.f. reception is now possible in
most parts of the country and the area of coverage
is rapidly expanding. There appears however to be
a notable lack of enthusiasm on the part of the
general public to take advantage of the new channels.
In theory 625 -line u.h.f. reception is far superior to
the old system but in practice the end result is rarely
better and often inferior. What goes wrong? We must
start right at the beginning with the aerial system
which is the most common source of trouble. A large
proportion of domestic viewers obtain perfectly
reasonable results on v.h.f. with a simple set -top
aerial and some of the prejudice against u.h.f. is
perhaps due to the fact that indoor aerials never
seem to work very well on the new channels, even
close to the transmitter. A properly sited roof -top
aerial is of course essential for best results.

Dual -standard Compromises
In addition to aerial problems further problems

nearly always arise within the receiver itself,
especially if this is of the dreaded dual -standard
variety. Such receivers are masterpieces of technical
ingenuity but are inevitably full of compromises. A
typical example of this is the compromise between
sound buzz and sound-chroma beat, the balance -of
which is determined by the depth of sound trapping
in the vision i.f. amplifier. A certain amount of trap-
ping (about 40dB) is required to eliminate sound-
chroma beat patterning on the picture but unfortun-
ately this leaves very little 6MHz sound signal at the
vision detector for subsequent amplification by the
intercarrier sound i.f. channel. If the ratio of the
vision signal to sound signal at the vision detector is
too great vision breakthrough on sound may occur.
The level of trapping in the vision i.f. channel re-
quired to eliminate vision buzz on sound is about
36dB. The designer thus has little option but to com-
promise on a sound trap depth of 38dB. Small wonder
then that many domestic receivers suffer from buzz
or patterns on 625 lines (and sometimes both !).

The other main inconvenience to the user is of a
more mechanical nature. I refer to certain types of
push-button tuner unit which never reset to the same
tuning point on changing channels. Almost as frus-
trating is the continuous tuner with backlash on its

R253
39k
1W

+30V

TAA550
5201a

R254
27

IC 202
TAA550 C2681C268 C2690269
Voltage 0.1 5

stabiliser 2 40V.W

+2.IV Ganged switch, 2 -pole, 3 -wayr- i
VR214 VR245 :5201b

A To tuning
input

A o of tuner

C

VR206 VR2 7

PIP NI
VR209

ill 'JP
Fine Coarse
5k lin 100k lin

0-30V

To tuner
chassis

Fig 1: Tuning arrangements for a varicap tuner.

J.W.THOMPSON

tuning drive mechanism. Thus if vision buzz on sound
and smeary pictures are not caused by design com-
promise they will almost certainly occur through
simple mistuning.

Using a Varicap Tuner
There are ways and means of overcoming all these

difficulties. The tuner problem can be solved by using
a varicap tuner (the Mullard ELC1043 varicap
tuner is at last in full-scale production and is available
to the constructor) while the patterns v sound buzz
situation can be considerably improved by the use of
a separate sound detector. For those readers who do
not know what a varicap tuner is a brief word of
explanation will be given. Until recently all u.h.f.
tuners have used a ganged variable capacitor for
tuning. It is however possible to design a tuner with-
out a variable capacitor as such, using varicap diodes
instead. Such diodes, and indeed all diodes to some
extent, have a certain capacitance which decreases as
the reverse bias applied to the junction is increased.
Thus tuning in a varicap tuner can be accomplished
simply by altering the voltage applied to the varicap
diodes in the tuner. This has the advantage that the
tuner control unit is basically little more than a set
of potentiometers and switches which may be
separated from the tuner itself by almost any distance.
The ease of adjustment of this type of tuner has to

RF +12V +12VAMixer/osc AF139 AF186
connect ions

2.2k

6.8k

Aerial
0

0Test point

1-7., IF

6,F-,0.it

Fig. 2: Basic d.c. and signal paths in a typical "surplus"
u.h.f. tuner using germanium transistors. The values of the
external resistors are for guidance only and may require
slight adjustment for optimum noise performance.
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be seen (or rather felt!) to be believed.
A suitable voltage tuning control unit for the

ELC1043 is shown in Fig. 1. The integrated circuit
type TAA550 is a voltage stabilising device exhibiting
an almost negligible change in stabilised voltage with
temperature. A 30V 1W zener diode may be used in
place of the TAA550 but the temperature stability
will be nowhere near as good and the zener will have
to be mounted in a very cool part of the receiver.
Channel switching is effected by a two -pole three-way
wafer switch. Once set the tuning potentiometers
should require very little subsequent adjustment. A
point concerning layout: it is most important that no
hum or other spurious waveform is picked up by the
tuning line. In other words, do not mount the tuning
controls right on top of the field output transformer!
A more elegant type of control unit is manufactured
by the German tuner manufacturer Hopt but we
understand these are not yet available to individual
order.

Circuit Description
The complete circuit of a 625 -line i.f. amplifier with

*c -tip a.g.c. is shown in Fig. 3. Four composite -
signal (i.e. vision, sound and chrominance) stages of
i.f. amplification are used, thus giving very high
sensitivity even if an insensitive tuner is used. This
feature will allow the constructor to use a "junk box"
tuner in the interests of economy if he wishes.

The coupling between the tuner and the first i.f.
amplifier transistor Tr201 is quite complicated. L202
forms part of a bandpass circuit in conjunction with
the mixer output coil (inside the tuner but externally
adjustable). The degree of coupling between the two
halves of the bandpass circuit is set by C209. The
value of this capacitor may have to be changed if a
tuner other than the ELC1043 is used. For guidance
on this point Fig. 4 shows the three possible condi-
tions of coupling in a bandpass circuit. Increasing
the value of C209 decreases the coupling. Super -

R251
no

Tr206
D201 BC187

Link< OM°

415V

R252
100

C265- R250
1.2k100T

R249
1k

R248
15k R247

k

Tr205
BC108

C264

°11'
625

contrast
VR203
300 lin

C 253
505

AGC circuit

Fig. 3: Complete circuit of the 625 -line i.f. strip.

imposed on the basic bandpass response are two
notch rejection points which are set by L201 the first
33.5MHz sound trap and L203 the 41.5MHz adjacent
lower channel sound trap.

After being filtered in this way the tuner i.f. output
is fed to the base of Tr201. This transistor is
specially designed by the manufacturer to he gain

Undercoupled Critically coupled
Top C

Out In

Coupling increases with
increased top capacitance

L

Overcoupled

Out

TBottom C

Coupling increases with
decreased bottom capacitance

Fig. 4: The three possible bandpass response shapes and
two possible types of bandpass circuit.
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controlled and its gain falls sharply with increased
collector current (forward a.g.c.). The gain is at
maximum when /c =4.5mA while at /c =13mA the
gain has dropped by about 45dB ( x 1/180). The gain
will also drop if the collector current is reduced
below 4.5mA : this is reverse a.g.c. and is highly
undesirable in this type of application because it
causes drastic changes in the transistor high -frequency
parameters. Forward gain control as used in this
circuit results in small and acceptable variations in
the transistor parameters thus ensuring constancy of
response shape.

In Tr201 collector circuit a heavily damped coil
(L204) resonates with C220 and C221 to give a sub-
stantially flat response over the i.f. passband. The
signal then passes to the base of Tr202. This is also
a gain -controlled transistor but with the gain preset by
R217. The value of R217 shown causes forward gain
control to be applied such that the gain of Tr202 is
reduced by 10dB ( x 1/3). R217 may be changed to
give more or less gain as necessary but reverse gain

330
OVo

Sound flu

4V pk- pko

control must be avoided. The limits on the value of
R217 are 2.216/ (OdB, i.e. max. gain) and 10k12
( 35dB).

L205 in the collector circuit of Tr202 is similar to
L204 in its effect on the response and the signal is
then coupled into the third composite i.f. amplifier
Tr203. This transistor is a conventional amplifier, i.e.
it is not gain controlled, and the circuit is designed
so that unilateralisation is not necessary. The col-
lector load of Tr203 is the primary of another band-
pass circuit (L206). Top -capacitance coupling (C234)
is used to make the bandpass response slightly over -
coupled.

The overall response is finally tailored by the tuned
circuits in the collector circuit of the final composite
i.f. transistor Tr204. L208 and L209 comprise a
slightly overcoupled bandpass circuit with top capaci-
tance coupling (C244). Some of the signal at this
point is tapped off via C242 and a 6MHz intercarrier
beat is generated by D202 and fed to the sound i.c.
through a 6MHz bandpass circuit. All the remaining
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* components list
Resistors:
R201 2.7k52, R211 10kS/ R221 33052, R231 8.2k,Q, R241 1k5/ R251 220Q
R202 1k1, R212 33052, R222 2.2k,Q, R232 1005/ R242 10052, R252 10052.
R203 12kSZ, R213 1.5k,Q, R223 2.2kS/ R233 4.7k,Q, R243 5-6ka R253 39k5/ 1W
R204 470Q R214 560Q, R224 8-2kS/ R234 100Q, R244 3-3k52, R254 27Q
R205 1.5k,Q, R215 8.2k,Q, R225 1505 R235 470Q, R245 33kR, All watt 5%
R206 470Q, R216 470Q R226 4.710, R236 15ka R246 2.2Q, faW carbon film, unless
R207 2.2ka R217 2.710, R227 4705, R237 3.3kS/ R247 1kR, otherwise stated.
R208 475/ R218 335/ R228 335, R238 3.3k,Q, R248 15ka
R209 5.610, R219 5605, R229 1k52, R239 2.2k,Q, R249 1kS/
R210 47052, R220 1.2k,Q, R230 2.2k,Q, R240 330Q, R250 1-2k,,

Potentiometers:
VR201 5k5/ lin.
VR202 50k5/ lin.
VR203 300Q, lin.

Capacitors:

VR204
VR205
VR206

5kS/ lin.
100k,Q, lin.
5kS/ lin.

VR207 100k5/ lin.
VR208 5k S/ lin.
VR209 100k,Q, lin.

C201 0.1 µF DC C216 5000pF DC C231 15pF SM C246 0-01µF DC C261 22pF SM
C202 16pF E C217 5000pF DC C232 5000pF DC C247 33pF SM C262 1000pF P
C203 01 p.F DC C218 1000pF F C233 5000pF DC C248 4-7pF SM C263 500 p.F E
C204 16µF E C219 5000pF DC C234 3.3pF SM C249 4-7pF SM C264 0.11/F PE
C205 0.1 µF DC C220 33pF SM C235 47pF SM C250 100p.F E C265 100µF E
C206 01 pF DC C221 68pF SM C236 150pF SM C251 002pF DC C266 1000pF F
C207 16pF E C222 5000pF DC C237 5000pF DC C252 500pF E C267 68pF SM
C208 6.8pF SM C223 5000pF DC C238 1000pF F C253 120pF SM C268 0.1 µF PE
C209 150pF SM C224 1000pF F C239 12pF SM C254 3.9pF SM C269 5µF E 40V.
C210 39pF SM C225 5000pF DC C240 5000pF DC C255 0.02pF DC DC disc ceramic 30V.
C211 300pF P C226 33pF SM C241 0.01pF DC C256 120pF SM E electrolytic 25V.
C212 300pF P C227 68pF SM C242 3.3pF SM C257 002pf DC SM silver mica
C213 10pF SM C228 5000pF DC C243 10pF SM C258 0.1 µF DC P polystyrene
C214 100pF SM C229 5000pF DC C244 3.3pF SM C259 0.01µF DC F feedthrough
C215 5000pF DC C230 5000pF DC C245 16µF E C260 22pF SM PE polyester 160V.

Semiconductors:
Tr201 BF167 (BF196) Tr206 BC187 D204 BZY88 C12 zener.
Tr202 BF167 (BF196) Tr207 BF184 (BF194) IC201 TBA750
Tr203 BF173 (BF197) D201 0A90 IC202 TAA550
Tr204 BF173 (BF197) D202 0A90
Tr205 B C108 D203 0A90

Miscellaneous:
Tuner assembly type ELC1043 (Mullard)
L211, L212 22pH chokes (Painton)
14 coil formers 11"x1" (Home Radio CR12)
1 coil former (L209/L210) 1"x" (CR14)
14 screening cans (CR13)
1 screening can (CR15)

16 iron dust cores (Z81 B)
Core locking compound
Nylon leadthrough tags
36 s.w.g. and 28 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire
S201 2 -pole 3 -way wafer switch
SK201 coaxial socket

sound signal on the vision i.f. is notched out by
L210, C267 so that a relatively pure video signal is
detected by D203.

L212 filters out most of the residual i.f. waveform
and the video signal passes to the base of the emitter
follower Tr207 whose d.c. base bias is set by VR201.
A relatively low -impedance video signal is developed
across R240 and is of a level suitable for feeding to a
sensitive video output amplifier.

Some of the video is fed back to the a.g.c. circuit.
Tr205 is biased by the contrast control to conduct
only on sync tips and thus produces an a.g.c. voltage
which is independent of picture content. This voltage
is amplified by Tr206 and then fed to the first gain -
controlled i.f. transistor by a special network (adapted
from an old Mullard circuit). Under no -signal con-
ditions Tr206 passes no current and Tr201 is then
biased for maximum gain by R209. R211 and the

series combination of D201, R250. As soon as a
signal is present the a.g.c. circuit starts to operate and
the voltage across R250 increases. Consequently the
current through D201 decreases and the level of bias
to Tr201 increases, thus increasing the current in
Tr201 and reducing its gain. The process occurs in a
split second and settles down very quickly to maintain
a constant level of video at the detector. If a very
strong signal is present the voltage across R250 in-
creases so much that D201 is cut off and the current
through Tr201 is then determined solely by R209
and R211. The gain of Tr201 is thus reduced by 45dB
which is the maximum permissible gain reduction. If
further gain reduction is necessary it must be accom-
plished either by increasing the value of R2I7 or by
fitting a suitable attenuator in the aerial lead. A com-
bination of these two methods may be necessary to
achieve optimum noise performance.
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Construction
It is recommended that the layout plan shown in

Fig. 5 is followed as closely as possible. The general
principles are the same as those discussed in last
month's article : each stage is isolated from the next
by a small metal screen with a square hole cut in it
for the transistor (this applies only to Tr201, Tr202,
Tr203 and Tr204). The sound i.c. should be mounted
on its back, i.e. with the printed type number on the
case in contact with the metal chassis. It is most
important that the hot ends of R244 and R245 (con -
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Fig. 6: Recommended circuit for use with the alternative
sound i.c. type TAA570.
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Fig. 5: Recommended layout for the i.f. strip.
Overall length is approximately 12 in. For clarity
some components, i.e. the tuner decouplers and
certain transistor emitter and i.c. external

components, have been omitted here.

nected to pins 6 and 7 of the i.c.) should be kept well
away from the input pin of the i.c. (pin 3) or instability
may result. Apart from this the layout is not critical
and a complete layout is therefore not given.

Throughout the circuit the wiring should be up to
v.h.f. standard and all component leads must be kept
short. The chassis may be made of any solderable
metal but copper or brass is preferable. The tuner
is mounted on the i.f. chassis and a good connection
to the tuner chassis must be made: in the case of the
ELC1043 tuner the earthing tags provided should be
soldered into holes in the i.f. chassis. Care must be
taken not to place the i.f.-tuner assembly too close to
the loudspeaker in the receiver or microphony may
be troublesome. The varicap tuner recommended for
the circuit is several times better in this respect than
a conventional tuner but one must still not push one's
luck too far, especially if one intends to fit a I2in.
woofer assembly into the television cabinet. In such
a case it would be advisable to mount the entire i.f.
chassis as a separate unit on rubber grommets with
a thick but flexible earth path to the main chassis.

Component Availability
The Mullard tuner type ELCI043, voltage stabiliser

i.c. type TAA550 and intercarrier sound i.c. type
TBA750 are available to special order from Gurney's
Radio, 91 The Broadway, Southall, Middx. There
may be some difficulty experienced initially in obtain-
ing the TBA750 as this has only recently been intro-
duced. If there are any problems in this respect it is
possible to use the earlier Mullard type TAA570
intercarrier sound i.e. for which circuit details are
given in Fig. 6. The performance is not however as
good as that of the TBA750 so that it is worth waiting
a little while if necessary.

NEXT MONTH: COIL DETAILS, ALIGNMENT, ETC.
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TELEVISION rental companies often dispose of their
stock sets after only a few years' use so they can be
replaced by the latest style models. The used sets are
generally offered to bulk buyers in the television trade
but some modern dual -standard sets-e.g. the Ekco
Model T402, the subject of this article-have recently
become available singly from the supplier listed at the
end of this article. The sets are offered in untested "as -
is" condition. This usually means they are in need of
some attention but-at least in the author's experience
of reconditioning about two dozen such receivers-
are never beyond repair.

The Ekco T402 is a compact 19in dual -standard
receiver with good performance on both 405 and
625 lines and has the same chassis as many other
Ekco/ Ferranti and a few Alba and Aerodyne models
of the period 1962-4. This article is intended to help
the buyer of one of these sets to get it working as
cheaply as possible by pointing out the common stock
faults encountered. Most points will apply whether
the set is being reconditioned for single- or dual -
standard use.

Budget
A set in as -is condition costs £15 plus 30/- towards

carriage within the UK. It is worthwhile obtaining a
service sheet for information beyond the scope of this
article. This will cost about 25p from one of the
advertisers in this magazine. Specify the Ekco Model
T402 serial numbers over 10,000, or the T407.
Although the i.f. strip is fully dual -standard and a
v.h.f. tuner is fitted the sets rarely have the u.h.f.
tuner fitted. This costs about £5.

Now the cost of repair. The author's experience
has been that this has never exceeded £6 for materials
and on half the sets was less than £3. If we make a
very pessimistic estimate of £3 to £10 repair cost the
bill for our economy u.h.f. television is :

As -is Ekco T402 15.00
Carriage 1.50
Service sheet .25
UHF tuner 5.00
Repair 3.00-10.00

Total. £ 24.75-31.75

This represents quite a bargain for, one's work,
especially since the working set can be sold for as
much as £35.

Mechanical Aspects
The chassis layout is shown in Fig. 1. The signal

circuits are carried entirely on the printed board on
the left of the tube neck while the field and line scan
circuits are on the board on the right. There is a
405-625 slide switch on each board, linked by a bar
across the gap in the middle and driven by a cam on
the v.h.f. tuner. For single -standard operation the two
linkage screws (identified in Fig. 1) can be loosened
to prevent the linkage working and the switch set
by hand to 405 or 625 as required.

Access for servicing is very easy. First remove the
v.h.f. tuner knob by loosening the two grub screws
securing it to the tuner spindle. Then unscrew the
large nuts at the top left and right of the chassis
frame and it will swing out giving access to the wiring
sides of the boards. Replacement components are

UHF TV
CALEB BRADLEY

more easily soldered to this side of the boards. When
returning the frame to its normal position take care
not to foul the wires on the left hand side.

Although the projecting tube face may look like a
twin -panel type it is in fact a plain tube (Mazda
CME1903) with a perspex bubble face guard. The
lower cost will be appreciated if the tube needs re-
placement. The perspex may be scratched and dirty
in which case the author's treatment is plenty of rub-
bing with Duraglit (or even with fine grinding paste)
until the scratches disappear. If the white surround is
dirty it is worth scrubbing it with an old toothbrush
and some household detergent as this can greatly
improve the appearance of the set. Fortunately the
cabinet is stained wood rather than one of the plastic
finishes common today and scratches are easier to
deal with. Vigorous polishing works wonders-
Mansion House Dark Polish is very effective for
hiding scratches. If necessary there are the other
resorts of sanding, painting (psychedelic perhaps?)
or covering the cabinet.

On removing the metal cover from the underside of
the v.h.f. tuner the coils for a particular channel come
into view when the tuner knob is rotated two positions
clockwise from the channel setting. It is then just pos-
sible to unclip and remove them. Ensure the set is
switched off when removing or replacing the smaller
(aerial) coil as the unsmoothed h.t. is within finger -
straying distance on a tag on L22. Fine tuning by the
viewer is done by pushing a screwdriver into a small
hole in the side of the cabinet to engage a sprung
plastic piece with the fine tuning screw for the channel
in use. As the tuner is quite stable this adjustment is
not often needed. If necessary the v.h.f. tuner can be
removed from the receiver by removing three hex -
headed bolts accessible at the back of the chassis
around the big h.t. smoothing capacitor C142/143.

The v.h.f. tuner knob frequently shatters at the
neck in spite of a metal strengthening ring., The tuner
has a standard half -flatted lin. diameter spindle and
a fairly long -necked knob is need to reach it. If a
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Table 1: Valve data for Ekco Model T402.

Width

Line linearity

L23

Valve Type
Typical Voltages*

Alternativest
Anode Screen Cathode

V1 30L17 165(9) - (30L15, PCC89, PCC805)
V2P 172(3) 165(2) (.30C15)
V2T

30C17 30(6) -
V3 EF183 180(7) 129(8) 0.15 (1, 3) 6F25 (EF184, 6F24):
V4 EF184 200(7) 190(8) 2.5 (1, 3) 6F24 (EF183, 6F25)1
V5P PCL84 152(6) 195(9) 7.5 (7)
V6 EF184 168(7) 170(8) 2 (1, 3) 6F24 (EF183, 6F25).1
V7 EB91 - - - 6D2, D77, 6AL5**
V8T 30PL1

30(1) - - PCL801 (PCL83)
V8P 190(6) 200(8) 11 (7)
V1OP 160(6) 60(7) PCE800
V1OT

30FL1 80(1) -
V12 30P19 120(4) - PL302 (PL36, 30P4)
V13 U193 190(9) - PY800, PY81
V14 DY86 - - 16kV DY87 (U26, U25)
V15P 190(6) 215(7) 17(2) PCL800 (PCL82)
V15T

30PL13 75(9) -
CRT: Cathode 160V (7), first anode 595V (3), e.h.t. connector 16kV.
* Pin number in brackets. t Alternatives in brackets are for emergency use only and may give reduced performance.

Non frame -grid types such as the EF80, EF85, 6F19, 6F23 and 6F26 will often work but with reduced gain. ** Two
germanium diodes wired in will work provided heater continuity is maintained.

suitable replacement is not available the broken knob
can be rebuilt with Araldite cement. Use the spindle
of say a spare volume control as a mould and smear
the spindle with grease so that the cement will release
easily. It is best to build up the Araldite on a coil of
strong wire wound on to the spindle as otherwise the
large turning force on the spindle flat may break the
unreinforced cement. The final knob must provide
adequate insulation against possible mains voltage on

the tuner spindle when the set is in use.
A blanking plug expectantly labelled "u.h.f.

tuner" is fitted in the side of the cabinet. There is
just enough space behind to mount a valve tuner or
plenty of room for a modern transistor tuner which
is to be preferred in weak -signal areas. The mount-
ings provided are unlikely to line up with most tran-
sistor tuners so some ingenuity with woodscrews and
spacing pieces may be needed to get a particular tuner
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mounted. Insert some padding between the tuner
body and the flare of the tube if they are likely to
come into contact. The hole left when the blanking
plug is removed will suit a rotary tuner but some
carpentry will be needed if a 4- or 6 -push-button tuner
is fitted. A knockout hole for the u.h.f. aerial socket is
provided in the fibre back.

Initial Inspection
First remove the back and use Fig. 1 to check that

all thirteen valves are firmly plugged in and are the
correct types. Table 1 lists some equivalents which
may 13.. used to get the set going. Check which channel
coils are fitted in the v.h.f. tuner and that the system
switch operates correctly when the tuner is switched
to the u.h.f. position. If necessary loosen the linkage
screws and adjust the plate they secure for the right
movement.

If nothing is visibly wrong check that the mains
taps on R125 are set correctly and plug in. Before
anything else double-check that the chassis is con-
nected to mains neutral and not to live. If the heaters
do not glow check that live mains is reaching the
centre of mains dropper R125 and that both left end
(mains to heater chain) and right end (mains to h.t.
rectifier) are live as sections of this resistor quite often
fail. A break in the heater chain can be located
quickly using Fig. 2 as a guide.

Once the valves are glowing some noise from the
speaker-particularly when V8 is rocked in its base-
indicates that h.t. is present. If the line circuit does not
whistle try waggling the system switch by hand as the
set is dead when this rests in an intermediate position.
Rotating the brightness and contrast controls towards
the front of the set should bring a raster to the screen
provided the e.h.t. is present. Rotation of the v.h.f.
tuner knob between positions where coils are fitted
should produce crackles on sound and flickers on the
raster if the sound and vision circuits respectively
are intact. Similar effects should be produced by
touching a screwdriver blade on the centre conductor
of the v.h.f. aerial socket.

VHF Reception
The v.h.f. turret tuners in these sets usually have

coils for only a few channels and it is not possible to
specify these when ordering. Replacement coils are
available for this type of tuner or the existing coils
can be modified to different channels fairly easily if
a good aerial signal is available. A coil can usually be
retuned to the channel number immediately above or
below the number painted on it simply by readjusting
the cores. With a good v.h.f. aerial plugged in first
adjust the core accessible through the hole nearest
the knob (oscillator coil) until the best picture appears
on the screen then adjust the four other cores for
optimum sound and vision. Since the cores are brass
screwing them into the coils lowers the inductance
and tunes to a higher channel. Further upward adjust-
ment is achieved by removing a turn or two from the
Band I coils or simply stretching the turns farther
apart on the Band III coils. Conversely unscrewing
the cores, compressing turns closer together or add-
ing turns tunes to a lower channel.

Do not screw a core too far into a coil or the core
will fall into the tuner and may be hard to retrieve.
Do not unscrew a core so far that it projects from
the coil biscuit or it will foul the tuner mechanism
and possibly damage the delicate spring contacts.

UHF Reception
The v.h.f. tuner should be fitted with a pair of coils

marked u.h.f. These are tuned to the 625 i.f. fre-
quency so that the v.h.f. tuner acts as an extra i.f.
amplifier before the i.f. strip proper. The gain
improvement is clearly demonstrated by connecting
a u.h.f. tuner with and without the v.h.f. tuner in cir-
cuit.

If the set is not already equipped with a u.h.f. tuner
a standard transistor tuner can as previously men-
tioned be fitted. Connect the i.f. output lead of the
tuner to the special socket provided on the top of the
v.h.f. tuner. Connect the tuner h.t. lead to a supply of
I0 -13V d.c. This is obtained by a dropping resistor
from the set h.t. line. A convenient place to connect
the resistor is on the back of the i.f. board from the
HTU pin to the short piece of unused printed track
below. The h.t. lead to the tuner is then soldered to
the unused track. A suitable value of resistor is
43ki2 1W which can be made up from 33k12 1W and
10ki2 1W in series. Check the voltage reaching the
tuner and adjust the dropper value if necessary. Note
that the earth return for the tuner is provided by the
screen of the i.f. output lead. A few u.h.f. tuners
require a I kpF blocking capacitor in series with the
centre conductor of the i.f. lead and it does no harm to
fit this if in doubt. Ensure that all leads to the tuner are
long enough to allow the chassis to swing out
properly.

Fault- Finding
Most faults with this set can be traced quickly by

the usual servicing procedures. The line oscillator and
output stages (a source of embarrassment on several
other Ekco models) are reliable, the author having
found only one line output transformer failure in all
the sets handled. Some faults in the signal and field
oscillator circuits are worth mentioning as they regu-
larly occur and can be perplexing.

Very Low Contrast
Check the electrode voltages of V3, V4 and V5 (see

Table 1). These valves sometimes draw excessive
screen current causing overheating and change in
value of the screen feed resistor. New valves of the
correct types (V3 and V4 are frame -grid types) will
always give an improvement in gain but any of the
following resistors should also be replaced if they
have changed value: R25 (39kf2) and R30 (4.7k1-2) V3
screen and anode feed resistors respectively, R35
(4.71a2) and R34 (1kn) V4 screen and anode resistors,
R40 (10012) in the h.t. line to V3 and V4, R41 (5.61(11)
V5A screen resistor and R44 (271(Q) its stabilising
resistor (from h.t. to the cathode circuit). Weak con-
trast on 405 only should direct attention to V I on
the v.h.f. tuner.

Sound Buzz on 625
The characteristic intercarrier sound buzz which

varies in volume with picture content can be reduced
by aligning the 625 (6MHz) sound channel. An off -
air signal is just as good as a signal generator for this
job as the 6MHz intercarrier frequency (i.e. the
difference between the vision and sound carrier fre-
quencies) is precisely fixed at the transmitter. Use the
correct hexagonal trimming tool to adjust both the
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Fig. 2: The field timebase and power supply circuits of the Ekco Model T402. Minor component value variations in the
blocking oscillator (V15a) and sync feed circuits may be found in some chassis. C117 charges slowly from the boost
rail to give the field timebase waveform. C118, R98 and RV12 control the speed.

upper and lower cores of T6 and the 625 primary and 
secondary cores of T7 for optimum sound-the last is
the most critical. Note that the cores of T7 are
correctly identified in Fig. 1 and incorrectly shown in
many data sheets for this set. Then adjust slider
potentiometer RV2 for minimum buzz and repeat all
the adjustments for the best sound.

A heater -to -cathode short in V7, possibly inter-
mittent, sometimes burns up R60 (indicated in Fig. 1).
Severe mains hum and /or intercarrier buzz result.
The valve should be replaced at the same time as R60
to prevent the fault repeating.

Poor Synchronisation
Poor synchronisation-especially on 625-can be

caused by excessively high h.t. voltage as well as the
common sync separator faults. Check that the tags
on R125 are correctly linked for the local mains
voltage.

As the line oscillator is a simple multivibrator (an
add-on flywheel sync unit was once available for this
set) a poor aerial signal may cause some picture tear-
ing or pulling -on -whites. Some improvement on 405
may be obtained by unscrewing C57 the 405 definition
trimmer. This reduces picture definition slightly but
may stabilise the line lock. On 625 one must simply
provide a good aerial signal and set RV5 (625 line
hold) carefully for a good picture.

Field Faults
The best that can be said of V15 in the field time -

base circuit (Fig. 2) is that it is not very reliable.
Irregular changes in picture height or a horizontal
white line on the screen (field failure) can usually

be cured by replacing the valve. Severe picture cramp-
ing at the top or bottom (in spite of adjustment of
the two linearity presets) or foldover are normally the
fault of the valve initially but excessive current may
have changed the values of R100 and R101 so check
these also. Electrolytic C121 at the top right of the
set is in a hot position and frequently fails causing
greatly reduced picture height. A 250µF component
will do as a cheaper replacement.

A periodic (every 20 seconds or more) loss of field
hold on 625 at certain times in the evening only is
probably due to inadequate smoothing of the h.t. line.
The design values of C143 and C142 are possibly only
barely large enough for 625 and these capacitors
slowly lose capacitance with age. Larger value re-
placements are acceptable provided C142 is not
increased to more than about 350µF-otherwise the
switch -on surge through MR6 may be excessive.

If field lock is lost completely check the forward
and reverse resistances of MR5.

Vertical Stripes on 625
Ragged vertical stripes on 625, often black with

no signal and white when a signal is received, are
caused by interference from the line output stage.
Sharp points of solder or ragged wiring at the line
output valve top cap may be causing corona, or the
valve itself may be faulty.

Availability
Ekco T402 receivers are available on seven days'

order from RBTV, 82 North Lane, East Preston,
Sussex. Only this model is available in "as -is ex -
rental condition.
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VALVE vision and sound i.f. stages probably give far
less trouble than any other section of a TV receiver,
the most likely but still rare cause of no output being
an internal short-circuit in a frame -grid type valve.
Internal shorts also occur in older type valves but
due to the closer interelectrode spacing of frame -grid
types the incidence of this type of failure in these is
higher. On occasion a screen decoupling capacitor
may go short-circuit and burn up the feed resistor, or
a screen or cathode decoupler may go open -circuit to
cause reduced gain, instability or patterning-the
exact symptoms depending on the component's posi-
tion in the circuit-but by and large it is fairly true
to say that sound with no vision generally implies a
vision detector or video fault while vision with no
sound infers a sound detector or a.f. fault.

When a valve i.f. strip does fail to work checking
individual anode, screen grid and cathode voltages
will indicate the cause, while if an a.g.c. feed is
apparently absent or not completely decoupled
momentarily shorting the feed point to chassis will
clarify the situation without adverse effects. If short-
ing the a.g.c. feed point increases the gain On strong
signals but has negligible effect on weak signals the
a.g.c. supply can be assumed to be in order.

Tracing Circuits
Although overall i.f. design varies from one make

to another it is a comparatively simple matter in valve
strips to follow the signal path from the tuner(s) to
the vision detector diode without the aid of a circuit
diagram. When tracing faults in transistor i.f. circuits
however even the most experienced service engineers
need to check the circuit since individual designs vary
so widely. In particular depending on the polarity of

Fig. 1: Contrasting vision i.f. stage
circuits both using a BF197 npn
transistor. In (a) the emitter is fed
from a -18V l.t. fine (Pye 368
chassis) while in (b) the collector is
fed from a +18V I.t. line (GEC
2047/8 single -standard models). As
a result the potentials are com-
pletely reversed. Note also that in
the GEC circuit the stage is a wide -
band amplifier, filtering to provide
the required selectivity being
effected between the tuner and the

strip.
405 -line sound

IF STRIPS
the 1.t. supply and whether pnp or npn transistors are
used either the emitters or collectors may be returned
to chassis with attendant complete reversal in emitter/
collector voltages to chassis-compare for example
Fig. 1(a) and (b). This also means that the transistor
base potentials will be either slightly less or slightly
more than the emitter voltages while-again depend-
ing on l.t. rail polarity and transistor type-the a.g.c.
potential to chassis may decrease or increase with
rising signal strength.

The a.g.c. potential in a valve strip is normally
present or appreciable only when the signal strength
reaches a significant value. With transistors however
the a.g.c. potential is really an increase in the no -
signal fixed bias and care must be taken not to short
this to chassis when testing. If the emitter is returned
to chassis for example shorting the a.g.c. line to
chassis could largely or completely remove the base -
emitter junction forward bias and the sudden change
could cause a possibly damaging surge. If the
collector on the other hand is returned to chassis,
shorting the a.g.c. rail is almost equivalent to apply-
ing the full 1.t. supply across the controlled transistor's
base -emitter junction and this can completely ruin the
transistor.

Great care must for this reason always be taken
when measuring voltages in transistor circuits to
ensure that test prod application does not in-
advertently apply excessive bias to any of the
transistors.

Basic Fault Conditions
When breakdowns do occur in transistor i.f. strips

-and they are hardly more common than in valve
strips-although the voltages and circuitry are so very

-18V 18V

15p

To final
IF amp 50kp
47p

(a) (b)
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Fig. 2: Representative final vision i.f. stage (Philips 210 chassis). The potential developed at the junction of R5 and R6
provides forward bias for the BC108 video phase splitter, the positive -going output from the detector diode D1 being
superimposed on this. Component functions and fault conditions with their associated symptoms are summarised in

Table 1 below.

Table 1: Component function and fault guide

Component
R1, R2, R4

R3

R8

R9
R5, R6

R7

C1, C7, C8 IFT fixed tuners

Function
IFT loading

Collector decoupling and I.t
feed
Part potential divider
biasing BF173
As R8
BF173 emitter resistors

Vision detector load

C2 Part IFT secondary tuning
and impedance match to
BF173

C3 As C2

C4 BF173 collector circuit
decoupler

C5, C6 BF173 emitter decouplers

C9 I.F. filter

L1, L2 I.F. filtering and video
compensation

L3, L4, L5 As L1, L2

Fault condition
o/c: increased gain with reduced

bandwidth
o/c : no power supplies

o/c: no forward bias

o/c: excessive forward bias
o/c: no BF173 or BC108 emitter

currents
o/c: L3, L4, L5 and BC108 base -

emitter junction would form load
o/c: increased IFT frequency

s/c: tuned circuits shorted
o/c : no signal feed to C2, C3 junction

s/c: bias for BF173 shorted out
o/c: IFT secondary mistuned and

mismatching
s/c: bias for BF173 shorted
o/c: top of IFT primary not earthed

s/c: R3 effectively connected across I.t.
supply

o/c: negative feedback introduced

s/c: no forward bias to BC108
o/c: i.f. content not removed

s/c: D1 output shorted
o/c: no video across D1 load

o/c: no forward bias to BC108

Symptoms
Ringing and impaired
definition
No output

No results

Over -run BF173
No output

Very poor picture, ringing
and unstable results
Impaired definition and
possibly ringing
No output
No output

No output
Ringing and impaired
definition
No output
Reduced gain, possible
instability or patterning
No results and R3
burning
Reduced gain, possible
instability
No results
Patterning, possibly slight
instability
No results
No results

No results

different the rare component or transistor failure will
still be shown up by a clear-cut voltage indication
though of course at a greatly reduced level. For
instance, although valve anode and screen voltages

in i.f. stages can vary considerably without notice-
able effect on the picture, small changes in transistor
voltages can reduce the gain enormously.

Should the sound and/or vision i.f. output com-
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pletely fail first check that all resistors and transistors
are running at normal temperature. The small -signal
types used for i.f. amplification are designed to run
cool so any sign of excessive warmth is a fair indica-
tion that the voltage supplies to the transistor or the
device itself is at fault.

For example, the forward bias for all types of
transistor is generally obtained from the junction of
a dual -resistor potential divider shunted across the
1.t. supply and chassis. Now although as previously
mentioned i.f. strips may be found with either the
emitters or collectors returned to chassis the current
practice is for the emitters to be chassis connected.
Thus if the lower resistor of the base potential divider
becomes open -circuit or disconnected from its panel
the forward bias will rise to an excessive figure, over-
running the transistor. Further if this is a stage to
which forward a.g.c. is applied-i.e. the first and
sometimes second vision i.f. stage(s)-the gain will
also be reduced. This is because the fixed bias for
such stages is arranged for maximum gain, any
increase in bias increasing the current in the transistor
but reducing the gain through forward a.g.c. action.
If on the other hand the top resistor is open -circuit
or dry -jointed there will be zero forward bias and
"no results", while if it has increased in value the
forward bias will be reduced again reducing the gain.

Transistor Shorts
While transistors are inherently reliable devices

they can develop internal short-circuits if subjected
to high -voltage surges as a result for example of
flashovers inside the c.r.t. or from e.h.t. arcs. Because
of their close link with the c.r.t. the transistors used
in video output stages are those most subject to this
fault. Similar breakdowns can and do however occur
in the vision strip.

When the base is shorted to the emitter the
transistor is without forward bias, no emitter current
flows and almost the full 1.t. is developed across the
emitter -collector connections. When the collector is
shorted to the base the heavy currents resulting pro-
duce large voltage drops across the emitter and col-
lector resistors and all three transistor potentials
become very similar. Emitter -to -collector short-
circuits produce almost equal voltages at these elec-
trodes with the 1.t. supply being proportionately
divided between the emitter and collector resistors.
An open -circuit at any electrode by preventing
collector current flowing results in the emitter -
collector potential practically equalling the full rail
voltage.

Low Gain
Low gain in a transistor i.f. circuit can be due to

many causes -incorrect forward bias, an open -circuit
emitter decoupling capacitor, open -circuit collector
circuit decoupler, reduced value fixed tuning capacitor
misaligning the stage, an open -circuit or reduced
value signal feed capacitor attenuating the input or
output or a deteriorating transistor - probably one
having been subject to a prior overload. Meter checks
will soon indicate the cause of incorrect working
voltages while suspect decoupling capacitors are most
easily checked by temporarily shunting a known good
equivalent across each in turn. The precise value
fixed tuning and signal feed components can only

be checked by exact substitutes but as their failure
rate is very low first make sure about dry -joints.

AGC Faults
When it is found that incorrect working voltages

are due to incorrect a.g.c. potential it is usually
necessary-after ensuring that any gain presets are
properly adjusted-to commence testing right back at
the video stage driving the a.g.c. amplifier as the d.c.
coupling employed will maintain a voltage error right
through the system. Transistor a.g.c. systems differ
too widely-especially in dual -standard models-for
comment here but remember that a.g.c. amplifiers
are usually arranged to be bottomed or saturated
under no signal conditions and are progressively
taken from this point towards cut-off as the signal
strength rises by reducing their forward bias. Depend-
ing on the circuit configuration of the controlled
stages the a.g.c. potential then increases or decreases
with respect to chassis as signal strength rises. In
either event the net effect is the same-an increase
in forward bias to the controlled stages with increas-
ing signal input.

Before measuring the a.g.c. potentials and the
no signal/full signal voltages of the controlled stages
however check the forward and reverse resistance of
all miniature diodes employed. For example in those
receivers that use an a.g.c. system based on the
amplitude of the sync pulse tips on 625-the general
practice in single -standard models - a diode is
generally employed to rectify the peak pulse tip
excursions and produce a bias which progressively
takes the a.g.c. amplifier from saturation with rising
signal strength. This diode may be termed "a.g.c.
gate"-as in some GEC-Sobell receivers - peak
rectifier or a.g.c. rectifier. If it goes open -circuit or
even high -resistance it can render the entire a.g.c.
system inoperative. This could result in the receiver
operating at maximum gain on the strongest signals,
causing gross overloading and possibly giving the
impression that the i.f. strip is unstable or in need of
complete realignment.

Then many receivers, whether employing mean -
level or pulse -tip a.g.c., incorporate a series delay
diode to hold -off a.g.c. application to the r.f. stage(s)
until the signal strength exceeds a predetermined
value. Should such a delay diode go open -circuit
there would be zero tuner a.g.c. even on strong signals,
resulting in sound -on -vision or vision -on -sound due
to front-end cross -modulation. On the other hand-
depending on the circuitry-if a series delay diode
short-circuits the tuner a.g.c. would probably be
applied even on weak signals, reducing overall gain
and increasing picture grain.

It is important therefore to check all diodes
employed in these circuits and the adjustment of
preset gain controls, the latter usually varying the
delay diode conduction voltage or the rectifying level
of a pulse -tip a.g.c. system peak rectifier.

Most a.g.c. or preset gain contols are factory -set
and do not normally need re -adjustment unless associ-
ated components or transistors are replaced when it
becomes necessary to follow manufacturer's instruc-
tions. For example the a.g.c. delay control in the
latest GEC-Sobell single -standard models must be
adjusted so that the base potential of the a.g.c.
amplifier -delay transistor is 3.8V on no signal. If this
voltage is too high cross -modulation may result while
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if it is too low grain may be apparent on strong signals.
In the BRC 1500 single -standard series the preset

contrast control-which determines the peak recti-
fier conduction level-must be adjusted so that a
strong broadcast transmission or local modulated
oscillation of 3-10mV at the aerial socket produces a
peak -to -peak display of 110V on a scope connected
between the c.r.t. cathode and chassis. Alternatively
if a scope is not available the makers recommend
feeding an unmodulated 3-10mV u.h.f. signal to the
aerial socket and then adjusting the preset contrast
control to produce 2.2V d.c. on an Avometer con-
nected between two specified test points.

It will be seen therefore that these preset controls
require precise adjustment for optimum results.

Patterning
Though not a common fault background pattern-

ing is usually caused by an unwanted frequency pro-
ducing a varying beat signal within the i.f. passband.
The unwanted signal is usually present because of
impaired screening or decoupling within the i.f. cir-
cuits-particularly in the detector stage-impaired
screening or decoupling in the tuner, or on rare
occasions a faulty transistor or incorrect d.c. supply
which results in high -amplitude signals being mis-
shaped with the production of unwanted harmonics.
In some areas patterning may also be due to a strong
Band II transmission beating with Band I or Band

III signals and some manufacturers supply wavetraps
for insertion in series with the v.h.f. tuner to reject
the unwanted Band II signal.

Where it is apparent that patterning is a real fault
condition, due not to outside interference but develop-
ing either in the tuner or i.f. strip, first check that all
screening plates and the braiding of all coaxial leads
are well bonded to chassis and that any externally
mounted decoupling capacitors on the tuner-to 1.t.
and a.g.c. feed points-have not become disconnected
or dry -jointed.

To determine whether the tuner or i.f. strip is at
fault the ideal method is to try whichever unit is to
hand or can be connected most conveniently. Other-
wise, disconnecting the tuner output and injecting a
signal from a pattern generator or service oscillator
should soon clarify the position.

Testing Transistors
If a transistor is faulty it will of course upset the

voltages in the stage concerned. Suspects can however
be tested with an ohmmeter by checking their base -
to -emitter and base -to -collector forward and reverse
resistances. If there is no emitter -collector short-
circuit and each resistance ratio is not less than 25: 1
with the forward resistance across each junction not
more than about 500C2 while the reverse resistance is
greater than 10kn then the transistor can be assumed
to be quite satisfactory.

BOOK REWEW
TV TECHNICIAN'S BENCH MANUAL
By G. R. Wilding
Published by Fountain Press Ltd.,
46-47 Chancery Lane, London W.C.2.
182 pages. Hard covers. Price f250.

This latest book in the swiftly expanding Fountain
Press series deals concisely with the craft of television
receiver servicing under the skilful authorship of
George Wilding, a down-to-earth expounder of the
mysteries of new and not -so -new circuits whose
articles frequent the amateur and trade press and
who is well known to readers of TELEVISION.

"Television fault diagnosis is based on three import-
tant factors-a good working knowledge of the
various circuit sections encountered, an ability to cor-
rectly assess the symptoms displayed, and a logical
testing procedure," so rightly says Mr. Wilding in
his Preface and these factors he fully lives up to
throughout his book.

The first nine chapters deal essentially with the
various circuit sections embodied in a good cross-
section of monochrome receivers, while the final
three chapters constitute a colour section which
investigates chroma and colour -difference circuits,
timebases and power supplies and colour display
controls.

Each department of the receiver is introduced by
a mini -analysis of function which leads neatly to the
clear presentation of fault conditions and symptoms,
along with specific and probable causes concluding
with recommended corrective procedures. There are
however no fault symptom photographs or off -screen
oscillograms.

Mr. Wilding's wide and longstanding practical
monochrome servicing experience is here dramatically
reflected, as also is his logical reasoning in terms of
servicing which as I personally know leads him incred-
ibly quickly to the faulty valve or component in the
circuit jungle of a defunct receiver (in one example
much to the amazement of an American visitor who
was monitoring the proceedings and who until then
regarded American servicing as second to none-but
not .any longer!).

Although seemingly written with the professional
television maintenance techician most in mind the
book nevertheless yields much information of value
to the student of television circuits and the amateur
repairer, both of whom are normally without ready
access to manufacturers' data. In any book of this
nature-particularly when the focal points are cir-
cuits and fault symptoms-it is always difficult to
decide just what not to include when the store from
years of experience is vast. George Wilding however
can be given credit for prudent selection in terms of
delicately balanced tit -bits appropriate to early (and
let's face it there are still many of these still active) as
well as more recent models.

It was obviously impossible to do more than flutter
over the colour television craft in the bounds of the
available space and in the fifty pages devoted to this we
tend to experience more basic description than the
practical guidance given in the monochrome section;
but this by no means dilutes the colour value. I was
sorry that George failed to investigate the V and U
signals since these are fundamental PAL parameters,
and I got a bit muddled sometimes between pure
chroma (the V and U signal multiplex) and the colour -
difference signals (after synchronous demodulation).

These small points apart this a very good book-
basic and concise-which I can sincerely and warmly
recommend.-Gordon J. King.
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To 11 OE TELEVISION
OVER the past few weeks there seem to have been an
increasing number of short Sporadic E bursts and gener-
ally I've been able to note signals most days. Unfortun-
ately there didn't appear to be an opening around the
middle of April, which I had been half expecting. This
in itself may not however be a bad sign and I feel cer-
tain that this coming SpE season will give improved re-
sults over the 1970 season. By the time you read this the
season should be well under way, with I hope many
strong signals sustained over long periods. If strong
signals are noted throughout Band I and into Band II it
may be worth having a quick check at the 1.f. end of
Band III as very occasionally signals do become propa-
gated via SpE at these frequencies. It should be stressed
that this is rare but it's certainly worth a minute's check.

April generally showed improving conditions with
something on most days. The Lyriads meteor shower
gave some strong, short bursts of signal on Band I in
the evenings of the 19th and 20th. Tropospherics also
gave a lift just after the Easter weekend with the fine
weather, and several vigilant DXers managed to receive
the coastal Dutch and West German u.h.f. stations.

My own log for the period 1st -28th April is as follows:
1st CT (Czechoslovakia) RI.
7th USSR RI; BRT (Belgium) E2.
9th ORF (Austria) E2a; unidentified pattern-see later.

10th CT RI.
11th West Germany E4; TVE (Spain) E2.
12th BRT E2.
14th Unidentified SpE signal orchestral concert on E2,

long duration, suspected of Scandinavian origin
(2203-2215).

15th West Germany E4.
16th Sweden E2; DFF (East Germany) E4.
17th CT RI; DFF E4; Sweden E2; BRT E2.
18th BRT E2.
21st BRT E2; also various Northern French tropo-

spherics.
22nd BRT E2.
24th Switzerland E2; BRT E2.
25th Sweden E2; BRT E2.
28th Switzerland E2.

I have introduced a number of abbreviations in the
above log-the initials of the transmitting organisations-
the object being to save space and make the log simpler
to read. I intend to try this method for a few months and
would appreciate readers' comments. The country of

The Dequede u.h.f. ch. 31 slide.

ROGER BUNNEY
origin is given along with the initials for each first entry
in the log. I usually log no signals of under 5 seconds
duration-whether identified or not-unless there are
repeated bursts within a short space of time. Incidentally
all the BRT Belgium loggings are tropospherics.

I wonder if anyone else has noted a new pattern on
R1/E2a recently? I received an unidentified pattern on
this channel on 9/4/71 at 0842. This was vaguely reminis-
cent of the DFF East German pattern but with a
prominent series of black -and -white squares across the
bottom of the frame. I suspect this may be ORF Austria
using a new type of colour pattern. On the 17/4/71 on
E2 I noted a short burst of NRK Norway using test card
G-they must use this alternately with the new ORF
card recently noted in this column.

In the January DX -TV column we referred to Gibraltar
Television as having an E6 transmitter with 200kW. The
chief engineer Mr. Black has written to us to say that they
in fact use 200 watts and that the transmitter is at the foot
of the Rock. Our apologies to all concerned-this is go-
ing to make its reception at great distances rather more
difficult!

We have again noted Caen ch.F2 using 625 lines on test
instead of the usual 819 -line transmissions. I have written
to ORTF (France) to find out exactly what is going on
and as soon as I have a reply I will pass on the relevant
information. Another query has come to hand about the
sighting of a news announcer on E4 with the letters "ok"
in the top left-hand corner. In fact the letters are "ak"
standing for "Aktuelle Kamera", a news programme
from the DFF (East German) network. Incidentally DFF
have been noted using identification slides. They first
started using them towards the second half of 1970 and
I have often seen the' distinctive design from around 0830
on some mornings. Each main transmitter radiates its
own slide and they are of similar design differing only
with location name, channel and programme chain num-
ber. Our thanks to Ralf Erler in Parchim East Germany
for sending us a photograph of his local u.h.f. Dequede
ch.31 slide. This clearly illustrates the type of slide in
question. The chain number may be seen either side of
the transmitter location name-in this case it is the second
chain.

The new transmitter list for all European stations may
now be obtained from the European Broadcasting Union,
Technical Centre, Avenue Albert Lancaster 32, B-1180
Bruxelles, Belgium. It costs 200 Belgian Francs (approx.
f1.60). The 15th edition of this guide includes the main
book, six bimonthly supplements and a map. As holiday
time is approaching may I suggest that if you or your
friends or relations are travelling abroad you enlist their
help in bringing back a copy of the local TV Guide from
the country they (or you) visit. Such guides are invaluable
for identifying programme captions and obtaining typical
times, etc.

From Our Correspondents ...
Garry Smith and Keith Hamer of Derby have passed

on some most interesting information relating to Denmark.
Apparently the ORF (Austrian) electronic test card is
now used by Denmark. It seems that the card does not
carry an identification and as Garry comments "there
may be confusion now!" With three countries now using
this card and only NRK marking their card the E4 identi-
fications between ORF and Denmark could be something
of a problem. We will be watching the situation closely
for developments.

Following discussion earlier in the year relating to
Poland and their TVI and TV2 programmes, our thanks
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to Dennis Boniface of Ripon who has sent us some valu-
able information relating to transmitters in operation
for the TV2 programmes: Krakow ch. R2 IkW vertical;
Katowice ch. R6 1kW horizontal; Lodz ch. R10 IkW
vertical; Warsaw ch. R11 1kW horizontal. The Krakow
R2 transmitter may be just possible in good SpE condi-
tions. If they are using the usual Polish-Hungarian test
card however we may never know we are in fact receiving
them! As the TVP-1 caption is very prominent we must
hope that the TVP-2 caption is also as distinctive. Dennis
for good measure also tells us that Budapest, Hungary is
now on u.h.f. with all of 4kW (horizontal) in colour, on
ch. R24. Conditions will have to improve quite a lot for
that one!

Our old friend Ian Beckett has been active again on
u.h.f. From his Buckingham location he logged both West
German and Dutch u.h.f. transmissions during the period
12 -15th April. He tells us that Arnhem ch. 50 in Holland
is using a new test pattern: across the centre of the card
from the left-hand side is the identification "Arnhem
Kanal 50" and to the immediate right of this is a small
NOS test card.

I know that all regular followers of this column will
want to join with me and wish Doug Bowers of Saltash
a rapid recovery and return to health. I have just heard
that he is in hospital-for the second time this year. We
hope that Doug will soon be home and back to his
normal self. I also gather that earlier this year or at the
end of last year he succeeded with the reception of TVE
(Spain) in Band III (E7). As soon as I can find out the
details of this I will pass them on.

Roy Sheppard has been at it again. From his Amman,
Jordan home he reports reception of the well known
checkerboard on ch. E2, but with his aerial to the East.
This pattern actually has a slight modification. The con-
trast scales in the second and fourth rows are reversed
through 90°, being vertical rather than horizontal. I

would guess that this may be from a new, unlisted trans-
mitter in West Pakistan or even India. The time and
date was 1330 GMT -18/3/71.

A well known name in these pages over the past few
years - A. Papaeftychiou of Palouriotissa, Cyprus - has
written to us enclosing an interesting letter from the
Chief Engineer of Rhodesia Television confirming his
reception in Cyprus of the ch. E2 Rhodesian transmitter
at Gwelo. This transmitter is to the south east of Gwelo
City-actually lat. 19° 31' S, long. 29° 56' E-and covers
the midlands of Rhodesia. It has been active for one
year as of March, 1971. Our congratulations to Mr.
Papaeftychiou for this excellent reception via TE (trans
Equatorial skip). He says that the reception was almost
daily during the third and fourth weeks in February and
the second and third weeks in March with clear audio
and vision from near normal to typical multiple images.
Time around sunset locally 1800-2000.

We have an exotic photograph this month showing the

Jordanian TV ch. 3 and 6 identification slide.

Typical F2 reception-of Belgium ch. E2 on test card.

Jordan Television ch.3 and 6 identification slide. The
building is the El Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem and the E3
transmitter could just be possible in the UK-it has been
received in Germany and Sweden E2 has been received
recently in Jordan. Our thanks to Roy Sheppard again
for this interesting picture.

New Transmitters
Finland: Jyvaesklae ch.25 600kW horizontal. This is
located about 150 miles North of Helsinki and may be
just possible with exceptional trops in that direction.
Sweden: Haparanda ch.35 1,000kW horizontal.

Visby ch.E9 has been increased to e.r.p. 60kW
horizontal. This is also a possible. It's located on Gotland,
an island in the Baltic Sea about 120 miles South of
Stockholm.

Sunspot Counts
Predictions of the smoothed monthly counts: April 72,

May 69, June 67, July 64, August 61, September 59.
Courtesy Swiss Solar Observatory. These numbers show
the now rapidly declining cycle.

F2 Survey
1 am extending the column this month to include a

run down of F2 and TE reception during the now current
but declining sunspot cycle and will highlight some of
the more important reception items. At this moment in
time it seems unlikely that there will be any further
opportunities for TV -DX via F2 in the current cycle.
Indeed for us in the UK there was never really a climax
as far as vision reception was concerned. For many the
first signs of F2 activity were various paging stations and
other North American communications received both as
tuned r.f. and i.f. breakthrough from October, 1967, and
most winters since: East European networks have also
been noted, mainly forward -scatter link networks asso-
ciated with space work.

Highlights-unfortunately too few-were reception by
Charles Rafarel and Maurice Opie at Bournemouth on
the 6th and 9th June, 1968 respectively of 525 -line 60Hz
signals on ch. A2. The aerial direction was south west and
it is thought the signals originated in the North of South
America. Almost five months later R. Ballardie in Ayr-
shire received-via Aurora -525 -line ch. A2 signals,
probably a Canadian station. Farther afield A. Papaefty-
chiou in Cyprus has been most successful with both F2
and TE from many parts of Africa. He has confirmed re-
ception-both sound and vision-of Nigeria, Ghana,
Kenya and Rhodesia, all in Band I. In South Africa J.
Brawn, C. Breiter and W. Ruurds received on two
occasions TVE Madrid ch. E2 via F2 on a classic North -
South path. Their photograph of this card is remarkably
good considering this propagation mode.

Thanks to the WTFDA in Milwaukee we have details
of their members' reception, in particular that of Bob

-continued on page 424
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PART 3

THE frequency counter section shown in Fig. 5 is a
cascade of four 10: 1 pulse scalers which operate in
the same manner and according to the same truth
table (Table 1 last month) as the scaler stages IC5 and
IC6 described last month (Fig. 4). Motorola MC838P
i.c.s are used for IC5 and IC6 and these are DTL
types. For the frequency counter section Bipak BP90
i.c.s are used and these are 'TTL types. They thus
require somewhat lower impedance conditions though
the differences are only minor. The pin connections are
also different but since these are all specified in Fig. 5
there should be no confusion. An important difference
is that the BP90 can be split into two separate
scalers with ratios 2: 1 (associated with CPI and Q1)
and 5 : 1 (associated with CP2 and Q2 to Q4). To
obtain a 10 : 1 scaler with truth table as Table 1, Q1
must be strapped to CP2 externally as shown in Fig. 5.
This connection is made internally in the MC838P.
The rather low value of 18051 was necessary for R98 to
ensure the resting 0 state for proper Q -pulse operation
at CPI of IC9. This is the reason for the emitter -
follower Tr17 (Fig. 4) as interfacing stage to provide
adequate drive into R98 to reach the 1 state on each
Q -pulse.

The Decimal Decoder
A closer inspection of the truth table (Table 1) of

the 10 : 1 pulse scaler reveals that each Q has a
definite value related to the number of Q pulses fed to
CP. Q1 changes state after receipt of one input pulse,
Q2 after receipt of two input pulses, Q3 after receipt
of four input pulses and Q4 after receipt of eight input
pulses. The logical 1 is represented by a fixed positive
voltage so that the, addition of the Q values to give
the decimal value of any state can be performed by
connecting four resistors from the respective Qs to a
common meter. The values of the resistors are made
inversely proportional to the Q values so that the
respective currents sent into the meter are propor-
tional to the Q values. The meter adds the currents,
giving a reading proportional to the sum Q value
which is the decimal value. The meter scale can be

calibrated in ten equal steps from 0 to 9 and after
correct setting up the pointer jumps abruptly to the
next higher step after each Q pulse is fed to CP. On
the tenth pulse it drops back to zero and the meter of
the next higher stage jumps one step because this stage
has received a 1 to 0 transition at its CP. Each meter
reads one digit of the four -digit display.

The diode -resistor cross -couplings between the Qs
were found necessary to compensate for slight differ-
ences of the 1 state voltages according to the number
of Qs actually in the 1 state. Without these compen-
sating networks it was difficult-and for some samples
of BP90 quite impossible-to get the marks from 0
to 9 reasonably evenly spaced over the meter scale. In
particular 8 and 9 tended to coincide or even fall retro-
gressively without the diode -resistor compensation.
With the latter incorporated the scales are entirely
satisfactory with any sample of BP90.

Counter Reset
When the instrument is switched on the meters will

give arbitrary readings determined by casual tolerance
differences between the i.c.s. It is thus necessary to
have some means of setting the meters to zero before
commencing a count. It is also necessary to be able
to reset the meters to zero after making a count before
starting the next one.

For these purposes each BP90 possesses two R
(reset) and two S (set) pins. For counting Q pulses via
CP all R and S pins must be in the logical 0 state. To
reset to zero (all Qs in the 0 state) from any counting
state a logical 1 state must be applied to both R pins.
The Qs reset at once and counting is inhibited until
the logical 1 state is removed again from the R pins.
A separate start -stop switch has been provided because
to stop via the R pins would stop and reset the counter
before there is a chance to take the reading. The R
pins of the frequency counters are thus used only for
the reset function (in the time counter section we will
make use of a combination of the stop and reset func-
tions).

The S pins can be used for setting the scalers to 9
instead of 0 by applying the logical 1 state to them.
This facility is used for forwards/backwards counting
and as this is not required in the present instrument
the S pins of IC9 to IC12 are permanently strapped
to chassis. Do not omit these connections as the open-
circuit state is equivalent to a logical 1 and thus in-
hibits counting, the circuit refusing to count if the S
pins are not grounded.

Set Reset Truth Table
The respective R and S pins are actually AND gates

so that it suffices to ground one R and one S pin to
enable the i.c. to count Q pulses via CP. It is however
necessary to apply the logical I state to both R or both
S pins to obtain the reset/set and count/inhibit func-
tions. Table 2 shows the truth table for the set/reset
pins. In this table X signifies "state is immaterial".

The reset function is obtained with section S3B of
the digital -analogue toggle switch on the front panel.
In the digital setting all eight R pins of the four
stages are grounded via the very low value resistor
R91A. This resistor is necessary instead of a direct
ground contact to limit the discharge surge current of
C63 through the switch to a safe value. In the ana-
logue setting of S3B the logical 1 state is applied to all
R pins via R90. C63 charges with a slight delay,
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Centre notch or spot 1

against pin 1 on
or bottom side

Chassis
Units
meter

MI

Q - pulse
drive CP2
from
S1C/Tr17
(scaler j 12 9 8
Fig.4) BIPAK BP90
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Fig. 5: Circuit of the frequency counter section of the meter.

tiding over any mechanical rebounds of the switch
contact of S3B and preventing possible erratic
behaviour if C63 were to be omitted.

Digital 'Analogue Switching
Section A of S3 switches over the thousands meter

from the fourth 10:1 counter stage IC12 (digital set-
ting) to the output of the ratemeter operational amp-
lifier IC8 (analogue setting). The other three meters
drop to zero at once when S3 is set to analogue
because S3B then produces the reset conditions. 1012
is of course reset at the same time so that the thousands
stage meter also reads zero when S3 is returned to
digital from the analogue setting. Thus to reset the
meters to zero briefly flip S3 from digital to analogue
and back. If analogue readings are to be taken leave

Table 2: Set/reset truth table for BP90 decade scaler

R1 R2 S1 S2 gives Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

1 1 0 X 0 0 0 0
1 1 X 0 0 0 0 0
X 0 1 1 1 0 0 1

O X 1 1 1 0 0 1

X 0 X 0 count via CP
O X 0 X count via CP
O X X 0 count via CP
X 0 0 X count via CP
1 1 1 1 not permittedt

* Counting inhibited. t Erratic.

(reset) *
(reset) *
(set)*
(set)*

+5V 'B' stabilised0

S3 setto analogue. The thousands meter then reads
frequency directly on its second scale and the other
three meters remain at zero.

The Time Counter
Except for the one -second gating of the amplifier

section, which can be selected with S5, the time
counter (Fig. 3) is a quite separate counting system.
Its start -stop switch SIA is mechanically ganged to the
start -stop switch of the pulse counter so that pulse
counting and timing always start and stop together.
The circuitry of the time counter employs stages
similar to those already described in other sections of
the instrument. The only entirely new device here is
the pulse -triggered binary which controls the inter-
mittent counting action.

Rectifier diodes DI 1 and DI 2 provide a 100Hz
train of positive sinewave half -cycles across the track
of VR8 from a full -wave winding on the mains trans-
former. The full -wave rectifier is used to double the
50Hz mains frequency in order to obtain a decimal
value. Tr12 and Tr13 form a Schmitt trigger circuit
which pulses the waveform in the same manner as
described for Tr5, Tr6 in the amplifier section. Tr14
is the Q -pulse driver interfacing the squarewave out-
put of the Schmitt trigger with the two 10:1 scaler
(decade counter) stages IC2 and IC3. These function
in the same manner as 105 and IC6 in the pulse scaler
section. Q4 of IC2 gives the I to 0 step function on
every tenth 1 to 0 transition at its CPI, i.e. once every
tenth of a second. Q4 of IC3 gives the I to 0 transi-
tion once every second.
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You could have waited until the party political broadcast!

The two counting positions of the start -stop switch
Si select either the 1 / 10th second or the one second
transitions and feed them to the monostable IC4
which serves the same pulse regenerating function as
described for IC7 in the scaler / ratemeter section. The
pulse width determining capacitor C39 is however
much larger as it has to produce a pulse about 1/30th
second long to actuate the electromechanical pulse
counter Rlyl via the pulse amplifier Tr15, Tr16. D13
prevents destruction of Tr15 by the surge voltages
otherwise developed in the winding of Rlyl at the
switching instants. Diode D25 at the monostable input
is necessary to prevent a spurious pulse appearing
whenever the start -stop switch is actuated. Without
D25 one time count is registered by Rlyl as soon as
Si is moved from stop to a counting position. This is
unwanted. In the stop setting S1A resets the two time
scalers IC2 and IC3 and holds their counting inhibited
via the R pins as long as SI remains in the stop setting.
Time counting must start from zero after switch Si
is moved to a counting position and this means a full
1 / 10th or one second must elapse before the first time
count is registered by Rlyl. D25 provides the neces-
sary hold -off threshold to prevent IC4 firing pre-
maturely on switching transients.

The Pulse -Triggered Binary
The pulse -triggered binary IC13 is operated with the

one -second Q4 output of IC3 in the time counter and
produces the alternate -second drive for the gate Tr18
in the amplifier section. The truth table for this device
is similar to the set/reset truth table of a BP90 decade
counter as will be evident on comparing Tables 2 and
3.

The applications of this device are legion but quite
straightforward if the truth table conditions are
followed. It is evident at a glance that this truth table
is much more versatile than that of the decade
counters. The decade counters however consist
essentially of four of these pulse -triggered binaries on
a single chip with internal connections which produce
the 10 : 1 scaling action. Looking at Table 3 we see
that SD (set direct) and CD (clear direct) are over-
riding control inputs which respond to d.c. potentials
and produce definite Q states irrespective of the other
four control inputs which are thus disabled as long as
either SD or CD sees a logical 0. The former case
sets Q to 1 and the latter case clears Q to 0. Q takes
up the complementary state in each case but a logical
0 at both SD and CD produces the anomalous but

definite condition of inverted (5, i.e. cancellation of the
complementary relation between Q and Q, a facility
which is useful in many advanced logic 'systems.

When both SD and CD see a logical 1 they give up
their master control functions and hand over to SI,
S2, Cl, C2. The control operation is then complex,
consisting of two d.c. components and two step transi-
tion components. Si and C2 must be given definite
d.c. logic states as specified for the various possibilities
in the truth table. This alone is not sufficient to affect
the states of Q and these change as indicated in
the truth table when S2 and Cl then make dynamic
transitions, i.e. produce a response as indicated after
being triggered by a pulse. Combinations of S2 and
Cl thus provide the CP inputs while networking S1
and C2 provides the logic determining the scaling
factor and SD and CD provide the set/reset functions.

For our intermittent gating we require a 2: 1 ratio
scaler to produce two -second squarewaves from the
one -second time pulses. This simple scaler is realised
with a single pulse -triggered binary. S2 and Cl, the
two pulse -triggered control inputs, are simply corn-
moned as the CP input to which the one -second time
pulses are fed in the usual manner from Q4 of IC3.
Q is strapped back to the d.c. control input S1 and
thus the states of Q and SI must be the same in the
truth table to see the performance of our arrange-
ment. We have made a second such restriction by
strapping Q back to C2. If the reader cares to look
up these conditions in Table 3 he will see that the
result is a changeover of the states of Q and Q for
every 1 to 0 transition fed to S2 and Cl. Since these
transitions appear at one -second intervals from IC3
Q and Q rest at logical 1 and 0 for alternate seconds.

To permit counting Tr18 in the amplifier section
must be cut off, i.e. a logical 0 is required as the
resting state from the gate drive output of the pulse -
triggered binary and this is ensured for the Q output
with the over-riding d.c. control inputs SD and CD
appropriately set. S5 is the mode switch selecting
continuous or intermittent counting. For intermittent
counting both SD and CD are given a logical 1 from
the junction of R112 and R113 so that control is
handed over to the Si, S2, Cl, C2 control system in
the manner already described. To produce continuous
counting S5 grounds SD but the logical I is left at CD.
According to the truth table this inhibits the S2, Cl

Table 3: Truth table for
general purpose pulse -triggered binary

SD CD S1 S2 C1 C2 give Q

o 1 X X X X 1 0
1 0 X X X X 0
0 0 X X X X 1 1 *
1 1 0 0 0 0 indeterminate
1 1 1 X 1 X no change
1 1 X 1 X 1 no change
1 1 0 1 1 0 no change
1 1 0 0 X 1 1 0
1 1 0 0 1 X 1 0
1 1 1 X 0 0 0 1

1 1 X 1 0 0 0 1

* Anomalous but determinate state (Q, a here not
complementary). S2 and C1 are pulse triggered. Response
is to step transition to the final state listed. S1, C2, SD, CD
respond to d.c. levels of the specified states. X = state
immaterial.
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Fig. 3: Circuit of the time counter section of the frequency meter.

pulse -trigger response and forces 070 permanently into
the logical 0 state which holds the gate transistor Trl8
permanently off so that the amplifier output pulses
are not shorted out.

Strapping back Qs to d.c. control inputs over one
or more stages is the basic method of obtaining the
scale -down ratio desired, including odd and prime
numbers, in a complex array of pulse -triggered
binaries.

Intermittent Counting
One -second timing with the pulse -triggered binary

IC13 is very stable and accurate. Resolution is
determined by the phase angle jitter of the firing point
of the Schmitt trigger Tr12 and Tr13 in the time
counter since this determines the instants of the step
transitions. Thus it is important to adjust VR8 so
that Tr12, Tr13 operate with some overdrive. Trigger-
ing then does not take place too near the sinewave
peaks but instead on a steep part of the waveform. In
this way slight voltage jitter will lead to much smaller
time jitter and a resolution of a few degrees phase
angle of the mains frequency is realisable. This means
that provided the mains frequency itself is stable the
one -second timing is accurate to within one or two
hundred microseconds so that one -second timed
counts of frequencies around 10k Hz should be repro-

ducible to within a few pulses. If for example repeated
counts of say 9,645Hz on the four meters show greater
fluctuation than two or three Hz in the last digit VR8
is probably not giving sufficient drive to Tr12.

In principle the time counter commences from zero
when switch SI is moved to one of the counting posi-
tions. There is however a certain delay inherent in
the discharge of C38 through R59 before the time
counter is enabled so that a count tends to be high if
phased so as to take place in the first second after
starting. If counting is observed during the first
second, stop during the next one whilst the counter is
halted and then reject the count by briefly switching
to analogue and then back to digital. Now start again.
Counting will now take place correctly in the second
second. Stop during the third second when the counter
halts again. The one -second timing of the registered
count is now exact. For all further frequency counts
reset and start again. The correct timing phasing will
then remain correct automatically.

The pulse -triggered binary has been arranged so
that the "incorrect" phasing is always obtained when
switching over in the stop setting from continuous to
intermittent. In other words the amplifier remains
clear and counting commences during the first second.
The purpose of this arrangement is to permit an
analogue reading in the stop setting so that the range
switching can be based on this for the subsequent
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digital frequency count. Having obtained the ana-
logue reading, briefly switch to counting until the first
one -second count comes up and the analogue reading
vanishes because the gate mutes the amplifier at this
instant. Immediately switch back to stop and then
switch over to digital. Everything is now ready for
frequency counting in the correct one -second phase.

Constructional Notes
The amplifier section is a high -gain system subject

to instability and hum problems if serious departures
are made from the specified layout (available on
request). This danger, however, has been greatly
reduced by avoiding the extremely high -gain which
would be necessary to cover all requirements, making
use instead of the i.c. preamplifier externally. Thus
although not essential it is highly desirable to construct
the i.c. preamplifier or some equivalent auxiliary
amplifier to give this instrument the full versatility of
which it is capable.

Although the pulse and time counter sections do
not involve signal amplification and are thus not
primarily subject to feedback instability and hum
troubles it is nevertheless important to bear in mind
that the logic level transitions in these digital i.c.s are
extremely rapid and contain frequency components
up to the v.h.f. range. It is therefore most important
to keep active logic connections very short. All capa-
citors connected to the i.c.s and not expressly men-
tioned as serving other functions serve bypass func-
tions for the v.h.f. transitions generated inside the
i.c.s. These capacitors must be mounted as close as
possible to the respective i.c.s, and it is important to
use types suitable for v.h.f.

The decade counter i.c.s are capable of operating up
to about 30MHz. A small input adapter unit is being
prepared for the pulse input. This consists of a few
further scaler stages and r.f. tuned circuits at the input
end. With this adapter the range of the instrument
will be extended for direct digital counting of all
frequencies up to the 30MHz end of the shortwave
band. The same one -second timing operation will be
operative giving direct digital read-out to about four
significant figures (resolution of a few kHz at 30MHz)
and the analogue function will give direct meter read-
ings of these frequencies. The best digital i.c.s which
are commercially available at present can count
directly up to about 100M Hz so that crystal mixer
input stages are required for significantly higher
frequencies. However, advanced companies are
obtaining promising results with tunnel -diode logic
and related devices for high-speed input stages which
may ultimately be able to count directly into the
GHz range.

COMPLETE PROCEDURE FOR SETTING
UP THE FREQUENCY METER

Setting up must be carried out in the following order.
(1) Check that the power supply output voltages are all
present and approximately correct. If not first trace and
remove the power supply fault or short-circuit before
proceeding.
(2) Set VR4 slider to chassis and VR5 to zero resistance
(Tr7 emitter to chassis).
(3) Connect oscilloscope and a.f. signal generator to P1,
and adjust for 50mV peak -peak input at 1kHz. Turn VRI
to maximum and VR2 to any one stop. Leave a.f. signal
generator connected to P1 but transfer oscilloscope to P3.
Adjust VR3 to give peak -peak display of IV amplitude.

This should be an undistorted amplified replica of the
input waveform.
(3a) If oscilloscope and a.f. signal generator are not
available for (3) connect a IMI/ INV carbon resistor
between junction C10, VR2 and track of VR3 and set
VR3 mid -way. This approximates correct conditions.
(4) Disconnect input and oscilloscope and turn VR1 to
zero.
(5) Measure the voltage across R36 with a valve voltmeter
(about +2V to chassis).
(6) Connect valve voltmeter to Tr7 emitter and advance
VR5 until reading is exactly +02V higher than for (5).
(7) Connect valve voltmeter to VR4 slider and advance
VR4 until reading is exactly +02V higher than for
(6) i.e. +0.4V higher than for (5).
The amplifier section is now correctly set up.
(8) In the time counter set VR8 and VR9 to zero (sliders
to chassis).
(9) Connect oscilloscope to top of VR9 track. Syn-
chronise 2-3 mains periods on the timebase line, e.g. by
first touching the scope input with a finger to give stray
hum display.
(10) Advance VR8 until a 100Hz symmetrical squarewave
display suddenly appears. Amplitude should be about
8V. Advance VR8 further so that the 100Hz squarewave
becomes progressively asymmetric with the positive sec-
tions narrower but no significant amplitude change.
Correct setting is when the positive parts are about one
quarter of the width of negative periods.
(11) Now advance VR9 until +3V peak -peak pulses of
same waveform as established in (10) are observed at
Tr14 emitter.
(11a) If an oscilloscope is not available for (10) find
mutual settings of VR8 and VR9 such that slight reduc-
tion of either will stop time counting when SI is set to
1/10s or Is but counting is steady and dependable in
established settings.
The time counter section is now correctly set up.
(12) Switch S3 to analogue. With no input signal adjust
VR11 for exact zero reading of M4 after making sure
that M4 was mechanically zeroed with the unit switched
off.
(13) Feed a 1kHz signal from an a.f. signal generator to
PI, turn up VRI and turn VR2 to one stop. Set S2 to
range x 1. Now adjust VRIO for exact full-scale reading
of M4 (S3 still set to analogue).
(14) Check by switching S2 to x 10 and x 100 and feeding
10kHz and 100kHz signals respectively to P1. M4 should
read full scale in each case. If not the scalers IC5, IC6
are defective or S2 is wired incorrectly.
The scaler/ratemeter section is now correctly set up.
(15) With the unit switched off check the mechanical zero
adjustments of all meters MI -M4.
(16) Set VR12-VR27 all midway.
(17) Switch on again and set S3 to digital or momentarily
to analogue and then back to digital if already at digital.
(18) Assuming that 500/LA meters are used for M1 to M4
all meters should now read about 10-30pA.
(19) Note the following alignment readings:

8 4 2 1

446p A 233p A 127µA 73p A
(20) Set S2 to x 100, connect about 6.3V a.c. to PI /chassis
from a small mains transformer (50Hz), switch S3 to
digital, SI to Is and advance VRI, VR2 until the units
meter MI steps at two second intervals.
(21) Switch SI to stop, zero the meters by briefly moving
S3 to analogue and then back to digital, and then switch
Si to Is again carefully counting the steps of the units
meter (these will probably be irregular and some may be
very small or even retrogressive). Return SI to stop when
8 steps have taken place-before the ninth step.
Adjust VR15 to make MI read the 8 -value of 446pA.
(22) Repeat (21) but stop after four steps.
Adjust VR14 to make MI read the 4 -value of 233pA.
(23) Repeat (21) but stop after two steps.
Adjust VR13 to make MI read the 2 -value of I27pA.
(24) Repeat (21) but stop after one step.
Adjust VR12 to make MI read the 1 -value of 73pA.
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(25) Switch S2 to x 10 and then repeat (20) to (24) for
the tens meter M2.
Adjust VR19 for 446pA, VR18 for 233/LA, VR17 for
127µA, VRI6 for 73pA at respective stages of procedure.
(26) Switch S2 to X1 and then repeat (20) to (24) for the
hundreds meter M3.
Adjust VR23 for 446/1A, VR22 for 233pA, VR21 for
127/LA, VR20 for 73pA at respective stages of procedure.
(27) Leave S2 set to X 1, preferably substitute about
500Hz input at P1 to speed things up, then repeat (20) to
(24) for the thousands meter M4.
Adjust VR27 for 446p.A, VR26 for 233pA, VR25 for
127pA, VR24 for 73pA at respective stages of procedure.
The frequency counter section and entire unit is now
correctly aligned.

Calibration of Meters
The adjustments of VR12-VR27 are sufficiently inde-

pendent to permit once -through sequence adjustment as
specified above without repeats being necessary. Slight
mutual shifts are taken into account by the following
calibrating procedure:
(1) After the fashion of (20) to (21) let each meter step
right through from 0 to 9 to check that the steps are now
in regular progression to approximately full scale.
(2) Stop after each single step of each meter, including
the drop -back 0 after a 9, and note the exact meter reading
of each meter for each step. Compile a table of the read-
ings along the lines of the following one obtained for the
prototype:

Units Tens Hundreds Thousands
pA /LA pA pA

0 22 18 26 26
1 72 73 74 74
2 125 128 128 128
3 172 182 176 178
4 227 233 231 232
5 275 290 279 289
6 327 342 326 330
7 375 397 370 380
8 435 442 449 435
9 486 503 510 500

(3) Open the units, tens and hundreds meters in turn,
remove the scale plates and glue a piece of thin drawing
paper over each so that the original scale is just faintly
visible through the paper. Mark spots 0-9 at the tabulated
points and a small dot at the mechanical zero point, and
mark the meters units, tens and hundreds as well as 0-9
respectively.
(4) With suitable scaler ranges and the 1 / 10s or Is time
counter settings count the output frequency of the a.f.
signal generator when set in turn to its 50Hz calibration
marks from 50Hz to 1kHz. In each case let the units, tens
and hundreds meters run nearly full for at least 100
clocked up tenths or whole seconds. In each case
determine the exact frequency by dividing the pulse count
by the time count. Plot a graph of the true frequency
(Y axis) against the scale setting (X axis) of the a.f. signal
generator.
(5) Switch to range x 1 and analogue, set the signal gene-
rator to exactly true 1kHz according to the graph and
readjust VR1O for exact full-scale reading of M4.
(6) Set the signal generator to 50Hz-lkHz in successive
steps of 50Hz to the true frequencies according to the
graph, and compile a table of the actual readings of M4,
e.g. for the prototype:

550 600
300 328

650 700 750 800 850 900 950 1,000
350 380 400 425 446 462 480 500

Slight irregularities are due to irregularities of the
original meter scale. These are taken into account in this
method.
(7) Now open the thousands meter and affix the new
digital and analogue scales according to the tables.

Hz 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
"A 15 32 55 80 118 150 180 210 243 272

TELEVISION
UHF AERIALS FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR
Three outdoor wall -mounting aerials-a bisquare,
Yagi and log-periodic-using aluminium will be
presented. The designs have been caref.illy
thought out to be sufficiently robust to withstand
the effects of wind and corrosion with adequate
insulation and protection of the terminals.

VIDEO MONITOR
When the Constructors 625 -line Receiver was
originally published interest was expressed in its

-possible use as a video monitor. A simple ada-on
transistor video amplifier for this purpose has now
been designed and tested with excellent results.
Details will be given together with the full circuit
of the receiver incorporating all the modifications
that have been introduced.

SCOPE DUAL -TRACE UNIT
It is often an advantage to be able to observe two
waveforms simultaneously on a scope, a feature
normally only available with expensive instru-
ments. This feature can however be provided
using a simple external transistor switching
circuit that can be assembled at very little expense.

VIDEO HF RESPONSE
Various forms of compensation are used in video
amplifier circuits to extend the h.f. bandwidth,
including series and shunt chokes, negative
feedback and the use of cathode -followers. The
basic problems and the techniques used to over-
come them will be described in some detail to
make clear the factors of importance in video
circuitry.

PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

ORDER YOUR COPY ON THE FORM BELOW

TO
(Name of Newsagent)

Please reserve deliver the AUGUST issue of
TELEVISION (20p), on sale JULY 22, and
continue every month until further notice.
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SERVICING
television
receivers

THIS is a series of hybrid-part transistorised and
part valved-receivers marketed under the GEC,
Sobell, Masteradio and McMichael brand names. The
models outwardly resemble the 2010 series already
dealt with (June -July, 1970) but use completely tran-
sistorised tuner units and i.f. panels and of course
supply circuits to suit. Model numbers are GEC 2012,
Sobell 1012, Masteradio 4011 and 4013 and the
McMichael 3011 and 3013.

Transistor Supplies
It is essential to understand the supply circuit for

the transistors in order that trouble here can be
correctly diagnosed and rapidly dealt with. The heater
circuit is through the voltage adjustment sections of

L. LAWRY-JOHNS
GEC-SOBELL 2012-1012 SERIES

the dropper R150 and R151, the thermistor TH2 and
then rectifier SR2. This results in the high a.c. being
rectified to a much lower rippled d.c. due to the
absence of a reservoir capacitor. The heater supply
is now at a positive potential but as it not smoothed
a normal voltmeter will not measure it accurately.
The current passes through the heater chain in the
normal way, the tube heater being the last, but instead
of then being taken to chassis as is normal in most
valved sets the circuit is next used to supply the tran-
sistors. Before it can do this it must of course be
smoothed to iron out any trace of hum in the sound
and vision signals (remember that point).

The smoothing circuit consists of some low -value
resistors and some high -value capacitors (C194, C195).
The supply is then divided into LT1 and LT2 supplies.
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Fig. 2: Layout of the timebase printed board viewed from the tin -dip side.

The circuit also provides an a.g.c. delay voltage which
may be varied (local/distant tappings) to prevent
crossmodulation effects resulting from too strong
signal input.

To prevent surge voltages when the receiver is first
switched on diode D8 is connected from this supply to
the cathode of the field output valve (point A). This
has the effect of killing the transistor supply voltage
(as the diode conducts heavily shorting it out) until the
PCL85 warms up and a cancelling positive voltage
is developed across R108. The diode then stops con-
ducting and the transistor supply is fully operative.
Moral : correct field timebase faults before wondering
where the sound and vision signals and voltages have
gone.

Check the smoothers C194 and C195 in the event of
severe hum on the sound and vision reproduction.

Tuner Units
The v.h.f. tuner closely follows the valved type

dealt with in the previous GEC article at least from
a mechanical point of view, the stripping down pro-
cedure being just as awkward. Most often however
stripping down is unnecessary as poor contact inside
the tuner is due to incorrect location of the slider bar.
The travel of this is determined by the indentations
on the rotary plate and the small spring at the end of
the bar assembly. This should locate squarely on the
nut and should not be offset on the thread. This small
difference in location makes a good deal of difference
in accurate v.h.f. switching.

From an electrical point of view the tuner does not
seem to give much trouble except for the occasional
failure of the first stage transistor Tr 1 . Failure here
gives rise to very weak and noisy reception on 405
only.

As coverage of the country by the u.h.f. trans-
mitters extends farther the often neglected u.h.f. tuner

becomes the more important of the two. Mechanical
attention to the smooth operation of the two -speed
tuning is essential to avoid the irritating jerk past the
required channel (I'll get it on the way back). Lack
of use is the main cause of this trouble and time spent
freeing the action is well worthwhile.

On this tuner also it is the first stage transistor
which fails giving rise to weak and noisy reception on
u.h.f. only. Those who have the ability to check the
transistor should also have the ability to replace it
without disturbing the rest of the tuner. Those who
do not have this ability should leave the job to a
more experienced person. Replacement of the com-
plete tuner is only a matter of minutes if a spare one
is available (it doesn't have to be identical for test
purposes) and this is perhaps the best check.

Common Faults
These receivers exhibit mainly the more common

faults of the 2010 series.

Weak and Noisy Reception
One of the prime causes of weak signals is a

faulty aerial socket. Inspection will usually reveal
what is wrong and what is required to put matters
right. Merely resoldering across a crack is not good
enough : wire it as well.

The next step depends upon the reception standards.
If both v.h.f. and u.h.f. can be used the trouble can
be quickly identified as being in one of the tuners
(if only one system is affected) or in the i.f. stages if
both are affected. The trouble can often be due to
inaccurate travel of the system switch operating arm
from the tuner. If the trouble is in one tuner only and
the external voltages are correct it is reasonable to
suspect a faulty transistor.
CONTINUED WITH FULL CIRCUIT NEXT MONTH
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RECEIVER

CIRCUITS
COLOUR -DIFFERENCE DRIVE CIRCUITS GORDON J. KING
LAST month we saw how with colour -difference drive
the Y signal is applied to the cathodes of the shadow -
mask tube, driving them negatively from black
towards peak white and thus establishing the basic
brightness and detail of the scene, while the three
colour -difference signals are applied to the tube grids,
driving these positively or negatively to adjust the
colouring of the display as required by the scene being
reproduced.

The luminance drive to the cathodes has a d.c. datum
corresponding to the black level and this is maintained
by using d.c. coupling from the luminance ampli-
fier to the tube cathodes. The colour -difference signals
however are fundamentally a.c. in character, swinging
either positively or negatively as dictated by the infor-
mation carried by the chroma signal. Nevertheless
it is not possible to have the grids of the picture tube
floating aimlessly at any odd potential, because the
cathode Y drive is operating relative to the grids.

Also of course when there is no colour information
the set must operate as a monochrome receiver and
these have the grid of the tube "locked" to a steady
d.c. potential. Thus the grids must be clamped to a
d.c. level upon which the colour -difference signals
ride, and each grid has its own clamp.

Colour -Difference Output Stage
Each colour -difference signal has its own amplifier

or output stage and since the three are identical
description can be based on just one of them. A
commonly used circuit is shown in Fig. 1 where the
valve involved is PCL84 triode -pentode. The pentode
is the colour -difference output stage and the triode the
clamp. The signal from the appropriate preamplifier
is fed to the control grid of the pentode via the grid
stopper RI. Since the stage is interested only in
signals within a limited video passband the relatively

R4
10

C2
gm4 R5

/0/7100
Colour -difference

input

R2
2.2M

R8
10M

PCL84

R7
Cl 33k

T2.2kp
C4

4

+260V

Tube grid

+70Vclamp

47kp Clamp
potential

Fig. 1: Pentode colour -difference output stage with triode
clamp. With colour -difference drive each shadowmask
tube grid is driven by a stage like this.

small value cathode decoupler Cl provides the neces-
sary bypass and a degree of frequency compensation.
The screen grid is fed from the h.t. rail through R4
and R5 and since the decoupling capacitor C2 is con-
nected to the junction of these two resistors the small
amount of video signal developed across R5 gives
degenerative feedback here. The amplified colour -
difference signal appears across the anode load R6
and is coupled to the grid of the picture tube by C3.
This of course is a.c. coupling.

Clamp Action
Clearly if C3 was connected directly to the grid

of the tube there would be no bias reference and the
gun would tend to drive towards full beam current.
The necessary d.c. reference level is established by the
clamp triode which works in the following manner.
Its cathode is biased positively by the clamp potential
which is obtained from the h.t. rail via a resistor of
about 56ka This resistor and R7 form a potential -
divider which provides the clamp potential across C4.
As it stands the triode would pass little current. To
ensure that the clamp potential is reflected to the grid
of the picture tube the valve has to be driven fully on
at regular intervals. This is done at line frequency by
the 70V positive -going pulses applied to its grid.

The pulses are generally obtained from the line
output transformer and the oscillogram shown in Fig.
2 gives an idea of their nature. Amplitude is between

Fig. 2: Nature of the posi-
tive -going clamp pulse used
to drive the clamp into full
saturation once each line.
The pulse is derived from
a suitably phased winding
on the line output trans-
former. When the clamp is
driven into saturation the
clamp potential is reflected
at the tube grid.

50 and 70V and the effect is that the triode is driven
hard into conduction to the extent that it bottoms.
This means that the anode will be at virtually the
same potential as the cathode. Even though the pulses
have a duration of only about 10,usec the clamping
potential is maintained during the whole of each
line period because the time -constant of C3, R8 is
very much longer than the time period of one line.
It will be recalled that a line of 625 signal lasts about
64/Asec : the time -constant of the coupling capacitor
and the triode anode load resistor in Fig. 1 is of the
order of 6msec. There is thus virtually no change in
clamping potential over the entire line period.
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In practice the cathodes of the three clamping
triodes are connected together while each grid circuit
includes a 47011 resistor which is connected to the
common pulse coupling capacitor (R9 and C5 respec-
tively in Fig. 1).

Owing to the relatively high pulse voltage and the
high value of the triode anode load resistors the
colour -difference clamps are vulnerable to fault con-
ditions. If the clamp pulses disappear altogether (e.g.
due to an open -circuit coupling capacitor or com-
ponent in the feed circuit) none of the grids of the
picture tube will be clamped to d.c. and the Y signal
has to operate against a datum which is drifting with
the changing colour -difference signals. From the
viewer's viewpoint a monochrome picture then loses
its black level and colours tend to appear on the greys,
while on colour the hues have a tendency to drift in a
random manner as the chrorna information changes.
Since each clamp has its own time -constant compon-
ents and valve however it is more likely for the clamp-
ing action at one grid only to be affected. For example
if the value of the coupling capacitor C3 decreases it
is possible for the clamp potential to alter over a line
period.

Some receivers feature a "clamp set" preset control
as shown in Fig. 3. Here the clamp potential is
developed across R1, P1 so by adjusting the slider of
P1 the clamp potential at the cathode of the triode can
be regulated. This clamp set preset is common to all
the clamp triodes not to just one of them. Adjustment
is commonly made during the grey -scale tracking
procedure and since the clamp potential determines
the gun biasing it is easy to understand that the preset
will affect the black -level setting of the brightness
control. The preset is therefore adjusted for beam
cut-off at the correct black -level setting of the bright-
ness control. Adjustment might also be necessary in
conjunction with the green and blue drive presets to
secure the correct rendering of the mid -grey and
lighter grey sections of a contrast wedge.

Another scheme sometimes found in the colour -
difference output stages is a "tint control" as shown in
Fig. 4. It consists in essence of variable negative
feedback between the red and blue colour -difference
output stages. Cl is the cathode bypass capacitor
which is connected to the cathode resistors of the
R-Y and B-Y output valves via the preset P1.

+v +v

Colour -
difference
input

Tube grid To clamp anode

Clamp pulse

Clamp potential
(+) source

B -Y
input B -Y- valve

To cathode
of R -Y valve

P1

Tint

RI R2

Fig. 3 (left): Clamp stage with preset clamp potential.

Fig. 4 (right): How a tint control can be incorporated to
vary the relative gains of the B -Y and R -Y output
stages by introducing differential negative feedback.

Drive from
preamp
(dc coupling)

1.5k

dc feedback
to preamp

+285V

R1
12k

Cl
lkp

+150

R2 To tube
2.7k grid

D2
BA145

Clamp
potential

Clamp
pulses -150V

Fig. 5: Transistor colour -difference output stage with
diode clamp. A similar circuit is used in the Korting chassis.

Without the capacitor the gain of the stages is of
course diminished by degenerative feedback. Thus
least feedback occurs at the B-Y valve when the
preset is positioned at A, which means that the
effective signal gain of the B-Y valve is then greater
than that of the R -Y valve. Clearly by regulating
the preset the gain can be adjusted differentially
between the R-Y and B-Y stages without the d.c.
conditions being affected. This makes it possible for
the viewer to set the white he prefers on a mono-
chrome input. The control takes the display from a
bluish -white through the standard white (Illuminant
D) to a sepia -white. Such adjustment is possible on
sets without a tint control by regulating the red, green
and blue presets on a white raster.

Solid-state Circuits
Sets using colour -difference drive developed more

rapidly than transistors capable of delivering signals
of sufficient amplitude for such drive. As a result of
this the vast majority of sets with colour -difference
drive use valve circuits. However, along with the
tendency to change to primary -colour drive in recent
chassis higher voltage transistors have been introduced
and these have now developed to the stage where the
majority of sets with primary -colour drive employ
them.

Nevertheless one or two solid-state colour -difference
circuits were evolved and Fig. 5 shows part of one
of them (by Mullard). Here Trl is the colour -
difference output transistor which is a high -voltage
species. The signal fed to the base of this is d.c.
coupled from the collector of a lower -voltage BF185
transistor and feedback from the emitter circuit of
Trl to the base circuit of the driver or preamplifier
transistor sets the operating point. The colour -
difference signal is developed across the collector load
resistor R 1 and is coupled to the appropriate grid of
the picture tube via Cl and R2 with the drive ampli-
tude being controlled by P1.

The clamping action necessary following CI is
provided by a pair of BA145 diodes-D1, D2-which
are switched into conduction at the end of each line
period by ± 150V clamp pulses from the line output
stage. The clamp potential required by the grids of the
picture tube is applied through the conducting diodes
and resistors R3, R4. The coupling capacitor CI thus
charges relative to Trl collector to provide the clamp
potential for the grid and this charge holds steady
during the line period.
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(a) ( b)

(C)

Fig. 6: Colour -difference grid drive signals for the standard
colour -bar test pattern, (a) R - Y, (b) B -Y and (c)
G - Y. The dimensions given on (c) indicate one way
of setting up the G -Y matrix correctly.

Drive Signals
The nature of the colour -difference drive signals

seen by the grids of the picture tube is shown in Fig. 6
(again for the standard colour -bar test pattern). The
R-Y signal is shown at (a) and the B-Y signal at
(b)-compare with Fig. 2 last month. The peak -to -
peak amplitude of (a) is about 120V and that of (b)
about 200V. These oscillograms were obtained from
the anodes of the colour -difference output valves and
the amplitude ratio approximates to that required for
correct equal -luminance grid drives.

Figure 6 (c) shows the G-Y signal when the G-Y
matrix is correctly adjusted. This has a peak -to -peak
amplitude of about 102V to give the correct drive
condition. The different levels of drive are related to
the sensitivity differences between the red, green and
blue phosphors used in the shadowmask tube. Ampli-
fier gains in the colour -difference channels approach
800 times (about 38dB) and the drive adjustments in
the preamplifiers allow for correct balancing. Fig.
6(c) is interesting because it shows one way of setting
the G-Y matrix (as promised last month). The
scheme is to adjust the G-Y matrix control until
the amplitude between the cyan and yellow steps of
the standard colour -bar signal is two-thirds of the
amplitude between the green and yellow steps-as
indicated on the oscillogram.

Next month I shall be starting on primary -colour
drive systems. This will lead in subsquent articles to
the circuits of the PAL decoder including some recent
chassis which use integrated circuits.

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH

THE RAINBOW REVOLUTION
-continued from page 398

subcarrier. One colour -difference signal was modula-
ted on to a subcarrier at reference phase and the other
on to a subcarrier at the same frequency but 90° dif-
ferent in phase. The two were then added, producing
a subcarrier modulated in both phase and amplitude.
The modulating method is still with us but different
colour -difference signals are now used.

(3) The subcarrier frequency should be 3.89MHz.
This was reduced later for NTSC use but is higher
in the British 625 -line system.

(4) Colour phase alteration (CPA) should be used
to reduce crosstalk. This is the basic PAL principle
and it is most unfortunate that the means were simply
not available at the time to make it work in the way
which we now use. The system proposed was basi-
cally "simple PAL" in which the effect of colour
disturbances (interference, crosstalk, etc.) is cancelled
by inverting the colour information on successive
lines. The eye averages out the result and in theory
sees the correct colour. This unfortunately works
well only for small errors. With large errors a flick-
ering, downward moving band of colours is seen (later
called the "Hanover Blind") and this is probably
more annoying than straightforward colour errors.
The difference between this and the PAL system we
use today is the inclusion in the receiver of a time
delay element which enables one line to be com-
pared with the next electronically. Using a delay line
instead of the eye to carry out this processing provides
a steady display of the averaged information.

TO BE CONTINUED

DX -TV
-continued from page 413

Cooper. During his stay in the Virgin Islands he received
Lima, Peru A2 and Brazil ch. A2, 3 and 4. His experiences
are similar to those of our Cyprus friend-and he com-
ments on the problem of identifying the vision-due to
the smearing and ghosting. Often only the sound chan-
nel could be used for definite identification. Some of the
most spectacular reception recorded was by Glen
Hausser who while stationed with the Forces in Thailand
received India E4, Pakistan E4, Saudi Arabia A2,
Lebanon E2, ORTF and BBC -1 sound-and on one occa-
sion the 45MHz vision buzz. Stations in the USSR, China,
Philipines and Korea were also received via F2, TE and
multiple Es. Unfortunately for us he has now departed
from this location. George Peterson of Ayr, Northern
Australia was active in the last cycle and has also been
receiving many of the Asian television signals.

The period of October, 1968 is worth comment. From
the 24th things started to build up. Daily reception of
BBC and ORTF sound was being logged nationwide over
the USA, at times reaching up to 48MHz. An amateur
in S.W. Africa was noting daily reception of the UK, TVE
and ORTF television services up to 60MHz. At the end
of October a flare on the sun resulted in the abrupt end
to the improving conditions although R. Ballardie came
into his own as noted above and Mel Wilson on the
Eastern US coast received BBC -1 ch. BI via the same
Aurora.

Those are only some of the happenings during the re-
cent cycle. Unfortunately it all seems to have happened
elsewhere. The next sunspot cycle however should peak
around the 1979 period so there's not too long to wait!

Our last photograph this month shows typical F2
reception-actually of Belgium E2 on test card. This
was taken during the last sunspot cycle-in Spring, 1959-
at Truro, Nova Scotia, Canada, by Ron Boyd. Note the
multiple images, a characteristic of F2 propagation.
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BUSH TV135
The trouble occurs when a white or bright scene is
being transmitted. The field will then not hold but
corrects itself when the scene changes. There is also
a weaving effect on certain vertical objects. Most of
the time the picture jumps slightly at the top and
bottom but at other times the set is perfectly stable
(on normal shots).-J. Fieldfare (Reading).

The trouble you are experiencing is usually due to
a fault in the video amplifier circuit. Check the
PFL200 valve and the 1µF capacitor which decouples
the screen grid of the video amplifier section. Also
check the 4µF capacitor which decouples the screen
of the sync separator section.

HMV 1848
About a month ago the picture began to get very
bright at the bottom of the screen. Now after waiting
for the set to warm up after switching on the picture
comes on but disappears almost as quickly leaving
a blank screen. The EYS6 lights up when the set gets
warm and then goes out, the PL81 getting very hot.
The line output stage valves have been tried in an-
other set and seem to be OK.-D. Horne (Ports-
mouth).

The trouble is the line oscillator stage. There are
two PCF80 valves just to the right of the line output
transformer. The first is the sync separator and the
second the line oscillator. Check the latter.

STELLA ST2315
From new this set on 625 lines has had very bad pat-
terning when tuned so that the 5MHz test card bars
show clearly. The patterning disappears when the re-
ceiver is detuned but this of course results in loss of
definition. There is no sign whatsoever of this trouble
on 405 lines.-B. Smartt (Colchester).

There is a coil can on the extreme front left side
containing two cores (L2554/L2558 in the input to the
first i.f. amplifier transistor). Adjust the nearer core
for minimum patterning.

MURPHY V879
There is a black bar about 3in. wide on the left-hand
side from top to bottom. The PL36 and PY88 have

Requests for advice in dealing with servicing
^ problems must be accompanied by a 10p
postal order (made out to IPC Magazines Ltd.)
the query coupon from page 426 and a stamped,
addressed envelope. We can deal with only one
query at a time. We regret that we cannot supply
service sheets or answer queries over the telephone.

been replaced without making much difference and
there does not seem to be a conventional width con-
trol.-D. Gaintree (Cambridge).

First centre the picture by means of the shift
magnets on the tube neck immediately behind the
deflection coils. The width is adjusted with the line
stabilising control 3RV6 which is on the lower right-
hand side. Check this preset control and the associa-
ted resistors.

EKCO T433
There is no e.h.t. The line output valve glows red hot
and there is very little line whistle. The PCL84,
PCF80, 30P19 and PY81 valves have been replaced.
Removing the 30P19 top cap produces a bit of spark.
The h.t. is OK.-R. Trelawne (Aldershot).

First remove the e.h.t. rectifier top cap to prove
that this valve is not shorted internally. Then if the
overheating continues remove the PY81 top cap and
if this restores some e.h.t. replace the boost reservoir
capacitor.

GEC BT302
This set has a good raster which goes brighter follow-
ing a click. There is no sound or vision. Thermistor
R75 in the heater line and V6 are both overheating.-
J. Metcalf (Stalybridge).

Your trouble appears to be oscillation in the i.f.
strip. Check the screen decoupling capacitors of the
i.f. valves-to pin 8 of the Z329 valvebases.

KB WV90
There is a very grey picture on v.h.f. (the 405 contrast
control has no effect) although on u.h.f. the picture
is very good and the 625 contrast control is operative.
I have changed the tuner and i.f. valves without
obtaining any improvement.-G. Wilcox (Oldham).

First check the 4.7Mn resistor in series with the
slider of the 405 -line contrast control. If this is OK
check the v.h.f. tuner unit and video amplifier bias.
The relevant part of the video bias to check is the
18011 resistor to chassis and its shunt 350pF electro-
lytic capacitor. If these are OK check the v.h.f. tuner
unit voltages.
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HMV 2633
The picture disappeared, the sound faded away and
a few moments later smoke started to rise from the
back of the set. The set was switched off, the back
removed and the set switched on again. After the
valves and tube had heated up bright flashes could be
seen through the line output transformer plastic cover
suggesting that the transformer had burnt out. Before
replacing it is there any other component that should
be checked?-G. Hollywell (Southwold).

We doubt whether any other component could
cause the effects described with the possible excep-
tion of the 100pF ceramic C106 which feeds flyback
pulses to the width stabilising circuit. Check the
condition of this capacitor and the width control
preset.

BUSH TV125U
This set now fails to give a reasonable picture
although a good aerial is in use. Both u.h.f. and
v.h.f. pictures lack contrast but the sound is OK and
a check of the alignment indicates that this is reason-
able. If the brightness is turned up the contrast is
suppressed and the picture goes white nearly all over.
Valve changes have made only marginal improve-
ment. The picture seems to be free of noise and
interference effects and the definition and picture
dimensions are reasonable although there is a ten-
dency for the line hold to slip on changing stations.-
V. Frazer (Watton).

Check the value of the 101J-2 anode load resistor of

the upper left PCF80 video amplifier valve. This
resistor regularly changes value giving the symptoms
of poor contrast with an increase in the brightness
level.

EKCO T284
About 11 minutes after switching on R92 in the line
scan coil circuit begins to cook up. The associated
capacitors have been tested and seem to be OK, but
if the scan coil socket is removed R92 no longer
overheats and there is plenty of spark at the tube
anode. With the socket replaced only a small raster
-occupying about half the screen-is obtained. This
balloons and disappears when the brilliance control is
advanced, and at the same time the 30P4 appears to
be over -run, taking on a blueish glow.-L. Cadman
(Ripon).

A frequent cause of this trouble is failure of the
line linearity choke, the coil of which slips down its
former to short to chassis. A quick repair can usually
be made by slipping plastic foam beneath the coil.

r
QUERIES COUPON 1

This coupon is available until July 22, 1971,
and must accompany all Queries sent in
accordance with the notice on page 425. I

Don't forget the 10p postal order! I
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tl

103 Each month we provide an interesting case of
television servicing to exercise your ingenuity.
These are not trick questions but are based on
actual practical faults.

A Thorn 950 chassis had the symptom of drifting
line hold. Each time the set was switched on from
cold it was necessary to adjust the line hold control
to secure proper sync, and after the set had warmed
up the line would drift again making further readjust-
ment to the hold control necessary.

A common cause of this kind of symptom is drift-
ing characteristics of the line oscillator valve but in
this case valve replacement failed to cure the trouble.
Another cause is change in the value of the resistive
and/or capacitive elements of the line generator with
rising temperature. But after replacing all the com-
ponents involved in fixing the line timebase frequency
the trouble was exactly as before.

Indeed all the components critical to the line fre-
quency were substituted to no avail. In desperation

the service technician made one more test, leading
ultimately to similar tests in parts of the circuit
removed from the line timebase, and eventually came
up with a solution to the problem.

Have you any idea of the tests he might have made
leading to a cure? See next month's TELEVISION for
the solution and for a further Test Case item.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 102
Page 378 (last month)

It will be recalled that a green hue troubled the
picture of a Ferguson 2000 series receiver on mono-
chrome. It is of course true that the grey -scale track-
ing accuracy is dependent on the matching of the
transfer characteristics of the three guns of the
picture tube. This is achieved by adjusting the drive
and first anode presets.

The grey -scale tracking was however found to be
correct. Another cause of the colour contamination
on monochrome of the type described last month
could be trouble in the colour -difference channels,
notably in the clamping stages. The Ferguson 2000
series differs from some receivers in that it employs
transistors and primary -colour drive. Nevertheless
clamp transistors are used, and the line pulses
activating them pass through diodes. Testing proved
that the 30V line pulse was failing to reach the G-Y
clamp transistor simply because the diode through
which it must pass was open -circuit. Replacing the
diode (0A91) completely cured the trouble.

Published approximately on the 22nd of each month by IPC Magazines Limited, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. Printed in England by Fleetway
Printers, Crede Hall Road, Gravesend. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon and Gotch (A/sia) Ltd.: South Africa-Central News Agency Ltd.,
Rhodesia and Zambia-Kingstons Ltd.: East Africa-Stationery and Office Supplies Ltd. Subscription Rate (including po ): for one year to any part of the world,
L245. "Television" is sold subject to the following conditions, namely, that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first having been given, be
lent. resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover, and that it shall not be lent, resold,
hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade, or affixed to or as partof any publication or advertising, literary
or pictorial matter whatsoever.
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ELECTRONICS,

AYLESBURY, BUCKS.

SEND S.A.E. FOR LISTS
GUARANTEE

Satisfaction or money
refunded.

GUARANTEED VALVES BY THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS BY RETURN SERVICE
1 YEARS GUARANTEE ON OWN BRAND, 3 MONTHS' ON OTHERS

AZ3I 50p
AZ50 609
CBL1 80p
CBL31 859
CY31 359
DAF91 41p
DA998 41p
DF91 46p
DF98 469
DK91 571p
0K98 571D
DL92 3799
DL94 371p
DL96 46p
DM70 3219
DY86/7 400
DY802 421p
E66L 22-75
E88CC 40p
E1301 14.50
E1809 95p
EABC80 521p
EAF42 509
EBC33 56p
EBC41 471D
EBC81 3291)
EBC90 471P
EBF80 409
EBF83 40p
EBF89 40p
EB91 26p
EC59 50p
ECM 609
EC88 60p
EC90 30p
EC92 3219
EC93 478p
ECC81 40p
ECC82/3 428p
ECC84/5 421p
ECC88 55p
E88C0 821p

ECF80/2 474p
ECF813 56p
ECH35 6719
ECH42 689
ECH81 51p
ECH83 409
ECH84 471p
ECM)) 40p
ECL82 49D
EC1,83 5789
ECL86 49p
ECLL800

11.50
EF39 624p
EF80 40p
EF83 500
EF85 41p
EF86 68p
EF89 40p
EF91 4249
EF92 50p
EF93 471p
EF94 774p
EF95 628P
EF183 58p
EF184 85p
22809 22.10
EF800 21.00
EF804 21.00
EF811 75p
EL34 521p
EL36 4719
EL41 651
EL42 5710
EL81 60p
EL83 41p
EL85 4210
EL86 424p
EL90 8249
EL91 269
EL95 369
EL360 511.15

EL803 85p
EL821 55p
ELL80 75p
EM34 80p
EM7I 824p
EM80 40p
EM81 424p
EM84 374P
EM87 55p
EN91 321p
EY51 409
EY88 40p
EY81 40p
EY83 569
EY88 40P
EY87 421P
EY88 424p
EZ35 271D
EZ40 459
EZ41 459
EZ80 274P
EZ81 274P
EZ90 25p
0810C 16.00
GY501 80p
GZ30 371p
0231 800
0232 471p
0Z33 800
0Z34 669
00K90 32fp
HL92 86P
I11,94 40p
KT88 11474
KT88 21-86
N78 21.05
PABC80 40p
PC813/8 51p
PC95 869
PC97 41p
PCC84 46p

PCC85 424p
PCC88 70p
PCC89 61p
PCC189 61p
PC980 51p
PCF82 524p
PCF84 474p
PC986 61p
PCF200/1 81p
PC9801 alp
PC9802 81p
PC9805 65D
PCF808 61p
PCF808 674D
PC11200 70p
PCL82 51p
PC1,83 619
PCI,84 61p
PC1,85 521p
PC1,86 61p
PD500 !1.621
PFL200 74p
PL36 649
PL38 90p
PL81 619
PL81A 624p
PI,82 36p
PI,83 51D
P1,84 41p
PL500 821p
P1.304 85p
P1,505 21 45
PL508 21 00
P1.509 21 54
PL803 86p
P1.805 869
PY33 821p
PY80 3219
PY81 41p
PY800 41p
PY801 41p
PY82 35p

PY83 50p
PY88 41p
PY500 5100
PZ30 80p
QQUO2-622.10
QQII03.10

21.25
QY03412 65p
1119 65p
R20 75p
8U2150A 75D

TT22
1118/20
U20
1126
U26
1131
1137
U50
U52
1176
1178
U191
U201
U281
U282
U301
U403
U404
17801
111.8080
UBF89
UBC41
UCC135
UCH42
1101181
UCL82
UCL83
UF41/2
UF80/5
171.89

2240
671P
670
75p
75p
46p

21.50
30p
20p
259
25p
76p
35p
400
400

57111
509

3749
21.00
624p

409
499
48p
8944
64p
51p
619
559

37fp
419

UL41 571p
11184 55p
UM80/4 95p
UY41 40p
UY85 34p
1125 75p
U26 75p
U191 724p
17193 41p
11301 85p
W729 55p
Z759 21 221
0A2 324p
0A3 45p
OB2 321p
0003 50P
003 35p
OD3
3Q4

321p
409

384 35p
3V4
51140Y
51.74(1
51140B
5V40
5Y3GT
5Z3
524GT
6/30L2
6AB4
6AF4A
6AG7
62.1113
6A 18
OAKS
6AK6
6AL3
6AL5
6AI/15
6A316
6AQ5
6AQ6

40p
55p
30p

374p
40p
30p
45p
40p
759

324p
471p
371P

50p
299

6710
3

421p
18p
259

224p
3219

50p

6AR5 324p
6AR6 324P
61.135 360
6A870 809
6AT6 459
6A176 29p
6AU6 309
613A6 471p
6BE6 809
6BH6 420
6BJ6 421P
6BK7A Mly
6BL8 815p
6BN5 424p
6BN6 409
6SQ5 259
68E7 75p
6BK8 95D
6BW6 821D
6BW7 89p
6BX6 25D
6BZ6 324p
0C4 30p
6C5GT Sop
60060 21.40
6CA4 274p
13CA7 5219
60130 274p
6CD6GA 21.15
6C07 45p
6CH6 55p
6CL6 50p
6CW4 824p
6CY5 40p
6CY7 609
603 40p
6006 674p
611116 421p
611Q6B 80p
6084 759
8EA8 550
61107 3249

CATHODE RAY TUBES
New and Budget tubes made by the leading manufacturers. Guaranteed for 2 year . In the event of failure
under guarantee, replacement is made without the usual time wasting forms.

Type New Budget
A

MW38-20 24 50
MW36-21 24.50
MW43-69Z CEM171

CRM172 26.60 £4.821
MW43-80Z CBM173 16-60 211124
AW43-80Z CME1702 26.60 24.821

CME1703 26.60 24 821
CME1706 28.80 24-621
C17AA 28.80 24.621
C17AF 2620 24.625

AW43-88 CME1705 26.60 24.821
AW47-90
AW47-91 A47 14W 25.95 24-87
A47 14W CME1901 25-95 24.87

CME1902 25-95 24.87
CME1903 25-95 24.87
C19AH 25 95 14.87

147 13W CME1906 210 271 18.50
A47 -11W CME1905 18.868 27.00
A47 -26W CME1905 28.881 27-75
A47-26W/It CME1913R 29.335

Type

A50-120W/R
AW53-80
AW53-88
AW59-90
AW59-91
A59 -15W

A59 -11W
A59 -13W
A59 -16W
A.59 -23W
A59-23W/R
1.61-120W/B, CME2413
1.65-11W CME2501
COLOUR TUBES
A49 -191X 19 inch 252-50
A56-1211.1 22 inch 15750
A63-1 1 X 25 inch 262.50
PORTABLE SET TUBES
T8D217 211.50
T8D282 211.50
A'28 -14W 19.165

CME1601
CME1602

A discount of 10% Is also given for the purchase o 3 or more tubes at any one thee.
All types of tubes In stock. Carriage and insurance 75p anywhere in Britain.

New

CME2013 210.85
28.934

CME2101 28.931 26.25

Budget
2

28.25

CME2303 69.585 27.20
CME2301
CME2302
CME2303 29.585 27.20
CME2305
CME2306 613.65 010-974
CME2306 213-85 210.971
CME2305 212.60 110.50

11200 /10.50
213-50 211.50
218.50 214.50

Not
supplied

27.75
18 00

6EJ7 351' 08E7 324p 12BE6 821D 30PL1 774p
tiEW6 80p 681.70T 3240 126117 321D 30PL13 90p
691 709 68N70T 30p 12BY7 60p 30PL14 859
6F9 40p 68Q7 40p 12K5 50p 351.3 50p
0960 25p 68117 378p 12K701. 359 35A5 55p
6F11 321p 6T8 324p 12Q70 25p 35/05 65p
6F12 9219 6U4OT 8210 12807 25p 3505 35p
6F13 359 6U8 35D 12507 350 351)5 659
6914 609 MGT 3289 12807 25p 35L60T 474p
6F15 55p 6X4 25p 128.17 259 33W4 26p
8F18 409 6X5GT 274p 128K7 40D 35Z3 55p
61,22 321p 6X8 559 1281.701T 40p 35Z40 259
69'23 774p 6Y60 80p 128N7GT 409 35Z511T 374p
6F24 871p 7Y4 609 12SQ7 400 50A5 65p
6925 75p 9BW6 421p 128117 32919 50135 359
6926 35p 1002 60p 1487 809 5005 35p
131,28 70p 101)1 40p 2001 95p 50L6OT 40p
6929 321p 10D2 40p 2011 21.00 831.1 900
6930 359 1091 90p 20P1 509 85A2 3749
6J4 471p 1099 50p 20P3 80p 90AU 22 40
6J5(11. 30p 10F18 409 20P4 21.00 9001 60p
6J7 4249 1011 409 20P5 21.00 90CU 2125
6K6GT 110p 101,1)11 559 a 45p 807 474p
6117 3289 10P13 55p 25L60T 374p 81IA £1 50
61(80 301) 10P14 21.00 25240 90p 612A £3 25
61123
61123
6460T

50p
75p
45p

12AB5
121.06

609
371p

252130T 509
30A5 40p
30AE3 40D

813
866A

£3 75
70p

6L7 321D 12AD6 374p 30015 75D 5642 80p
61.18 300 12A15 40p 30017 80p 6080 £1 371
61,020 321P 12AQ3 409 30018 759 6146 £1.50
(1.N7OT
691
61.25

35p
605

21.05

12AT6
12AU6

204)

7bp

30E5 85p
3091.1 76p
30FL2 921P

6146B
6267

12 374
32498P21p6271p 12AV6 80p 30FL13 609 6360 21 25

6Q78 3 12AV7 45p 309114 7749 6939 22.10
6E70 85p 12AX7 30p 3011 459 7199 75p
682
694A
68A7
6807

409
55p

874p
321p

12AY7
12114A
12BAO

671p
50p

324p

30L15 85p
30L17 850
30P13 80p
30P18 85D

7360
7586
9002

£1 80
21 25
321p

6827 371p 12BA7 321D 30P19 759 9003 50p
TRANSISTORISED UHF TUNER UNITS

NEW AND GUARANTEED FOR 3 MONTHS
Complete with Aerial Socket and wires for Radio and Allied TV sets
but can be used for most makes.
Continuous Tuning, 14.50; Push Button, 1600.

SERVICE AIDS
Switch Cleaner, 55p; Switch Cleaner with Lubricant, 550; Perez.,
624p. P. & p. 74p per Rein.

PLUGS
Jack Plugs and Sockets Co -Ax lal Plugs
Standard Plugs 19p Belling Lee (or similar type) 61p

Standard Sockets 121p Add 2p per doz. p. & p.

G.E.C.
G.E.C.
CLE.C.

G.E.C.
0.E.0.
0.E.C.
G.E.C.
0.11.0.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
6T454 £4 75 O.E.C. 2028 24.75
51450 £4 75 0.E.C. 2041 24.75
21110 £4 75 G.E.C. 2000 Series
21113 £473 Philips I9T0 £4 75
2014 £9 75 Pye Mod. 30 £4 75
2018 £4 75 Pye Mod. 40 £4 75
2043 £4 75 Thorn 800-850 £4 75
2040 £4 75
STYLII -BRITISH

All types in stock.
Single Tip "8" 139
Single Tip "G" 37p

"8" - Sapphire

MANUFACTURED

Double Tip "S"
Double Tip "I)"
"D" = Diamond

339

47p

CARTRIDGES
£006
GP79
0P91 -18e
0P91 -28e
01.914148c
Reliable to replace TC8
OP92 11.8/
GP93..1 11.14
01.94.1 21.46
01.94-5 11.80
OP94 11.14
01,96 111.57

lee. P.T.
seek

60116
1 11.06

61.06

AC06
104 1-10 1209

SIR.
XSPI 0/B
aHH 8/8
X611 8/8
X6H 8/6
0XOM 0/0
81511 8/8
131631 D/S
111X5I1 D/0
X4N D/S
OOLDRI16
860
0800
0.8002
0800 Super E

16 28
67.35

1114.00
115-60

Rowans
105
106
DC400
DC400(1C
105
106
DC400
DC40014C

111/8

0/8
S/13
8/0
D/S
D/Ell
D/S
D/8

60110TOWS
8TA D/8
9TA D/8
9TAEC D/8

/me. P.P.
smell

880
00P
70p
704

21 114
61 114

84p
84p

1126
11-79
11.79

SEMICONDUCTORS BRAND NEW MANUFACTURERS MARKINGS NO REMARKED DEVICES
2N388A 1130 8713704 23p
8N097 20p 810705 20p
23698 25p 834001 23p
83706 13p SN4062 239
8N706A 13p 8714286 18p
914930 289 834291 18p
8711132 33p RCA
8711303 18p 40253 P/A
8711305 239 40398 P/A
8711300 25p 40458 P/A
8711307 25p A0107 309
9712614 30p AC117 60p
8713826 30p AC126 20p
83491.15 P/A AC127 25p
8N4914 P/A AC128 209
8711711 259 A0176 2159

8712147 73p A0187 639
8712161) 58p A0188 38p
8712646 58p ACY17 289
8712905 409 ACY20 25p
3712926 A0140 40p

Green 14p AD142 58p
Yellow 13p1.0149 58p
Orange 13p A1)161 38p

.471:1153 28p AD162 38p
371:1035 75p A9102 58p
371:1:59.2 20p AF114 25p
8715702 18p AF115 25p

AF116 2Sp BC118 33p BEM 25p T1843 40p
A9117 269 BC134 58p B9117 48p
AF118 130p B013.5 P/A BF163 35p DIODES &
A9124 lip 000130 P/A 8E167 25p RECTIFIERS
AF125 20p BC137 P/A 8E173 3301\914 Op
A9126 20p 110138 P/A BF178 35p AA119 10p
A9127 189 110142 300 B9179 73p BA102 239
AF139 38p BC143 P/A BF180 35p 10A115 Op
AF170 45p 130147 189 BF181 33p BA114 139
AF179 45p 80148 15p BF184 259 BY100 23p
A1,180 63p BC149 189 B9191 23p 5Y126 20p
A9181 43p 110152 189 139193 289 BY127 230
1.91011 879 BC168 18p BF196 43p BZY88 '
A1239 43p 130169B 14p BF197 32p (Series) 33p
AS Y28 289 B('169C 15p BF200 37p 01.3 13p
BA144 P/A 180171 18p 8E224 30p 0A47 89
01.145 P/A 110175 289 8E225 309 CIAO) 8p
BA148 23p BC183 239 BF257 479 02179 9p
13/.155 P/A 11C184 23p BFX29 35p 0A71 Op
BAL56 P/A 00187 299 119101 P/A 0A90 Op
B0107 lbp Bt 213L 27p BF1112 P/A OAK 8p
80108 15p 80Y32 38p 139169 259 0A202 10P
00109 15p BCY58 23p 1391(19 23p P/A = price
130113 25p BCY7U 20p BF Y50 23p on application
BC114 38p 000121 65p BF Y51 23p
B0115 33p 60123 83p BF Y52 23p
BC116 63p 111/124 63p BSX21 38p
BC110A 38p 110131 98p P346A 259

TERMS, CASH WITH ORDER ONLY. POST & PACKING PAYABLE ON
ADD 3p PER ITEM FOR POST & PACKING FOR ORDERS UNDER 24 PIECES I ORDERS UP TO £6.00, AFTER THAT FREE EXCEPT C.R.T.'s.
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TELEVISION CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
The pre -paid rate for classified advertisements is 4p a word (minimum 12 words), box number 7ip extra.
Semi -display setting £2.50 per single column inch. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made
payable to TELEVISION and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." Treasury notes should always be sent registered
post. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Manager,
TELEVISION IPC Magazines Ltd., Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, EC4A 4AD, for inser-
tion in the next available issue.

EDUCATIONAL

IR %I\ FOR St ( tIFSS
V11111 ICS

Study at home for a progressive post
in Radio. TV and Electronics.
Expert tuition for City & Guilds
(Telecoms Techn's Cert. and Radio
Amateurs') R.T.E.B., etc. Many
non -exam courses incl. Colour TV
Servicing, Numerical control & Com-
puters. Also self -build kit courses-

valve and transistor.
Write for FREE prospectus and find
out how ICS can help you in your

career.
ICS, DEPT. 560. INTERTEXT
HOUSE. STEWARTS ROAD,

LONDON S.W.8.

ENGINEERS-get a technical certificate.
Exam and Certificate Postal Courses in
all branches of Engineering, Electronics.
Radio and TV, Computers, Draughts.
Building, etc. Write for helpful FREE
BOOK: BIET (Dept. 171K). Aldermas-
ton Court, Reading, RG7 4PF.

BECOME "Technically Qualified" in
your spare time, guaranteed certificate
and exam Home Study courses in Radio,
TV, servicing and maintenance, R.T.E.B.,
City & Guilds, etc., highly informative
FREE Guide.-Chambers College (Dept.
858K), Aldermaston Court, Reading.
RG7 4PF.

RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses by
Britain's finest home study School.
Coaching for Brit.I.R.E., City and
Guilds Amateur's Licence, R.T.E.B.,
P.M.G. Certificate, etc. Free brochure
from British National Radio School,
Russel Street, Reading.

MEN! You can earn £50 p.w. Learn
Computer Operating. Send for FREE
brochure-London Computer Operators
Training Centre, C98 Oxford House,
9-15 Oxford Street, London, W.I.

WANTED

CASH PAID for New Valves. Payment
by return. WILLOW VALE ELEC-
TRONICS. 4 The Broadway, Hanwell,
London, W.7. 01-567 5400/2971.

SERVICE SHEETS purchased, HAMIL-
TON RADIO, 54 London Road, Bexhill.

WANTED! New valves especially TV
types. Cash waiting. Bearman, 6 Potters
Road, New Barnet, Herts. Tel. 449/1934.

TOP PRICES PAID
for new valves, popular

TV & Radio Types

KENSINGTON SUPPLIES
(A), 367 Kensington Street

Bradford 8, Yorks

MISCELLANEOUS
RECORD TV sound using our loud-
speaker isolating transformer. Provides
safe connection to recorder. Instruc-
tions included. 70p plus 10p P&P.
Crowborough Electronics (P.T.), Eridgc
Road, Crowborough, Sussex.

CO -AX CABLE-SPECIAL OFFER

VHF 4p and UHF 9p per yard.
Post Free.

AERIAL KITS,
48 Essex Road, Maldon, Essex.

17" BBC/ITV
TELEVISIONS £5

Working Perfectly.
Plus P. & P. £1.

Suitable for any area.
3 Channel 19" DIS TVs. ITV, BBC 1,
BBC 2, £25 inc. carriage. 17" 13 Channel,
Complete but untested £1.50 each plus

£1 P. & P.

SPEAKERS

6" x 4", 7' x 4" 3 Ohm, 20p plus 8p
P. & P. each.

TRADE TV's
407 Thornton Road, Girlington,

Bradford 8, Yorks.

AERIALS
BAKER AND BAIN-ES. UHF Aerials
for Colour or Black and White, 625 line
-high gain-wide banded aerials.
8 Element, £1.90; 10 Element £2.10;
14 Element, L2.35; 18 Element, £3.25;
22 Element, £3.75; Double 22, £8. All
above aerials have tilt clamp which will
take up to 2 inch mast. All BBC and
1TA aerials available for 405 line recep-
tion. S.A.E. will bring full lists. Postage
paid inland on all aerials. Please state
channels when ordering. 11 Dale
Crescent. Tupton, Chesterfield.

DX-TV and FM
AERIAL ROTATORS complete with
CONTROL UNIT. Manufactured by
the largest supplier of Rotators in
U.S.A. 356* Rotation. Input to Control
Unit 220/240 volt A.C. 4 -way Cable to
Rotator carries 24 volts max. Rotor
weighs 7f lb. Fits on tubing up to
If' diameter. Easy to instal. Control

Unit indicates direction.
Take advantage of The Summer DX

conditions-order now!
Rotator ARIO c/w Control Unit and
Thrust Bearing, £24. P. and P. 50p extra.
4 -way Cable (any length cut), per
metre, 15p, P. and P. 20p per 10 metres.
Trade enquiries invited:

K.W. ELECTRONICS LTD.
1 HEATH STREET, DARTFORD, KENT

Tel. No. DARTFORD 25574

AERIALS (continued)

UHF AERIALS. 9 Element L1.20;
12 Element £2.10; 18 Element £3.
Standard coaxial 4p per metre. Low loss
coaxial 7p per metre. Terms: C.W.O.
P. & P. 20p per aerial. Trident Television
Services, 29 Richmond Road, Scawsby,
Doncaster.

SERVICE SHEETS

SERVICE SHEETS
11.92 5-1 9711 for Radios, Televisions,
Transistors, Radiograms, Car Radios,
Tape Recorders, Record Players, etc.

By return post with

FREE FAULT FINDING GUIDE

PRICES FROM 5p

Over 8,000 models available.
Catalogue 13p.

Please send stamped addressed envelope
with all orders and enquiries.

Hamilton Radio
54 London Road, Bexhill. Sussex

TRADER SERVICE SHEETS
30p each plus postage

We can supply Trader Service Sheets for
most makes and types of Radios, Tape
Recorders and Televisions-Manuals for some.

Cheques and open P.O.s returned if sheets not
available.

OAKFIELD ENTERPRISES
LIMITED

29 CHURCH ROAD,
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT

Make Model Radio/TV

971 List now
available at 10p
plus postage

From

If list is required
indicate with X

Address

enclose remittance of
(and a stamped addressed envelope)

s.a.e. with enquiries please
MAIL ORDER ONLY (May T)
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SERVICE SHEETS (continued)

Service Sheets & Manuals
LARGE RANGE OF MODELS AVAILABLE FOR RADIO. TELEVISION. TAPE RECORDERS. R,PLAYERS. ETC.

FROM 25p EACH S.A.E. WITH ENQUIRIES PLEASE 1971 LISTS ARE AVAILABLE 13p.
MULLARD TRANSISTOR AUDIO AND RADIO CIRCUITS PRICE El - 63p
T.V. FAULT FINDING BOOK by DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD. " 55p
MULLARD VALVE Er SEMI CONDUCTOR DATA BOOK
MAZDA VALVE aPICTURE TUBE DATA BOOKLET " 23p ifosat
BRIMAR VALVES Et TELE TUBE DATA LIST " 20p
RESISTOR COLOUR CODE INDICATOR DISC " 13p
Sets of Brand New Valves supplied for most makes of Radio T.V. etc. Prices on request.

BEL03- TELEVste IBIRnimERVIAlbert e Hoirrogi Tiel 423-88844

LARGE SUPPLIER
of

SERVICE SHEETS
(TV, RADIO, TAPE RECORDERS,
RECORD PLAYERS, TRANSISTORS,
STEREOGRAMS, RADIOGRAMS,

CAR RADIOS)

Only 25p each. Manuals from 50p
PLEASE ENCLOSE LARGE S.A.E. WITH

ALL ENQUIRIES AND ORDERS.
Otherwise cannot be attended to.

(Uncrossed P.O.'s please, original
returned if service sheets not available.)

C. CARANNA
71 BEAUFORT PARK,

LONDON, N.W.11
We have the largest supplies of Service
Sheets (strictly by return of post).
Please state make and model number

alternative.
Free TV fault tracing chart or TV list on

request with order.
MAIL ORDER ONLY

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio. TV, etc.
8,000 models. List 10p. S.A.E. enquiries.
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bank, Preston.

QUICK, EFFICIENT, UNIQUE
SERVICE SHEET SERVICE

Very Large Stock
TVs, Radio, Amps, Test Gear.

Special Telephone Service available to
Trade Customers.

Colour TV and Test Gear Circuits.
Exchange Service.

Full details and List Free with first order.
State Make and Model Number.

Large S.A.E. and 25p unfilled P.O.
Mail Order Only.

A.L.S., 111 Dudden Hill Lane,
London, N.W.10.

SERVICE SHEETS with Free Fault
Finding Chart, 23p. S.A.E. Lesmar,
15 Conholt Rd., Andover, Hants. (Mail
only).

RADIO, TELEVISION, over 3,000
models. JOHN GILBERT TELEVISION,
lb Shepherds Bush Road, London, W.6.
SHE 8441.

FOR SALE

BULK PURCHASE of all types of TVs,
17" from £2, 19" from L3.50, 21" £3,
23" £4.50. Alpine T/V Service, Notting-
ham. Phone Nottingham 266849.

FOR SALE (continued)

REDIFON ELECTRONIC HEATER
Type I.H. 38; Radivet 211 AM/FM
Sig Gen/Oscilloscope; Televet 877
Pattern Generator; Waveforms W.90
Pattern Generator; 3 Radar 202 CRT
Tester/Reactivators; £70 o.n.o. Tumilty
Electric Ltd., 11-13 East St., Harwich,
Essex. Tel. Harwich 3122.

625/405 VHF/UHF IF Panels. B.R.C.
850 series. Ideal for components, IF
transformers and switching, P/C Valve
bases or repairs to this Thorn receiver.
£1.75 each plus 221p p.p. WILLOW
VALE, 4 The Broadway, Hanweil, W.7.

NEWNES Radio Servicing, 11 vols. to
1961, £10. Stacks of Service Sheets,
Murphy books, Radio Retailing sheets
and 80 others, £5; 100 Practical Tele-
visions from 1953, £3. Stanmore,
Middlesex. Tel. 954 3418.

SETS & COMPONENTS

SPARES
available from second-hand TVs.

Transformers, Valves, etc. S.A.E. your
enquiries. Complete 19 -in. TVs, untested,

from £5 plus £1.50 carriage.
LINAVALE RADIO LTD.,
48 Hoe St., London, E.17.

01-520-7546.

TOWERBY LTD
For Line Outputs and Deflector Coils

We have the Country's largest stock of Manu-
facturer's Original (or Authorised Replacement)
Line Output Transformers for many "difficult"
makes, including Ambassador, Baird, Coster,
Mecca, Dy , Elmo, Fer g G.E.C.,

dio, Pete -Scott,
Philip., R , ROD, Sobell, Ultra.
etc. Also deflector coils output and oscillator

formers, inc. Alba, Bush, Murphy.
Examples, L.O.P.T. Murphy 350 410'540,659/
759, L7 35: Bush, TV90. TV9S, TV96, L7 35;
Cossor 950, (3 117;: Frguon 306 30B,
E3 97:: Philips 1768U L.O.P.T. assembly,
(6 75; Ultra 1984-200c. 15 06.
Rewind most L.O.P.T., 14 50.

SPECIAL OFFER
Ekco improved type for Models T221, 231, 310,
all at 12 23; F i 14T4 series inserts, II 25.
Philco 1019 1021, 1161;. Terms: C.W.O. or
C.O.D. (17)P), Post,packing 30p; 2 or more
L.O.P.T.s post packing free.
All enquiries answered but regret no lists
available. Same day delivery on most types.

TOWERBY LTD
MAIL ORDER DIVISION OF T.C.S. LTD.

70 STREATHAM HILL, LONDON, SW2
Tel.: 01.674 21135.

PORTABLE TELEVISIONS
Battery or Mains. We stock over
eleven different models. BIG Money
Saving Offers. Trade supplied with
Full Trade Discounts. All enquiries

with S.A.E. please.
Ross Electrics,

1 Church Street, Ainsworth, Bolton.
21408/51956.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

BRAND NEW TUBES AT
REDUCED PRICES

A28 -14W (A28 -13W)
A31 -18W
A47 -11W
A47 -13W
A47 -14W
A47 -26W
A50-120WR
A59 -11W
A59 -13W
A59 -15W
A59 -16W
A59 -23W
A61-120WR
AW21-11
AW36-20, 36-21
AW36-80
AW43-80
AW43-88, 43-89
AW47-90, 47-91
AW53-80
AW53-88, 53-89
AW59-90, 59-91
C17LM, 17PM, 17SM
CME1101
CM E1201
CM E1402
CME1601
CM E1602
CM E1702, 1703
CM E1705
CM E1901, 1903
CM E1906
CME1908
CME2013
CM E2101, 2104
CM E2301, 2302
CM E2305
CM E2306
CM E2308
CME2413R
CRM93
CR M124
CRM141, CRM142
CRM171, CRM172
CRM211, CRM212
MW36-24, 36-44
MW43-69
MW43-80
MW53-20, 53-80
TSD217, TSD282

£12.75
£1250

£9.95
£12.50

£7.75
£10.75
£1250
£12.95
£13506

£9.95
£13506
£14.75
£16.00
£10.50t
£5.75
£5.75
£6.50
£6.75
£7.50
£7.50*
£825
£9.00
£6.50

£1200
£1250

£5.75
£10.50
£12.00
£6.75
£7.75
£750

£12.50
£775

£1250
£8.25
£9.00

£14.75
£13.50*
£995

£16.50
£5.50*
£5.50
£5.50
£6.50
£7.50*
£5.50
£6.75
£6.75
£7.5*

£14.00 t
13BP4 (Crystal 13) E14.00t
f Rebuilt tubes also, at £7 00
*These types are FULLY rebuilt.
ALL TUBES ARE TESTED AND GUAR-
ANTEED FOR A MINIMUM OF

12 MONTHS

ADD 75p FOR CARRIAGE AND
INSURANCE

COLOUR TUBES
19 in. and 22 in. having slight marks or

scratches at £35 each.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD,

LONDON, S.W.11. BAT 6859

WE GIVE GREEN SHIELD
STAMPS
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SETS & COMPONENTS (continued)

NEW MOSTLY BVA VALVES! Huge range by post service well known to the
trade. Brief list of television types herewith, full list S.A.E. All types ex stock!
DY86/7 43p PCF86 63p PY82 50p 20L1 95p
EB91 250 PCF801/2 62p PY800/1 50p 20P4 £1.00
ECC82 42p PCF805 87p R19 85p 30C15 90p
ECL80 50p PCF808 85p U25 95p 30C17 95p
EF80 42p PCL82 51p U26 95p 30F5 95p
EF85 45p PCL83(S) 60p U37 75p 30FL1 & 2 65p
EF183/4 57p PCL84 60p U191 90p 30L15 95p
EH90 55p PCL805/85 66p U193 48p 30L17 90p
EY51 60p PCL86 66p U251 95p 30P12 95p
EY86/7 43p PL36/8 87p U301 90p 30PL1 90p
PC86 & 8 75p PL81 80p U801 £1.25 30P4MR £1.25
PC97 45p PL83 85p 6/30L2 90p 30P19 87p
PC900 55p PL84 65p 6AT6 55p 30PL13 £1.00
PCC84 50p PL500 90p 6BW7 82p 30PL14/5 £1.10
PCC89 62p PL504 90p 6CD6G 95p etc., etc.
PCF80 52p PY81 50p 6F23 95p Trade prices

POST FREE OVER £3.00, 2ip PER VALVE BELOW £3.00
LATEST NEW BY100/127 type silicon rectifier 15p, 3352 res 5p!

Large bulb Imported PCF80 32p! Note. Ask for separate component and
Philips PCL805185 57p! transistor lists.

LOOK ! Nearly every type in stock now ! !
NEW TELEVISION TUBES !

TWO YEAR FULL REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE
SEE THE DIFFERENCE A NEW TUBE CAN MAKE TO YOUR VIEWING -
LATEST SCREENING TECHNIQUES INCLUDING TINTED SCREENS ON

MOST 19" and 23" TYPES
Large stocks by British leading manufacturers, why buy cheap rebuilds. Two year

warranty!
COLOUR! FOUR (yes 4) years guarantee: 19" £49.00; 22" £53; 25" £57.

Enquiries welcomed.
Special offer! 19" mono rebuilds, 2 year guarantee £5.50! 23" £7.50

12" £3.00 (not 110°) 20" 14" to 16" (not 110°) £4.75
17" £5.87 A50/120W £10.50
19" mono tubes -all £6.87. Carriage all 60p. All 21" mono tubes -£7.87
23" mono tubes £950. Carriage 75p, also 24" and 25" available.

Prices on application. Quality before price !
RIMBANDS, 19" £8.50; 23" £11.50 Carriage
TWIN PANELS, 19" & 23" £10.12 & £15.00 5 75p

Bulk enquiries welcomed. GIRO 34.361.4006

PHILIP H. BEARMAN
(Suppliers to H.M. Govt. etc.)

6 POTTERS ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS.
Closed Thurs. & Sat. afternoons TEL. 01-449/1934 & 1935'

(Adjacent to Post Office) (Robophone)

SOUTHERN VALVE COMPANY (spetts)
44 Earls Court Road, London, W.8

ALL valves boxed and brand new, some BVA I Send s.a.e. for free lists.

DY87 37p PC868 50p PCL805 44p U193 35p 30L17 75p
DY802 45p PC97 40p PCL86 37p U251 62p 30P12 70p
EB91 15p PCF80 32p PL36 52p 6/30L2 60p 30PL1 60p
ECC81 37p PCF86 52p PL81 46p 6BW7 60p 30P4M R 95p
ECC82 30p PCF801 50p PL84 55p 6CD6G 90p 30P19 70p
ECL80 40p PCF802 50p PL500/4 65p 6F23 75p 30PL13 75p
EF80 27p PCF805 50p PY81 35p 6F28 48p 30PL14 75p
EF183 37p PCF808 60p PY800 35p 20L1 85p etc., etc.
EF184
EH90

37p
45p

PCL82
PCL83(s)

37p
50p

PY801
U25

35p
65p

20P4
30C15

90p
70p

NOTE
BY100/87127

EY51 50p PCL84 37p U26 60p 30FL12 75p evils only 200
EY86/7 37p PCL85 44p U191 65p 30L15 75p with resistor.

Post free £2.00 and over. Mail order only. [932

T.V. SPARES
OIL FILLED MURPHY LOPT's U26 type.
Model number not known. 11.25 each plus
25P P.O.

B AIRD FERGUSON V.H.F. TUNERS.
Uses PC97 and 30C18 valves. Fits 620 to 650
series models, complete with all coils, supplied
less valves, 61.75 each plus 25p p.p.

B RC800 850 SERIES TIME BASE PANELS.
Complete and unused in maker's unopened
cartons, 12.23 each plus 25q p.p.

FERGUSON /EKCO PLUG IN MAINS
LEADS. Moulded two -pin connector type.
6 for 62.50 plus 25p p.p.

LATE G.E.C.ISOBELL 625 405, etc. Dual
Standard 405/625 I.F.Panels, complete with
switching for direct replacement in this
popular Radio and Allied receiver. 11.75 plus
2.5p p.p. Fits all 1000 and 2000 series.

TIMEBASE PANELS to fit Sobell 195, 282,
283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288 (and DS models),
McMichael MT762, 763, 765, P4OS. Complete
and new for direct replacement, 61.75 each
plus 25p p.p.

V.H.F. ROTARY TUNER UNITS to fit
McMichael, Sobell, G.E.C. 1000 series. New
and unused, 61.75 each plus 25p p.p.

FERGUSON 800/850 series TIMEBASE
PANELS, complete and unused in original
packing. 12.23 each, plus 25p p.p.

Terms. Cash with order or C.O.D. 274p extra.
S.A.E. all enquiries. Catalogue of valves,
CRT's, LOPT's, components, etc., 2.0p.

WILLOW VALE
ELECTRONICS LTD.

4 & 5 The Broadway
Hanwell, London, W.7

Tel: 01-567 2971 and 5400
01-579 3582

Terms cash with order or C.O.D. 271p extra
S.A.E. all enquiries. Catalogue 20p

WITWORTH
TRANSFORMERS LTD.
Dept. P.T., 236 SAN DYCOM BE ROAD.

RICHMOND.
SURREY.

Telephone: 01-940 8146 9 a.m. till 5 p.m.

TELEVISION LINE
OUTPUT

TRANSFORMERS
PRACTICALLY ANY MAKE OR MODEL

SUPPLIED OR REWOUND
EKCO, FERRANTI, DYNATRON
Replacement cases LI 00 each, please
state model.
S.A.E. for return of post quotation.
TERMS: Cash with order or C.O.D., please
add 20p for postage.
C.O.D. orders will be charged 30p extra.
Transformers fully guaranteed. (98

TELEVISIONS. Fantastic Reductions.
100 Guaranteed Sets LS to £10. New
Portables BAT/MAINS L48-£50 (Save
£21). New UHF 23" £55! Transistor
Radios, Record Players at Trade Prices!
AU Eagle Equipment -Huge Discounts.
T.V. Bargain Centre, 47 Goldhawk Road,
Shepherds Bush, W.12. 01-743 3050.
Open till 7 pm.
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SETS & COMPONENTS (continued)

AERIAL BOOSTERS E2.95 EACH
We make four types of transistorized aerial

pre -amplifiers. These take only seconds to
install.
I. L45 625 TELEVISION (U.H. F.).
2. L12 405 TELEVISION (V.H.F.).

Please state channel numbers
3. LII V.H.F. F.M. RADIO.
4. LIO WIDEBAND RADIO.

This covers M/W and SfW to 20 MHz.
PRICE EACH

145, L)2 and LII £2 95; LIO 21 1S.
S.A.E. FOR DETAILS

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
P. & P 10p

VALVE BARGAINS
Any I 10p, S 4Sp, 10 70p.

EB91, EBF89, ECM, EY86, ECM, EF80,
EF85, EFI83, EFI84, PCC84, PCC89, PCCI89,
PC97, PCF80, PCF86, PCF800, PCL82, PC97,
PCL84, PCL8S, PL36, PL8I, P183, PY32.
PY33, PY81, PY82, PY800, PY8OI, 30FLI,
30FS, 30115, 30C15, 6F23, 6-30LZ.

TESTED, WITH 3 MONTH GUARANTEE VALVES
20p EACH

BY100 TYPE RECTIFIERS with Surge -
resistor on bracket, I21p each.

VELCO ELECTRONICS
62 Bridge Street, Ramsbottom, Bury, Lancs. Tel. 3036

NEW! Continuous range High -Gain Pre -
Amplifier 40-900 mHZ. Television,
Radio, Stereo all bands including
colour! Precision made in neat case.
Fixed in seconds, no modifications.
aerial connection only. Suberp value at
£775p. Post paid to anywhere in U.K.
S.A.E. for Leaflet. Johnsons (Radio),
St. Martin's Gate, Worcester.

120 NEW ASSORTED Capacitors,
Electrolytic, Mica, etc., and Resistors,
1/20W, 85p, Post Free. Whitsam Elec-
trical, 33 Drayton Green Road, Lon-
don, W.13.

LARGE quantities of used TV spares
for most models, 1952-64. Lopts,
Tuners IF Strips, Time Base Panels
Scan Coils, Frame Transformers, Knobs,
cabinet Trim, etc. New manufac-
turers replacement parts, can be supplied,
for more modern sets on receipt of an
order deposit. S.A.E. for quotations.
C.W.O. to TV Dismantlers, Foxhole,
Whitstone, Holsworthy, Devon.

VALVES, VALVES, VALVES
Any ten of your choice 721p, post Sp.

100 L5.50, post paid.
EF85, EF80, EB91, EBF89, ECL80,
EFI83, EY86, PCF80, PCC84, PL36,
PY8I, PCL82, PCL83, PCC89, PY33,
PY82, PY800, PY80I, PY88, PCL84,
30F5, 68.W7, PY80I.

BOB'S,
2 St. James Street, Rawtenstall

Rossendale, Lancs.
Mail order ONLY.

TELEVISION SPARES. All makes and
models, new and used. Send S.A.E. for
your enquiries. Used Tested Valves 20p
each, postage 21p. Thriftys, Green Lane
Farm, Green Lane, Chessington, Surrey.

TOP 20 TV Valves, 10p; PL504, PL36,
PY33, 15p, P&P 4p per valve, over 12
valves post free. Guaranteed tested
ex -equipment, individually boxed.
Resistors and capacitors all values and
sizes. Leading manufacturers compon-
ents and hi-fi equipment, 10% or more
off. 13A plugs, 12p. Mains fuses, 20p
for 10. Tools, etc., P&P extra on all
items. Trade enquiries welcomed, dis-
count for quantity. S.A.E. for list.
L & D Components Ltd., 71 Westbury
Avenue, Wood Green, N.22.
01-888 2701.

EX N.E.V. C.C.T.V. Camera and
Monitor Circuits, S.A.E. for list. LOWE,
29 Vanner Point, Hackney, London, E.9
5AX.

EX RENTAL T.Vs.
17' Semi -Slim (90 degree tube) U
17'721' Slimline (110 degree tube)
19'811mline
lir 3 -channel sets 215

All T.Vs. sold complete but unserviced, 12 -channel tuners,
reasonable cabinets, plus carriage £1.

PERFECT SPEAKERS EX T.V.
PM 3 ohm (minimum order two) 5 round, 8' by 2'
rectangular -121p each. Add 71p per speaker postage
and packaging.

VALVES EX EQUIPMENT
EB91 5p FYN; 17l0 1211,
EBF89 12ip 630LZ nip PCL85 nip
ECC82 1.8fp 301.15 181p PCL84 171p
EC180 71p 301'4 181P PCL82 171P
EPSO Slip PC97 1719 PCL83 181p

PY800 160
PY82 71p
PY33 nip
U191 171p

6F23 171p
EF85 PCF86 171p PL36 1121p 30P12 201/
EF183 181p PC84 71p PL81 171p 30F5 10P
EF184 121p PCF80 71p PY81 1611

Add 21p per valve P. & P. Orders over £1 P. & P. free.

UHF TUNERS
TO SUIT FERGUSON 850 900 CHASSIS

ISM P. & P. 500

SLOT METERS
Smiths 6d Switchmaster Mk. II 81 including P. & P.
MI for 10 delivered.
Smiths 2/-/lOpi, 6d SwItchmaster Mk. III 11-60 including
P. & P. SU for 10 delivered.

Dept. T.S.

THORNBURY TRADE DISPOSALS

Thornbury Roundabout, Leeds ltd., Bradford.
Telephone 665670

R & R RADIO
51 Burnley Road, Rawtenstall

Rossendale, Lancs

Tel.: Rossendale 3152
TESTED VALVES -

3 MONTHS' GUARANTEE
EBF80 15p
EBF89 171p
ECC82 15p
ECL80 ISp
EF80 10p
EF85 15p
EY86 10p

PCC84 15p
PCF80 15p
PCL82 20p
PL36 25p
PY33 25p
PY8I 171p
PY82 15p

PY800 171p
PY801 171p
UI91 nip
30C)5 15p
PCF86 15p
PCL85 15p
PCL84 15p

Copper Laminate Board, for etching, 1 p per
sq.in. Double sided lip per schin. Any size cut,
min, order 50p plus 10% P. & P.
Postagepoosn,Vpaalivdus: one valve 4p, up to 6 21p.
over

LADDERS

VARNISHED TIMBER LADDERS from
manufacturer, LOWEST PRICES any-
where: 154 ft ext. L620; 17 ft ext. L6.50;
20 ft ext. £7; 214 ft ext. L775; 244 ft
ext. f890; 29 ft ext. L1025; 314 ft triple
ext. £1225; 36 ft triple ext. £16. Carr.
80p. Free Lists. Also Aluminium Ext.
and Loft Ladders. CALLERS WEL-
COME. Dept. PIT, HOME SALES,
BALDWIN ROAD, STOURPORT,
WORCS. Phone 02-993 2574/5222. Plac-
ing order on C.O.D.

NEW RANGE U.H.F. - TV - AERIALS
All U.H.F. aerials now fitted with tilting bracket
and 4 element grid reflectors.
Loft Mounting Arrays: 7 element, 1845; 11 ele-
ment, 112.824: 14 element. WOO; 18 element,
MM. Wall Mounting with Cranked Arm: 7 ele-
ment, 13.21; 11 element, 13.74; 14 element,
14121: 18 element, 44-60. Chimney Mounting
Arrays, Complete: 7 element. 44; 11 element,
14-371; 14 element, 14-73: 18 element, 46-26.
Complete assembly insimations with every aerial.
Low lose co -axial cable,81p yd. King Teleboosters-
Labgear U.H.F. Boosters from 18-75. Belling Lee
'Concord' all Band V.H.F./U.H.F. mains operated
pre -amp., 17-60. State dearly &amid number
required on all orders. P.p.: Aerials, 40p; acces-
sories, 16p. C.W.O. or C.O.D.

BBC - ITV - FM AERIALS
BBC (Band 1): Loft, 61.25;
wall 8,11, i1621; 'H' array,
£3.00. ITV (Band 3): 5 element
loft array, E2-25; 7 element,
L875; wall mounting, 5 ele-
ment, E3.25. Combined BBCI
ITV: Loft 1+5, 12,75; 1+7,
E3&71; wall mounting 1+5,
E3871; chimney mounting 1+5,
£4.50. Pre -amps from 8315.
Combined 2301/ITV/BBC!
Aerials: 1+5+9, £4.00; 1+5+
14, g450; 1+7+14, E500.
Available loft only.

FM Radio: Lott BID, 'H', 61881:3 element
array, 12-871. Standard co -axial cable, 6p yd.
Co -ax plugs, 81p. Outlet boxes, 80p. DIplexer
crossover boxes, 871p. P.p.: Aerials, 40p; acces-
sories, 16p; C.W.O. or C.O.D. (min. C.O.D.
charge 171p). 5p for fully illuetrated lists.

CALLERS WELCOMED.
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY.

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.T.)

40-41 Monarch Parade
London Road, Mitcham, Surrey

01-648 4884

LIMITED STOCKS!
CANNOT BE REPEATED!!
ALL BRAND NEW ! !

TV COLOUR SET SCAN COIL plus
Convergence Coil to scan 1 9' or 25"
colour tubes - - - £3.95
COLOUR SET DELAY LINES, Type
DL1E - - - - - £2.85
UHF PRESS BUTTON TRANSISTOR
TUNER less push button ur it E175
AIRCRAFT CABIN ALTIMETER 95p
AIRCRAFT MACHMETER - 80p
One of each - - - E1 .50
MAINS SUPPRESSORS for TV.
radio, electric drills and motors up
to2amps.As used bythe Post Office.

2 amp 95p 15 amp 75p
1 amp 50p 75 amp 40p

All prices include postage and packing UK.
Send for our full lists.

M 6g B COMPONENTS'
(LEEDS) LTD.

P.O. Box No. 125, 38 Bridge End,
Leeds LS1 4EW
Tel: 0532-35649
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UHF. COLOUR AND TELEVISION SPARES
COLOUR PLESSEY SCAN COILS £5.75 p.p. 35p, CONVER-
GENCE COILS £3.80 p.p. 25p, BLUE LATERAL £1.25 p.p. 9p,
or Complete Set £10 p.p. 50p. MULLARD TYPE, SCAN COILS
£3.50 p.p. 35p, CONVERGENCE COILS £2.75 p.p. 25p,
LUMINANCE/CHROMINANCE PANEL £1 p.p. 25p, INTE-
GRATED TRANSISTORISED DECODER UNIT including
Circuits 11.25 p.p. 10p, LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER in-
cluding EHT and .FOCUS ASSEMBLY £4,50 p.p. 35p. (Shop
customers only, assortment Colour Panels of various makes).
ALSO COLOUR TV CAMERA UNITS.
COLOUR TV MONITOR PANELS Designed to highest BBC
standards. PAL filter & delay 26.00, Chrominance £8.00,
Luminance £4.50, Encoded Video Input 22.50 pp 25p.
UHF 825 conversion kits and tuners available at reduced prices.
Lists available.
UHF Integrated transistd. 6 position push button tuners, leading
British makers surplus 24.50 p.p. 35p. Transistd. IF panels
(salvaged) £2.50 p.p. 25p.
MURPHY 600/700 series UHF conversion kits in cabinet plinth
assembly can be used as separate UHF receiver £7.50 p.p. 50p.
625 IF amplifier incl. 5 valves and circuit £8 p.p. 35p.
SOBELL/GEC Dual 405/625 IF amp and o/p chassis incl. circuit
£1.50 p.p. 30p. ULTRA 1980 C to 2384 625 IF amp & switch
incl. circuit 21.50 p.p. 30p. PHILIPS 625 D/C IF panel inch.
circuit £1 p.p. 25p. GEC 2015 Series Dual 405/625 IF Panel incl.
circuit data 21.95 p.p. 30p.
UHF tuners transistd. incl. S/M drive or push button £5.25
p.p. 25p.
EKCO/FERRANTI UHF tuner kit, incl. valves, slow nuitih
drive, knobs, leads, aerial panel £5.50 p.p. ;30p.
TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS Latest PYIII/LABGEAR all
station UHF/VHF transistd. "Set back" mains operated £5.90
l'H F Masthead 2415, Power Unit £3.25 pp.. 25p.
FIREBALL TUNERS Ferg., HMV, Marconi. New 21.90, others
salvaged 90p p.p. 25p.
PUSH BUTTON Nosey, Ekco, Ferranti 2140 pp. 25p.
TURRET TUNERS Pye 1131 (export type) 75p, All Dual
Standard Suitable Ferguson, Baird, KB etc. 75p, Cyldon C 75p,
Ferguson MT7 £2.75, GEC 2018/9 24.50 pp. 25p. Large selecti''n
channel coils.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Popular types availahlc.
brand new replacements, fully guar. A selection which can
supplied p.p. 25p. C.O.D. 25p.
MURPHY 470 to 530 (oilfilled) £3.75
MURPHY 849 to 939 £4.50
PHILIPS 17T0100 Range
STELLA 1011/1029
PHILIPS IGTG111/12
121 to 155

£3.50
£4.00
£4.50

PHILIPS 19TG170, 210 series .. £4.50
BUSH TV53 to 69 £2, 105 to 135 £4.50
EKCO 221 to 331 (U25 or U26) £3.50
FERRANTI 1001/19 (U25 or U26) £3.50
EKCO 342 to 394, FERRANTI
1021 to 1065 .. £3.75
EKCO, FERRANTI 418, 1093 etc. £3.50
DECCA 1)M17, 3, 4 (70;) DR95,
101/606 £3'95
FERG 305 to 436, 505 to 727 .. £3.75
FERG, HMV, MARCONI,
ULTRA, PHILCO 3600, 2600,
4000, 6600, 1100, Jellypot £3.75
KB Q V20, PVP20, VC1 to VC11 £4.00
MARCONI VT157 to 172 £3.75
GEC 302 to 346, 22.50, 448 to 452 £8.25
GEC 454/6. 2000 series .. £4.50
HMV 1865/9, 1870/6, 1890/1924 £3.75
PYE CTM/CW series (printed
circuit) 17/21, 17/S, 110 to 510,
700, 830, 11U to 40F £3.50
PAM, INVICTA equiv. LOPTS
to above PYE £3.50
PETO SCOTT 1419 to 1725 11.75,
733 to 738 £2.50
SOBELL/MeMICIDIEL TPS 173,
180, T23, 24, 178, 278, SC24, 270,
MP17, 18, M72, M74 .. £2.50
TPS 781, 279, SC34, 370, 111P27,
M75, 76, 93 .. £3.25
195, 282 to 288, 762, 763 £3.25
SOBELL 196/7, 1000 series .. £4.50
PHILCO 1010 to 1021 .. £2.25
ULTRA 1770 to 2834 .. £3.75
PRACTICAL TV 625 RECEIVER
Integrated push button transistorised tuner .. £4.50 p.p. 25p
Transistorised IF panel .. £4.75 p.p. 25p
850 line output transformer £3.75 p.p. 25p
850 field output transformer .. £1.82 p.p. 15p
850 scan coils .. £3.90 p.p. 251)

(p.p. on complete set of 5 items 501))
VALVE BASES 13911 for PL500 series and colour 12Ip p.p. Sp
SPECIAL OFFER Leading British makers surplus 025 single
standard 625 TV chassis, latest design, almost complete, include,.
transistorised IF stages, frame and line time bases, transformers,
etc., incl. circuit £8.65 p.p. 50p.

Bush TV75/85 .. £2.50
Bush TV95/99 £2.50
REG 10-11, 10-17 £2.50
REG 191, 192 .. £2.50
ROD 610, 710 .. £2.50
ROD 619, 620 .. £2.50

LOPT Inserts p.p. 15p
Alba 655, 656 .. £1.75
Cossor 933 to 950 £1.75
Ekco TP308 .. £1.75
Emerson 700
range .. £1.75
Ferranti 14T5 to
21 Kli . . . . £1.75
KB, N1'70, OV30,
PV40, PVP20,
QV10, 20, 30 .. £1.75
KB/RGD VCII
Featherlight £2.50
KB/RGD VC1, 2,
3, 4 .. £1.75
PETO SCOTT
733/738 .. £1.75
Philco 1961, 1030
series .. £1.75
Philips 17T0100
range .. £1.75
Pye, VT4, VT7 .. £2.15
ROD 1117, 590 to
619 £1.75
ItEG 10-4, 10-17
to 192 .. £1.75
Ultra 1770, 1780 £1.75

MANOR SUPPLIES
172 WEST END LANE, LONDON, N.W.6

(Near W Hampstead tube sin 28, 59 159 Bus Routes) 01-794 8751

MAIL ORDER: 64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11

KNOW HOW

TO PUT

HAMMER

TO NAIL?
Well that's the first step to creating exciting
new furniture for your home...and the second
Is following the up-to-the-minute articles in
PRACTICAL WOODWORKING.
Every month you will find many super ideas to
copy-whether it be a new dining room table or a
boat-and PRACTICAL WOODWORKING's
easy -to -follow illustrated articles show you
exactly how.

PRACTICAL WOODWORKING 111p

TUBES "VIDEOCHROME 17 T.V.
TUBES

FOR BRILLIANCE & DEFINITION

17" £5.00
19" £5.50
21" £7.00
23" £7.50

19" PANORAMA £6.25

23" PANORAMA £8.25

CASH OR CHEQUE WITH ORDER

TRADE SUPPLIED
ALL TUBES PRECISION REBUILT AT OUR OWN
FACTORY BY SKILLED CRAFTSMEN  EACH TUBE
BENCH AND SET TESTED TO A VERY HIGH

STANDARD BEFORE DESPATCH

2 YEARS GUARANTEE  FREE
DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE U.K.

VIDEOCHROME TUBES LTD.
25 BELLEVUE AVENUE

RAMSGATE, KENT. Tel. THANET 52914



BENTLEY ACOUSTIC
CORPORATION LTD.
38 CHALCOT ROAD, CHALK FARM, LONDON, N.W.1
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS Telephone 01-722 9090

OAS 030
0B2 0.30
034 0-23
1A3 023
IA5 025
1A7OT 0-33
10)5 0.38
11)6 048
IFDI 035
106 030
1 H5GT 0.33
ILI 013
1LD5 030
1 LN5 0.40
1N5GT 0.37
1E35 0.27
184 0.24
185 0.20
1114 0.29
1U5 048
21)21 0-35
3A4 0.20
3B7 0.25
3116 0 19
3Q4 0.38
:QUIT 0.35
384 0.27
3V4 0.32
51t4GY 0.53
5V40 0.36
5Y3UT 0.28
5Z3 0.45
5240 0-35
60.10L2 0-57
6Al.10 0.33
OAC7 0-15
6AG5 0-25
OAKS 0.25
flAK6 0.30
6A.M6 0.17
6AQ5 0.25
6AR6 100
BATE 0-20
6A1.16 0-21
6AV6 0.30
6880 0.13
6BA6 0.21
613E6 0-22
-313116 0.48

6826 0.41
618Q5 0.28
6BQ7A 0.38
6BR7 0.79
6BR8 0453
6B87 1.25
6BW6 0.72
6/391'7 0.57
61326 0.33
608 0.19
6C9 0.78
6CD60 1.09
6CH6 0-38
601.6 023
6CW4 0.63
6116 0.15
6F1 0.63
6F6 0.63
6F60 0.25
6F13 0.83
6P14 0.44
8P15 0.85
6F18 0.45
61)23 0.70
6P24 0.68
6E25 0.60
6F28 0.70
0P32 0.15
6H6GT 0.15
625G 0.19
6250T 0.29
6J6 0.18
6J70 0.21
627GT 0.38
6K70 0.10
6K7GT 0.23
6K8G 016
6L1 0.98
6L6GT 0.39
6L7 0.63
6L18 0.45
6L19 138
6LD20 048
6N7GT 0.40
6P28 0 59
0Q7 0.43
6Q70 030
6R7 0.55
6R7G 0.35

68A7GT
0.35

68A7 035
68C7GTO 33
66117 0.53
61127 036
68K7GT

23
68Q7GT0

038
6U4GT 0.60
61170 0.53
6V60 0-17
6V6GT 0.31
0X4 0.22
6X5GT 0.25
6Y611 0.55
6Y7C: 0.63

.771ili

0 58

7

035
C 0 30
78 0.88
7117 028
7117 0.66

7717'4 7

026
060

9BW6 0.50
91)7 0 78
1001 1.26
1002 0.50
111014 031
1001 060

111/11g
0 75
0 75

gris 0 4536
IOLD110 53
10P13 0 59
10P14 140
10P18 0-32
12A6 063
12AC6 040
12AD6 040
12AE6 0.48
12ATI3 0.23
12AT7 0.17
12AU6 022
12AU7 0.20

12AV6 0.48
12AX7 023
12AY 7 0.88

1211A6 0.30
1213E6 030
12B117 0.40
12E1 0.85
12.17GT 0-33
12K5 0.50
I2K7GT

0.34
12Q70T0-28
128A7GT

040
12807 0.35
12807 0.23
1216117 015
12827 0.23
128K7 0.24
128Q7OT

0.50
14117 048
1487 1.15
I9AQ5 0.24
19111 200
20131 065
201/4 105
2092 0.86
SOLI 0 98
20P I 0.88
20P3 0 84
20P4 0.91
20P5 1.00
25A60 029
25L60 0.22
25Y5 0.38
25Y50 0.48
25240 0-30
2525 0.40
2526GT0.43
30C1 0.29
30015 0.62
30017 0.79
30018 0.63
30E15 0.72
30FLI 0.62
30FL2 0.75
30FL12 0.71

30FL14 0-70 A1834 1-00
30L1 0.31
30LI5 020
30L17 0.71
30P4MR

098
30P12 0.69
30P16 0.31
30P18 0.31
30199/

30P4 0.60
30PLI 0.61
30PL12 0-83
30P1.13 0.78
30PL14 0.67
30PL15 0.89
35A3 0.50
35A5 0.75
351)5 0-70
35L60T0-42
35W4 0.23
35Z3 0.50
35240TO-24
35Z5GT 0.30
50135 0-35
5005 0.32
50C1/602-17
50L6GTO-45
72 033
85A2 0-43
SSA) 0.40
90A(1 3-88
90AV 3-38

90CV
90CI
15082
15002
301
302
303
305
306
807
1821
5763
6060
7193
7475

1.68
0.80
0.68
0.30
100
083
0.75
0.83
0.85
0.59
0-53
0-50
0-30
0.53
0.70

A2134 0.98
A3042 0.75
AC044 1.18
AC2/ PE N

0.98
AMEN

0-38

AC2f PEN/
DID 0.98

AC/PEN(71
0.98

ACITHI
0-50

AC/TP 0.98
AL60 0.78
ARP3 0.35
AT P4 0-12
AZ I 0.40
AZ31 0.46
AZ41 0.63
B36 0.33
13309 0.17
8319 0.31
B329 0.20
B339 0.23
00349 060
8719 0.27
13729 0.57
CL33 0.91
CV6 0.53
CYIC 0.53
CY31 0-82
1)63 0.25
1/77 0.11
DAC32 0-33
DAP)! 0.20
DAF96 0.85
0)1)4 0.53
DF33 0.37
DF91 0.14
DP96 0.35
DF97 0.63
DH63 0-30
DH76 0.28
1/1177 0.20
DHS1 0.58
DHI07 090

DK3S 0.33
DK4O 0.55
DK91 0.27
1/K92 0.41
DK96 0-38
DL33 0.35
DL92 0.27
1./L94 032
DL96 036
DM70 0.30
DM71 038
DW4/500

038
DY86/7 0.26
DY802 0 48
E8OF 120
E83F 120
E88CC 080
EI8OF 095
E182CC 1.13
E1148 0.53
EA50 0 18
EA76 0 88
EABC80

031
EAC91 038
EAF42 0 49
EB34 020
EB91 011
EBC4I 048
EBC81 033
EBC90 0-20
EBC91 030
EBF80 032
EBF83 0 40
EBF89 030
EBL21 0.80
EC54 0 50
ECHO 0 63
EC88 060
EC90 025

EC92 0.35
ECC32 1.58
ECC33 1.58
ECC40 0.60
ECC8I 0 17
ECC82 0.20
ECC83 0.23
ECC84 0.80
ECC85 0.27
ECC86 0.40
ECC88 0.35
ECCI89 0.48
ECC804 0.57
ECC807 1.35
ECF80 028
ECFM2 028
ECE813 0.65
ECF804

210
ECH21 063
ECHOS 0 82
EC1181 0-28
ECH8:i 0.40
ECHS4 038
ECLMO 0-33
ECL82 0-31
ECL83 0.52
ECL84 0 60
ECL83 0.55
F.CL86 0.37
F.E80 0 70
11E22 0.63
EF36 033
EF37A 0.35
EF39 040
EF411 0-60
EF4I 0.50
EF42 033
EF54 0.98
EF7) 033
EFS() 0.23
EF83 0.48
EF85 028
/3E86 031
EF89 0-24
EF91 0.17
EF92 0.13
HP97 025
EF98 0.65
EF183 0.27

EF184 0.30
EFP60 0.50
EH90 0.88
EL32 0.18
EL34 0.46
EL35 1.00
EL37 0.87
EL41 0.54
E1.42 0-53
ELM 0.50
ELMS 0.38
EL84 0.23
ELMS 020
ELM6 0.40
EL91 0.23
EL95 0.35
EM34 0.90
EM80 0.38
EM81 0.40
EM84 032
EM87 038
EY5I 035
EY8I 0-35
E Y83 0.55
EY84 0.50
EY86,7 0-31
EY88 0.43
EY91 0.53
EZ35 0.25
E2411 0.40
E241 0.43
EZSO 0.22
EZSI 0.23
E2181 0.22
PW4 /500

0.75
FM -4/800

075
(1230 0.35
(1Z32 0.42
(1233 0 70
0234 0 53
11237 0.75
HABC80

0.45
HL23DD

0.40
HL4I DD

098
HL42DI)

050

1116309 1.40
H VR2 0.53
HVR2A

0.53
KT8 1.76
KT41 0.98
10T44 1.00
KT6) 0.25
KT66 0.82
KT74 0.63
KT76 0.63
KT81 2.00
KT88 1.70
KTWOI

0.63
KTW62

0-63
KTW63

0421
M8162 0.63
ME1400

0.74
MH L4 0.75
MFIL D6

076
N78 2.05
N10/1 1.40
N339 125
P61 0.49
PABC80

0.34
PCS6 0.49
PC8S 0.49
PC93 0.53
PC97 039
PC900 0-35
PCC84 031
PCC85 029
PCC88 0 44
PCC89 0.46
PCC189 0.49
PCF80 029
PCF82 0-31
PCF84 0 40
PCF86 045
PCF200 0.87
PCF800 0.62
PCF801 0 32
P1)091020-44
PCF805 0.63
PCF806 0.59

PCF808 0.70
PCH200

0.62
PC1.82 0-33
PCL83 0.60
PCL84 0.36
PC1.805/85

0.42
PC1.86 0.40
PCL8M 0.67
PCL800 0.78
PCL801 0431
PEN45 0.35
PH N4.510)

0.75
pEN46 0.20
PEN4531)1/

0.98
PENA4 0.98
PEN/Dill

4020 038
PFL200

054
PL)) 0-38
pL36 0.47
P1.81 0.46
PLS IA 0.50
PL82 0.31
PL83 0.33
p1.84 031
PL302 0.60
PL504:

500 0 64
PL505 144
P1.508 1.16
P1.509 1.44
PL802 0.75
PMS4 038
PX4 118
PX25 116
PY33/2 0.50
P1001 033
PY8I 0 25
PY82 0.25
PY83 0 27
PY88 0.33
PY301 0.60
PY500 108
PY800 0-35
PY801 0 34
PZ30 0.48

QQV03/10
1.20

Q875/20
0.83

Q8150 15
0.630'041
0-63

RIO 0-75
RIO 0.98
RI6 1-75
RI7 0.88
R18 0.59
R19 0.39
R20 0.511
R52 021
ROI /240A

1-98
RK34 0.32
SP42 0.7.,
8161 0.33
TH4B 0.54
T11233 0.98
TP2620 0.96
UABCSO

0.30
CAF42 0.50
UBC41 0.45
UBC81 0.49
11131)80 0.29
UBF89 0.151.
UBL21 0.55
11092 025
UCC84 0.94
UCC85 0-35
UCF80 0.35
UCH21 0-65
UCH42 0.60.
UCH81 0.31
1.1C1.82 0-34
UCL83 0-49
UP41 0-50
UP42 0-60
UP80 0-35
11E85 0.34
UF80 0.63
UFM9 0-50
UL41 0.09
U1.46 0.68
1.11.84 0-32
1.7M80 0.33

URIC 0 53
UU5 038
ULT9 040
151.112 023
UYIN 050
UY21 055
UY41 038
U1(85 0 27
U10 045
U12/14 0.38
UlO 0 75
U17 035
U18/20 0.75
U12 1 73
U22 039
U25 0 65
U211 0 59
1131 030
U32 1 50
1535 083
U37 1 75
U45 0 78
1147 065
U49 0 59
U50 028
U76 024
U78 022
U107 092
U191 0 80
11251 0 70
U301 0 51
U402 033
U404 038
11801 0 95
U4020 038
VP13C 035
VP23 0 40
VP41 038
VR105 033
VT61A 035
VU111 0 44
VU120 0.60
VI1120A

ci-eco
VU133 0-35
W107 0.50
W729 0.60
X41 0.50
X63 0.83
Z329 0.72
2749 0.70

All valves are unused, boxed, and subjec to the standard 90 -day guarantee. Terse of business: -
Utah or cheque with order only. Post/peeking 0.03 per Item, subject to a minimum o 0-09. Orders
over 5 -00 poet/packing free. Same day despatch by first class mail. Any parcel insured against damage
In transit for only 0.03 extra per order. Complete catalogue with conditions of sale pr'ce 0.01; post paid.
Business hours Mon. -Fri. 9-5.30 p.m. Bats. 9-1 p.m.

We do not handle seconds nor rejects, which are often described as "New and Teted" but have a
limited and unreliable life. No enquiries answered unless S.A.E. is enclosed for a -eply.

REBUILT TUBES !

YOU'RE

SAFE
TELEVISION

REBUILT
TUBES

WHEN YOU

BUY FROM

STANDARD TYPES:
17" £5.00 21" £6.50
19". £5.50 23". £7,50

RE -VIEW! 'PANORAMA' & `RIMGUARD' TYPES:
19''. .... £7.00 23'' £9.00

HERE IS WHAT YOU PAY: TWIN PANEL or BONDED FACE TYPES:
I2in. .. .. L4.75 I9in. .. .. L587
I 4in. .. .. L5.00 21 in. .. .. 0.25

19" £7.50 23" £10-00

I Sin. .. .. L5.25 23in. .. .. L8.50
I7in. .. L525 I9in. Twin Panel L7.50

* Complete new gun fitted to every tube.

23in. Twin Panel LIO * Two years' guarantee.
Cash or cheque with order, or cash on delivery

COLOUR TUBES AVAILABLE * Free delivery by our own transport within 25 miles of

Discount for Trade London. Over this distance 75p extra for carriage and

* Each tube is rebuilt with a completely new gun insurance.

assembly and the correct voltage heater. We have been rebuilding tubes for the past 12 years and
* Each tube comes to you with a guarantee card can supply any type including 11", 12", 13", 16", etc. and

covering it for two years against all but breakage.
* Each tube is delivered free anywhere in the U.K.

and insured on the journey.

colour tubes. Trade enquiries invited.

* Each tube is rebuilt with experience and know-
how. We were amongst the very first to pioneer

N.G.T. ELECTRONICS LTD.,
the technique of rebuilding television tubes. 22 Anerley Station Road,
RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES London, S.E.20

1

237 London Road, West Croydon, Surrey
Tel. 01-689/7735 Telephone: 01-778 9178



In just 2 minutes,find out how
you can qualify for promotion
or a better job in Engineering .. .
That's how long it will take you to fill in the coupon below. Mail it to
B.I.E.T. and we'll send you full details and a free book. B.I.E.T. has
successfully trained thousands of men at home - equipped them for
higher pay and better, more interesting jobs. We can do as much for
YOU. A low-cost B.I.E.T. Home Study Course gets results fast -
makes learning easier and something you look forward to. There are
no books to buy and you can pay -as -you -learn on 'SATISFACTION
- OR REFUND OF FEE' terms. If you'd like to know how just a
few hours a week of your spare time, doing something constructive
and enjoyable, could put you out in front, post the coupon today.
No obligation.

ImsWHICH SUBJECT WOULD INTEREST YOUPemir
Mechanical
A.M.S.E. Mech.)
Inst. of Engineers
Mechanical Eng.
Maintenance Eng.
Welding
General Diesel Eng.
Sheet Metal Work
Eng. Inspection
Eng. Metallurgy
C. & G. Eng. Crafts
C. & G. Fabrication

Draughtsmanship
A.M.I.E.D.
Gen. Draughtsmanship
Die & Press 'Fools
Eke. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design
Design of Eke. Machines
Technical Drawing
Building

Electrical & Electronic
A.M.S.E. 'Elec.,
C. & G. Elec. Eng.
General Eke. Eng.
Installations & Wiring
Electrical Maths.
Electrical Science
Computer Electronics
Electronic Eng.

Radio& Telecom ma.
C. & G. Telecomms.
C. & G. Radio Servicing
Radio Amateurs' Exam.
Radio Operators' Ccrt.
Radio & TV Engineering
Radio Servicing
Practical Television
TV Servicing
Colour TV
Practical Radio &

Electronics (with kit)

Auto & Acre
A.M.I.M.'.
MAA IMI Diploma
C. & G. Auto Eng.
General Auto Eng.
Motor Mechanics
A.R.B. Cam.
Gen. Acro Eng.

Management &
Production

Computer Programming
Inst. of Marketing

Works Management
Work Study
Production Eng.
Storekeeping
Estimating
Personnel Management
Quality Centro!
Electronic Data

Processing
Numerical Control
Planning Engineering
Materials Handling
Operational Research
Metrication

Constructional
A.M.S.E.
C. & G. Structural
Road Engineering
Civil Engineering
Building
Air Conditioning
Heating & Ventilating
Carpentry & Joinery
Clerk of Works
Building Drawing
Surveying
Painting and

Decorating.
Architecture
Builders' Quantities

G I
C
Petroleum Tech.
Practical Maths.
Retrigerator

Servicing.
Ruhls,r Technology
Sales Engineer
'limber Trade
Farm Science
Agricultural Eng.
General Plastic,

General Certificate
of Education

Choose from 42
'0' and 'A' Level
subjects including:
EnOsh
Clionwry
General Sckna
Geology
Phvuct
AfarktnialLs
Tr./mu-al Drawing
Fretkh
German
Rnnian
Spanish
!balmy
R.I.E.T. aid ire
aswiateJ
hare morJeJ trtll
ore" 10,000 G.C.E.
stircellei at '0' anJ
'A' level.
WE COVER A WIDE
RANGE OF TECHNICAL
AND PROFESSIONAL
EXAMINATIONS.

Over 3.000 of our Students
have obtained City A Guilds
Certificates. Thousands of
other exam successes.

(Write if you prefer not to cut this page)

THEY DID IT -

SO COULD YOU
"My income has almost trebled . . . my
life is fuller and happier."-Case History
G/32I.
"In addition to having my salary doubled,
my future is assured."-Case History
H/493.
"Completing your Course meant going
from a job I detested to a job I love."-
Case History B/46I.

FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF
These letters-and there are many more
on file at Aldermaston Court-speak of
the rewards that come to the man who
has given himself the specialised know-
how employers seek. There's no surer
way of getting ahead or of opening up
new opportunities for yourself. It will
cost you a stamp to find out how we
can help you.

7reel
Why not do the thing that really interests you?
Without losing a day's pay, you could quietly
turn yourself into something of an expert.
Complete the coupon (or write if you prefer
not to cut the page). We'll send you full
details and a FREE illustrated book. No
obligation and nobody will call on you ... but
it could be the best thing you ever did.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Dept B1 Aldermaston

Court, Reading RG7 4PF.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
1MNI. 1.1 NE MI MN NM ENMN OMMo:

B.I.E.T., Dept B I Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PFII
Please send me book and details of your Courses in

Name Age
Address

Occupation

B I.E T IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE SCHOOL OF CAREERS -ALDERMASTON COURT. BERKSHIRE


